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notes

The data for 197648 shown.in the appendix tables and the text tables
were collected from the agenCies in March and April 1977 and are based on
agency budgets as incorporated- in. the President's budget Message to
Congress. The 1978 data reflett requests for fiscal year 1978 and thus do not
reflect subsequent congressional bpproprihtions or changes made by
Executive apportionment Fiscal year 1977 data represent obligations
estimated in the second quarter of fiscal year 1977 and include both
appropriated funds and funds carried overirom prior years.

Table arid chart details may not add to. totals because of rounding.

Significant. changes in 1978 program. requests resulting from con-
gressional actions already taken at the time this report was prepared are
noted in the text:
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FOREWORD

The growth and nature of Federal R&D funding has been a subject of
public interest for many years, but more recenily the structure' of this funding..
has received increasing attention because of its varied effects on the,economyk,
Since Federal agenCies fund- more than one-half of the entire national R&D
effort, their policies and programs produce significant impactsbn institutions
and influence the direction of scientific inquiry and technological change: But
these impacts have arisen more often from the net interaction of a hoat of
agency mission requirements than from a coordinated strategy.

.Since the 1977 budget, however, Federal support of basic research has
reflected deliberate administration policy to fill a national need unmet by the
private sector. In that budget and the next, basic research funds were increasd
by Federal agencies to aggregate levels that would, result in growth ahead of
inflation.-The effects of this policy on national R&D. expenditures are already
apparent in preliminary information that indicates an increased growth rate-
for national. basic research in both 1977 and 1978 compared with reduced
growth for applied research (and an uneven trend foc development).

This report provides data on Federal R&D funding as reflected in the 1978
budget and is the 28th in-an annual series based on the budget document. The
analysis_ includes historical background for the determination of trends and
offers comparisons with a number of economic indicators outside the scope of
the Federal Funds survey. Because of the interest in Federal R&D activities as

a they affect the overall economy, an attempt is also made, where possible, to
assess the future direction of specific areas of Federal R&D support.

December 1977

Richard C. Atkinson,
Director
National Science Foundation
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"HIGHLIG}]TS

Assessment Highlights

j

In the next year or two ihe upward trend of Federal R&D funding is not

expected, to continue at the 3-perce t average annua ate the 197448

period (based on constant dollars) libut is more lik y to reflect growth

close to the rattle inflation, The r son is that no new large-scale R&D

program thrust is apparent in any a a while a number of ongoing Federal

developmentprograms are subject reappraisal, notably in defense and

energy. The net result of recent rea praisals has been to slow the pace of

development overall even though me individual programs have been,

increased,

Congress approved most of the Pres

some..ex tent on defense R&D sup((

support for health and somewhat i

effect will probahly-be that health

of the Federal R&D total in 1978

remain in first and second positio

funds to the request for environni

measure of current-dollar gr,owt

erriphaSis already given by the Pr

dent's 1978 programs but cut back to

art while substantially increasing

creasing support for energy, The net

d energy reflect nearly equal shares

fter defense And space, which will

lirespectivelY! Congress also added

nt R&D programs; thus providing a

for this area, and increased the

ident to food research,

For Federal basic research support,Igrowth ahead of inflatiori is expected

to continue, at least for the near future, as a result of present

administration policy that views adequate basic research support as

essential to the continued growth of the economy and the ultimate

solution of problems in many areas of national concern.

vi

Applied research however, is not expected to rise much faster than

inflation in the next year or two, reflecting in large part the absence of

new R&D programs likely to show significant growth,

When viewed as a share of the tots Feder budget, R&D and R&D plant

outlays declined steadilArom 9.5 percent in 1968 to 5.8 percent in 1976

but were expected to be 5.9 percent in 1978. The share fell primarily

because of the rapid growth of social programs involving payments to

individuals although declines in R&D funding also occurred in some

years.

When R&D and R&D plant outlays are compared with the relatively

controllable portion of the budget, the patio is seen to have declined far

lessfrom 14.7 percent in 1968 to 13,4 percent in 1976, followed by,a rise

to an estimated 13,8 percent in 1978, These ratios indicate that research

and deVelopment programs continue to play a significant pert in agency

missions,

Present indications- are that industry will continue to receive an

increasing share of all Federal R&D funds in the next year or two, while

universities and colleges receive only' moderate increases even in

constant-dollar terms. TheFederal intramural sector is expeckd merely

to keep pace with in`f lationt This projection is based on a continuation of

trends frorq)(976 to 1978 during which time industry growth in real terms'

was three times that df the academic sector and intramural support'

scarcely grew at all: Recent industry growth has reflected expanding

development programs in defense, space, and energy.
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Data Highlight

_ Federal R&D obligations: were an estimated /$26:5 billion in the
President's 1978 budget to Congress, _reflecting an average annual growth

rote of 5.2 percent since 1968, or a decline of 1.0 percent in constant-dollar

rerms. During the last four veers (1974474 however, Federal funding has

grown 10,9 percent on an average annual basis, or 3.0 percent after

adjusting for inflation,

* Federal R&D support reflects a primary emphasis on defense programs,

which made. ,up almost one-half (49 percent) of all Federal R&D

obligations in the President's 1978 budget, Space prbgrams made up

another 12 percent; energy programs,11 percent; and health programs,10

percent. These four areas have dominated Federal R &D support from 1975

to the present:'

Although defense and .Apace program ave shown significant increases

in funding in recent years, a shit likederN R&D support toward civilian-

"he ddiii on whin :h ihvsii (unction rompari.sons ire him! o not shown in ihis.roport,

diihouv -:y. ,ire iaktm from the Iini! soviiv u4 tin rillf:rul hauls dull Function Chita, which iirf'

based on dual programs 'rind rui ILFIOS doinicy liniis, {rt 'NhilWII in Arl ArMlySIS of Federal

R&D Funding by !__ w_----, him Figfil Ims i90,197ii INSF 77-:1261 giinington, ht. 20402 Sup',

of Documents Vs. Gr.A., nmvre Prinliq Of fim 91781

oriented programs and away from space/ defense programs occurred in

the 1968-78 decade. ihe"civilian" share grew from less than one fourth to

almost Iwo-fifths in that period, but shares at the present time appear to

he stabilizing,

Basic research was expected to total $3.0 billion in the 1978 budget and to

amount to 1 percent of all Federal R&D oblig'ations. Between 10 and

1978 basic research obligations showpd a 40-percent gain in constant

dollars, partly as a result of adminfitration policy, Between 1968 and

178, however, a decline of 5 percent in real terms is still reflected

Applied research, at $6.5 billion in 1978, now accounts for one-fourth of

the Federal R&D total. Bet* en 1968 and 1978 a gain 01 13 percgt in real

performance was recorded, Between 1977 and 1978, however, virtually no

real growth was reflected,

Development programs currently make up almost two-thirds of the

Federal R&D total and were an estimated $16.8 billion in the 1978 budget.

Since 1974 developinAl funding has been growing more rapidly than

research, chiefly as a result of DOD, ERDA, and NASA programs. Even

so, federally funded developmeni is an estimated 17 percent lower in 1978

than in 1968 in constant dollars.

19 1978 an estimated $19,8 billion in Federal R&D obligations will be

awarded to extramural performersindustry, universities, and non-

profit organizations. The remaining $65 billion, or 25 percent of the total,.

will be directed to intramural performance.

vii



INTRODUCTION

From its inception the National Science Foundation has collected data on

science resources in response to hAij;hive mandates. The present report on

Federal sponsorship of R&D prograMS is the 25Ih iToan annual series and one

among a number of recurring NSF reports on different aspects of national

R&D activities, Fedarol Funds for Research, Development. and Other

Scientific Acttvities, V4ilume XXVI represents a later arid more detailed

analysis of the.R&D portion of the Federal budget than the one that appeared

with the budget document,' The data in this report show R&D obligational

levels as reported to the Federal Funds survey by 98 agencies in the March-

May period of 1977,1ollowing the President's budget message in January. The

data are distributed by character of work, performers, fields of science, and

Federal R&D support by States. University-performed issearch by fields is

also covered, and data are given on scientific and technical information.

All Federal agencies with R&D programs responded, and their data were

Vied on budget request levels. Data were edifed and processed by NSF staff,

and appendix tables were prepared by computer processing and made

available by the midyear. A brief analysis of the contents of Federal Funds,

Volume XXVI was also published as soon as survey totals were available,

This report is focused On the three years of the 1978 Federal budget

period, although comparisons with earlier years are noted. Data for fiscal year

See Office of Mrinitgenitto ad Budget, Spctctoi Anolysits, The budget of the United Shies

GovitrOnitnI, Neu] Year I078, 'Spititiol Analysis P: Rese.:1rch and DevelopMent Programs"

11nhington, D.C. 20402. Sept. of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office). 1977, p: 290:

Science fountintien, detoileel Sintisticni Tablo Fed rot 1:nneIN Inc Ilmarch,

Tkvpifyinerif pod ltie Scaaplio. }rocs 1970: I V7. um! 1970, Volum XXVI

(NSF 77-1 171. (Washington, D.0 2110591, 1977, Tint! UhtilinahiP Walk on requetit to NSF.

National Science Foundation, uo fli:taffiro..tt tidio Ilighlights,"FaleralR&H

Shows Strong Recent Rise Hat Little Rico) Growth in 1970 (NSF 77 -123) (1,119,hinglon, D.C.

20950I, tic tolr 17. 377,

VIII

a

1976 are actual, but data for the next two years are tentative. Fiscal year 1977

data reflect obligations estimated in the second quarter of fiscal year 1977;

agencies basefl tlif se estimates on funds appropriated plus obligations carried

over from prier years and on agency program plans at the time The 1978 data

are based on amounts requested in the President's budget for fiscal year 1978,

including estimates- for carryovers, but do not reflect subsequent con-

gressional appropriations or changes made by Executive apportionment -The

text makes nate of significant changes in 1978 program levels resultin_ rom

congressional actions taken at the time this report was prepared in ordep hat

information may be as up-to-date as possible.

Data for the transition period, July 1 September 30,1976; that permitted

a shift to the new October 1 - September .3a, 1976 budget year, have been

collected in broad totals only for basic resexch, applied research, and

development but not fo4more detailed categories. Thep,ciata have not been

pnbli.sheri but are ailable on request,

While, the statisti s in this report do, not reflect the precision used for

ccounting purposes, they are comparable frornoone year to the next and

ovide an accurate easure of trends. Borderline problems exist in that some

R&D programs are not clearly' defined as such. Most agency R&D programs

have to be separated by respondents from-other larger prbgrams becauselhey

are not identified as budget line item, and in certain cases questions arise as

to appropriate claificaion. R&Dprograms, once identified, must-then be

further subdivided into the survey categories: basic research, applied

research, development,- performers, fields, etc. Since agency records are often

kept by categories other than those requested in the survey, judgment in

reporting data must be used by the respondents. Over the years, however,

agencies have gained considerable experience in meeting the data 're-

quirements,

Agencies are users as welias producers of these data, Net users besides

agencies include congressional staff, Federal science administrators, per-

formers in the private sector, science historians, science policy analysts, and

the science press. The data serve as a baseline for determining trends and-also

as a starling point for morcintensive studies.

a
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Section 1. FEDERAL R D PERSPECTIVES

Although Federal 'R&D obligatiomt t plant excluded) rose from 9'15,9

billion in fiscal year 1968 an qtimatet. $26.3 billion in the President's 1678

budget request to the Congress, most of the growth has taken place in the last

four years. From 1968 to 1974 the average annual growth rate was 1.5 percent,

or a decline of 3.7 percent in constant dollars, ' whereas from 1974 to 1978 the

average annual growth rate is 10.9'percent, or an increase of 3:0 percent in

constant= dollar terms.

The last three yearS have witnessed Federal R&D growth that was ahead

of inflation each year and 1975 reflected unusually iteep growth as well

almost sufficient to match the record inflation of gat year); At present,

however, the outlook appears to indicate growth no greater than the rape of

inflation, or only slightly higher, All Federal programs are now viewed more

critically in the light of alternative options, and R&D programs, including

some that may he m'Oirly advanced stages of development, are not excepted

from this kind of assessment: No new large-scale R&D program frilliatives

have been introduced, and thus thel]ederal R&D total will largely reflect a

continuation of present undertaki-gs, The next year or so will appear more

like the early seventies than the et tly sixties when high yearly increases were

in order..

Growth between 197 4 and 1978 has been engendered more by develop-

ment than by research. Real growth for Federal development programs

between 1974 and 1978 was 15 percent (compared with a constant-dollar

decline of 28 percent between 1968 and 1974). Since development now

accounts for almost two - thirds of the Federal R&D total, the rise orlon of this

component has the most effect on overall levels While it can be assumed that

most large development programs now in progress will be brought to

culmination and new ones brought to the 161 development stage, some

programs may be significantly reduced. This has already occurred in the

energy and defense areas, as in the G.ase of the Clinc River breeder react° and

the B-1 bomber. Large development programs are ow likely to bequest ned

at each stage as to their effect on broader strategies. Buchan approach acts as

a brake on strong overall Federal R&D growth.

In the abstao fiL a reihible [(ND cosi indexlhe GNP implicit price deflator has been used for

the years 1968 -77 and aalesIirmale of in [lid tar 1078.

FederalROD pbllgatIOns.:by.oha

Billions of dollars.

30

Current dollars

Constant (1972) dollarsa

130;toral

444, .. . 4 . 444., . ..4444

41
. 4 . 44. .. 42444

Applied research

.. 440 . 44444
.2.pi14401i4m1V44

4b4441-

..... 141211O1

Average Annual Percent Change

Character otoork .1 1.74. 1974-76 1976-77 1977-78__
Current dollars

R &D twt-------- 1.5 9:2 17.9 7.6

Research 5.0 10.0 12,4 7.2

Basic r earch 2.9 9.0 13.6 9.3

Applied re!oh 6.1 10.4 11.9 6.2

Development = .2 8.7 21.2 7.8

Constant dollars'

R&D total -3.7 19.6 1.3

Research - .4 .9 5.6 .9

Basic research -2.3. :2 6.6 3.0

Appliodxesearch .7 2.7 5.1 lb)

Development -5:3 - .2 133\ 1.5

al:Irpd on GNP implicit aria PCstor

bLass then prom
SOURCE: Notionil &lino Foundilio»

ottirnie for 1978,



Basic research, in comparison, has received
special emphasis as a total area in the last two
Federal budgets. The higher totals have produced
a constant-dollar growth of 10 percent between
1974 and 1978 in comparison with constant--
dollar growth of 8 percent for applied research,
This policy has changed the direction of earlier
(1968-741 trends where basic research declined in
real arms and applied research grew, But even if
basic research continues to be supported in the
near future at levels that produce real growth, the
effect on overall Federal R&D obligations will be
slight since basic research is currently ti percent
of the Federal R&D total

legions for research,

ment, and ROD plant

KR NO tom' MTh is 10 cagron
UM Natoli leer Natal

Federal overall end REID Obligations

and outlays; FY 194048

!Dollar s in millions!

Researnh, develop-
Total ment, andD_Rb

FiKal budget plant2
year ouneysi

lions

1940,

1941.. .

1942..,, ..
1943 t .
1944

1945.

1946

1.947...

1948

1949,.:

1950:

1951

1952

1953.

1194...

1955
.

s

956....
1957....
1958 ,

1966..

1

1962 .

1963 , . .

1964...
1965.

1966

1967

1948.

1959

1970 ....
1971 :..
1972 ...
1973,.

1974

1979 ,

1976.

1977 lerst,14

1978 lest,14

REID-related

outlays as

ercent of

WWI budget

outlays

$ 9,5139 131 0:8
1

131 198 1.4
34, (31 280 .8
78,909 (31 642 8
93,956 131 1,377 1.5
95,184 131 1,591 1.7
61,738

1:5
36,931 6 691 9110 2.4
16,493 868 855 2.3
40,570 1,105 1,0182 2.7
43,147 1,175 1,083 2,5
45,797 1,812 1.301 2.6
67,962 2,199 1,816 2.7
76,769 3,361 3,101 4,0
70,890 3,039 3,148 4.4
66,509 2,745 3,308 4.8
70,460 3,267 3,446 4.9
76,741 4,3t3 4,462 5,8
82,575 4,906 4.991 6,0
92,194 7,173 6,3
92,223 UM 7,70 8,4
97.795 9.607 9,287 9.5

106,813 11,069 10.387 9:7
111,311 13,663 12,012 10,8
118,5F4 15,324 14,707 12.4
118,430 15,746 14, 889 126
134,652 16,179 16,018 11.9
158,254 17,149 16,1359 10,7
118,833 16,525 17,519
184,548 16,310 16,348
196, 15,865 15,736 8.0
211.425 16,150 15,952 7,5
232,021 17,100 16,743 7:2
247,074 17,574 17,510
269,620 18,181 18,326 6,8
326,105 19,834 19,590 6,0
366,466 21,595 20, 5.6
411,243 26,069 23,244 5.7
439,961 27 29,01 5,9

i Beg r-iriing in fiscal
yeBr 1953 -amounts for both obligations and

outlays include pay and allowance of military personnel in reseatch
and development. 2"Outlays" include expenditures plus net
fending. Data through fiscal year 1953 are in terms of the 'Con-
solidated Cash Statement"

end data beginning Oft fiscal year
1954 are in terms of the "Unified Budget." 3h1d1 available,
4These estimates are based on amounts shown in The !lodge,
1.978, SOLOCCS: (Ace of Management and 'Budget and
Bureau ol the Budget, The Budget of the United Steles Governmot fiscal years 1940 through 1978;

National -Science Founda-
tion annual surveys of R&D programs of Fedvl agencies.

e.

Shait whet

aii1000.Iihe share of R&D and R&D plant
,the total Federal budget had been
fly far 13 years, but thereafter a

decitrie.se iniiBetweer1968 and 1978 the are
dfili-'ped rolti9:5 percent to an esti ated

-tt.6 he sham in 1977 was an estimated
5.7 per,. ;dn 4-nd in 1978 the share will rise to an
est iniatijd,:, 1cent.

udget outlays by mirth*

ntrollable components

n-ended and
1 programsa



Another in more sensitive indicator of

Federal R&U policies can he found in changes in

the ratio of R&D programs to the relatively

controllable portion of the budge The con,

trollable portion, of which R&D programs are

part, is subject only to annual htliorization and

appropriation actions as distinct from the

uncontrollable area where tfae growth of fixed

Trends Vn WIN& RbD expendftures by source

Ammo emus
atm

()ter nOnprofit in

74 78 77

f!git

*Op* buturdibto bre tuti* fro bow 6tf

Obi Oft busoti INA 17t titeom.)14

to Fornivirdo; to WON
100 II Waft Ilya *In
a.vwfill but *OWN out

bob OW**

4 tic
0

1
I

cost and open-ended programs= cannot be 2,

regOlated except by changes imexisting substan=

dye law. R&D and R&Dplant outlays as a share of

conlrollable budget outlays have fluctuated

fairly narrowly in the 1968=78 periodmoving

from '14.7 percent to an estimated 13,8 percenta

sign that the role of research and development in

the fulfilliiient of
mi.ssion,responsibilities has not

changed significantly.

Relationship to the National R&D Total

Between 1968 and 1977 total national R&D

expenditures grew, from :$24,6 billion to an

estimated $40.8 billion, Lrpt during this period,

Federal support fell from 61 percent .of all

national expenditures to an estimated,53 percent

and' stabilized at that share during the last three

itars, Until 1971 Federal funding fluctuated

lightly from year to year, but annual growth was

shown thereafter, especially from 1975 onward.

'4he industrial, university -and- college and other

nonprofit sectors all iriE;reased R&D support in ':

each year of the 1968.77 period, and the taus

share of the total increased from 37 percent to an

estimated 43 percent,

The pattern of R&D performance, however,

showed less change irrthe same timespan. The

chief differences are that indUstry now carries ,

\ out slightly less of the total national R&D efforts

`9 percent in '1977 compared jlkitti 71 percent in

96 and Federal agencies and universities and

colleges, slightiv more. The Federal share of

performance *ha s grown from 14 percent to 16

percent and the academic share, from, 9 pewit to

10 percent.

socutilv, rnri lir d Inturablx, veleran,i bentffils,

pulilir ussiOuricu. interest, iincl
Inisredimeou8 other pre-

eranpi. See Office of hilun8gerneni ttfrt Budget, TheBudget of

tics timed Strut Govqiirfien!, Yeur 1578, (able lb

1W4sblngtou, D.C. 2540a: Supt. of Docurnenis, Govern

wee! Printing Office), pp. 420-21,i

The facts behind these shifts in

Fe/performance ratios are that industrial

until recently_ , have received less support

for research and eveloprnent from Federal

agencies (mostly n ably the Department of

Defense (DOD) and theNational Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA)) but have pro-

vided increasing funds for R&D perfotmance on

their MD account, virtually all of which can be

In

Federal

.. .

.

----tniversities Et colleges

Other nonprofit institutions' --

/ -

FFROC's administered

by universities

/

70 74 70 77-
444)



considered as supporting civilian under-,

takings. Universities and colleges have re' I

increased funding from Federal agencies_ It

ief source of support), and most of this as

en directed to basic research and applied

research in societal i.,Veas. Thus, an' increase in

the share of the national R&D effort devTned to

civilian programs versus those devoted to

defense/ spice areas has taken placefrom 52

percent in 1968 to an eiimaled bkl percent in

1977. These shares are approx'itiale, and the

likelihood is that the present appri mate)

share will not change very markedly in the near

term since the increased rate of industry sprcul

ing will probably be offset by the increased rate

of Federal spending fur defense space programs.

elationship to GNP

Even though the share of national R&D

expenditures within the gross national protium

(GNP) has been decreasingfrom 2.8 percent in

1968 to an estimated 2.3 percent in 1977, more

Aide In netionil REti/CINP rat
°mil REM expenditures

compered with cisPien

twit GNP

1

Beim Foundetioll

0 civilian

H, 1
1974 1 1976 1977

and more work (\within that share has been

devoted to improving the standard of living and

meeting social problems:' Broadly speaking,

civilian-oriented R&D activities sponsored by all

sources, public and private, slightly more than

doubled from 1968 ta,likwhile total national

R&D efforts grew by twithirds. The ratio of

civilian 4lii&D expernirlures to GNP w,as 1.5

percent for most years of the 1968-77 period.

Such a ratio does not compare unfavorahry with

the R&D/GNP ratios of other major in-

dustrialized countries when their'R&D expen=

ditufes for defense and space have been

eliminated. The-1.5=percent "civilian"ratio of the

United Slates is higher than comparable ratios

far France and Canada in 1975 and very close to

tat of the United Kingdom, although somewhat

lover than that estimated .for Japan. The one
) 'mntry with a 'civilian" R& D, as high as 2

percent was West Germany.' i

i Ratios of R&D expenditures to GNP are only

one indication of the relationship of R&D

investment to the national economy, An equally

important consideratioleinyolves the factors and

incentives that lead from the R&D phase to

innovation, and this question is likely to receive

increasing attention in the years just ahead.

Historical Perspective

The growth trend of 1974-78 follows a 7-year

period 1968=74) when only slight changes were

reer_irded from one year to the next in Federal R&D

funding with the exception -'61 1972 when a 6-

percent increase occurred that was almost
wholly attributable to one agencyDOD. In the

entire period the only agencies among those

suppurtinR&D programs above the $30 million

level that recorded s1 ±Iidy upward growth were

the Department of k:, icalture (USDA) and the

' Dahl ilerivea I rum thi,NatiomilSr.ipm:1,1;ountialitin,

Sraid i irin of if"no Resourco; Fatidi6 inn this OrRani4M ion

Inc i-icunorilir, Developmpnt,.

Ratio Alvan ROD GNP

for Mtdor Inthoulolot**Iss

Wmt Gontin

NOWLISAWkri WIMP 114 ON it OW*
RUM

Fato410n: Or90104 film Em44*.C4F

Veterans AJFilnistration (VA}, These were years

marked by!' steady decline in funding of NASA

as the Apollo mission was phased ajJ14 and

. virtually no growth in DOD funding. In 197 the

R&D total for DOD was only $711 million nigher

than in 1968 (and $371 million higher than inj

1967). DOD and NASA continued to be the two

leadlirgencies in R&D support, however.
Between 1968 and 1974 Federal R&D funding

moved up only 9 percent in current dollars (while

decreasing 20 percent in constant dollg's).

But after 1974 a fundamental change took

place. In the previousiseven years the well

established character of most R&D programs ad

resulted in Federal R&D totals that changed

relatively little from one year to the .4iext,

sometimes declining slightly. No strong program

expansion from any area was reflected in Overall

R&D levels. By 1974, however, Federal R&D

obligations began to rise as the result of a number

of major policy initiatives that had already been

set in motion.
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Pglicy Initiatives

In the 1972 budget administration policy was

4ocused on higher overall defense spending,

following /a 3-year petiod of no growth, This

decision was subsequently reflected in,, DOD

totals, especially :in 074 and later years, as

succeeding administrations added impetus to

this,.-policy. The effect on R&D programs was

mosomewhat rerdelayed after significant growth

1972, R&D support to DOD did not rise again

ti11975, but since then yearly growth has been

nVicant.

Energy shortages, brought home by the Arab

oil embargo in the (all of 1973,'heightened public

awareness of the need for a manifold expansion

in the energOtearch and development that was

already in process. EnergyD funding, pro-
vided mostly by the Energlt Research and

DeVelopment Administration (ERDA), has

tripled since 197C,. reflecting both Presidential

and congressional supprirt. In the past decade

growth in eikerFeresearc has alSo shifted in

terms of the share of the ERDA budget devoted to

atomic defellse programs: from 44 percent in 1988

to an estimated 20 iercent in 1978..

Health was,given special emphasis in the 1972

budget message with a Presidential armounce-

rant of a $X10 million increase in funds trgeted

on cancet,tetearcli under the sponsorship.of the,

Department of Health, Education; and WelifPre

(HEN)0,%and support to cancer research 'was

carried further throtigh 1974 when ap additional

emphasis was also placed on heart and lung

research. In subsequent yearS the rates of growth

diminished, and in the 1977 and 1978 budgets

growth for other biomedical research areas has

outpaced cancer; and heart. and lung research, a

pattern that remained even after congression

action on 1978 HEW programs. Everi so, cancet,

and heart and lung research stilt account for one-

half o the R&D obligations of the National

Institutes of Health (HEW).

DOD

As the Apollo program phased down in the

early seventies; a new broad policy evolved for..

space. The 1972 budget stressed a balanced,

program guided by three purposes: space ex=

ploratiori, scientific investigations, and practical

applications. This budget included funds to start

development of the space shuttle engine. It was

not until 1975, however, that large increases in

space shuttle funding produced an upward trend

in total R&D levels for NASA, Skylab, which

peaked in 1972; had been terminated by 1975. The

share of the NASA budget devoted to purely

space activitiesmanned space flight, space

sciences, ;space technology, and tracking and

data acquisitionhas declined from 95 percent in

1968 to an estimated 811percent in 1978: NASA

programs in space applications and aeronautical

research and technology have accounted for the

remainder. a share that has been increasing to the.increasing

present 19 percent.

After 1974 the Federal R&D total began to move

significantly higher, increasing by 9.2 peycent in

both 1975 and 1976. All major agencie) shared in

this growth. Even NASA funding increased at

development support for the space shuttle grew

by larger increments. The chief influences on

growth, however, were DOD and ERDA.

In 1977 the Federal R&D growth was an

estimated 17.9 percent,. bringing the Federal-R&D

total to $24.5 billion, with increases shown by

virtually all agencies, Even though more than

one-fourth of the rise can be attributed to

estimated carryovers, increases in `budget

authority were substantial-. The President's
budget proposal for `fiscal year 1978 called for a

further overall R&D increase to $26.3 billion, or

7.6 percent. Despite the strong gains of recent

years, estimated real performance in 1978 in

constant dollars is still 10 percent below that of

1968.



Functional Patterns

The Outstanding feature of Fedetal R&D

support in the 1968 7Bdecade has been the sharp

rise in emphasis on "civilian" R&D 'programs in

contrast to those in defense and 'space:'Growth

and change are evident in the agencies that

sponsor_ _.programs in these different areas. In

1966 DOD ind-WiSisponsored three-fourths of

all Federal R&D activities; b_y 1978, however,

their share was an estimated,

thqugh DOD and NASA,abligational totals have,

been rising significan4 since 1974, the Strong

gains for ERDA, HEW, and the National cience

Foundation (NSF) have prevente the
DOD/NASA share of the Federal R&D tots om

increasing.

Federal R &D programs can be categorized by

their own primary purposes, rather than by

supporting agencies, and arranged by selected

functions that cut across agency lines. On this

basis defense programs are found to represent 49

percent of the Federal R&D total in 1978; space

programs, 12 percent; energy programs,

percent; and health programs, 10 percent. These

four areas have been the leading ones in Federal

R&D support since 1975,4

In 1969 (the first year detailed functional data

were compiled) defense programs made up 53

percent of the Federal R&D total and space

programs, 24 percent. The third post important

area was health With 7 percent of the total, and

the next was science and technology base with 3

percent. Areas like energy and environment were

to achieve their most significant growth in later

years,

4 See National Selectee Foundation, An Analysts of Fader&

R&D Funding by Function, Fiscal Ycurs 11169-1978 (NSF 77=

320) for on analysis of programs by objective that cuts across

agency hoes, op.
1 .1.

Character of Work

AaiDOD and NASA programs declined in

empsis bitween 1968 gna 1976, development
fell st dily as a share of the R&D total; from 69

percent to 62 percent ut a reversal has occurred

in that the share i an estimated 64'percent in
both 1977 and .19i6;.This increase reflects recent

DOD and NASA growth, and the expanded

energy programs of ERDA.

. Basic research funding stayed- at about the
same level from 1968 to 1971 and thereafter has

risen steadily until 1978. The proposed increase
from 1977 to 1978 was 9 percent, reflecting a

Presidential policy decision to support basic
research growth by 3 percent in constant dollars.

The share of basic research within the Federal

R&D total was 11 perbent in 1968, then rose to 12

percent from 1972 through 1976; the estimated

share for the most recent two years are 11
lercent in each year. Chief support agencies have

-:: been HEW, NSF, ERDA, NASA, and DOD. In the

198 budget, HEW provided more than one-
fourth of the support and NSF more than one-
fifth.

The applied research share of the Federal R&D

total ha's grown relative to.basic research and

development in the 1968-78 decade from 20

percent to 25 percent. The reason is twofold: not

only has applied research funding increased

substantially but basic research funding and

'development funding 'haVe also grown less

rapidly (development support did not regain the

1968 level until 19751. Applied-researoh growth

has been mainly sustained by HEW and DOD

programs over the long term with much of this

growth related to increased support to

biomedical research and increased efforts in

military technology base programs, More recent=

ly expansion of applied reseich infusion power,

in environmental effects of energy, and in &mit
weaponry has been shown in increased ERDA
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support levels while greater applied effnrts

within the aeronautical research and technology

'program have been reflected in overall NASA

support to this area:

Between 1968 and 1978 Federal support to

basiC research has declined 5 percent in constint

dollars, and development has declined 17 per -

cent. Applied research has increased 13 percent

in constant-dollar terms:

Performers

The pattern of performer use by Federal

agencies has changed somewhat between 1968

and 1978: In 1068 only 22 percent of Federal R&D

work ws intramurally performed. This share rose

steadily until 1975 when it reached 28 percent.

Since then, the intramural share has been

declining and will be an estimated 25 percent in

1978. One cause of the declining intrainural share

has been a DOD policy to involve extramural

perfumers more heavily iii the technology base

area where DOD laboratories had been concen

44

trat ing :their work. Real intramural perfnrmance

(in constant dollars) has grown an istimatedl.

percent between 1968 and 1978. Chief intramural

support agencies have been DOD and NASA,

which have accounted for shares of 49 percent to

56 percent and 19 percent to 23 percent of the

total, respeptively, followed by HEW, USDA, and

the Department of the Interior.

A somewhat similar trend appeared in the

university area, In 1988 universities and colleges

performed 9 percent of all Federal MD under-

to ings; and'by 1974 they performed 13 percent..

The change reflected the increased emphasis on

research as contrasted with development pro-

kg-rams within the Federal R&D total, The share

had fallen to 12 percent by 1976 but has since

remained the same. With increased development

programs it might have fallen further except for

the added Federal support to basic research.

HEW, NSF. DOD, and NASA lilve been.leading

agency users of the academic sector in the past

decade with ERDA more important than NASA

in recent years: Significantly, the growth in real

performance for universities and colleges is an

estimated 13 percent between 1968 and 1978.

The chief reason for the shifts 41 .intramural

and university shares lies in the decreasing

relative use of industry (and ,associated

FFRDC's) for development programs him: 1968

to 1975 and the increasing use since then. Mud

Federal support to industrial firms fell until 1971

and rose very little unti11975. but since then has

grown importantly, The industry share of the i

Federal R&D total was 59 percent in 1988, fell to .

48 percent in 1975, and is an estimated 53 percent

in 1978. Chief agency users of industrial firms

land industry FFRDC's) have always been DOD,

NASA, and ERDA, and as their prog4ms have

grown more rapidly in recent years, industrial

performance has risen,

Between 1968 and ;4378 real performance by

of industry for Federal R&D unertalL gs will

othis sector has dropped 19 percent. The fu re use

cl

presumably show' a continued increase . in the

near term, butsome enemy programs may shift to

non-R&D emphases a few years hence, and

funding for the space shuttle, now the largest

.Federalit&D program, will tend to decline as

development is, completed. Thus, later upward

. growth may depend on other eventualities.



Sectiot 2. PROGRAMS AND PERFORMERS

In 1977 the 10 leading agencies in R&D support accounted for an
estirhated 98 percent of the Federal R&D total, and in the President's
budget request for 1978 the same situation prevailed. Compared with a
decade earlier, howeyee, the present distribution of agency R&D
participations sigdificantly more widespread. In 1968 four leading
agencies iccirtirited for 93 percent of all Federal R&D obligations; in the
1978 budget six leading agenciesDOD, ERDA, NASA, HEW, NSF and
USDAaccounted for that same percentage.

Cunent Programs

in 1977 the R&D activities of DOD represpted an estimated 16.paticent
Ncrease over the previous year, and the President's budget request for,
1978 contained an 8percent increase over 1977, with each of the armed
services.showing growth. The 1978DOD total was 124'billion, Congress
later reduced the RDT&E levels by approximately 2,5percen4 with the
resulting effect on the different services and on individual prograrts not
exactly calculable,

Although R&D obligations for DOD have shown steady growth since
1970, the share of DOD within all Federal R&D activities has tended to
decrease sorneWhat. From a high paint for the past decade of 50 percent in
1972' and 1973, it has gradually declined to 46 percent ia the 1978 budget:

The Air Force, which has accounted for the Iiigest share of DOD R&D
programs in the pasta 10 years (an estimate T 36 percent in 1978) is
responsible for the large,st strategic DOD programtheB-1 bomber. This
project reflected lover level of funding in 1978 than in 1077 since

The research, development, test and evaluation IRDT&El appropriation 41tes up all DOD
,R40 activties except for relatively small amounts used for R&D plant and minor amounts from. mho D00 appropriations primarily for personnel engaged in R&D activities:The lrgest ROME
area is that of tactical.programs, which in 1977 and 1978 represents

more than one-third of the
total: Next are strategic programs, which make up about one-fifth. Other activities are
categorized. under technology base, intelligence and communications, advanced technology
divelopment, and programwidemanagement and support.

development :was nearing completion, Although Presidential action was
takennbsequent to the budget request to cancel filluls for procurementof
the 8-1-airdtaft, R&D support was to continue. Other important strategic
Air Force activities included the M-X intercentinejltdballistic missile,
with an increase requested for coqinued full-scale development, and the
AGM-88, ALCM air-launched cfuise missile, also with a significant
increase requested. The advanced ballistic re-entry system, another large
strategic program, 'reflected a moderate decrease. Large tactical programs
Included the F16 combat fighter, currently requiring lower funding as
development enters later stages, and the E-3A advanced warnipg and
control system (AWACS), with a small increase requested. The Air Force
is also respiksible for the divelopment of the interim stage ((US) of the
space shuttle; a sizable increase requested lnr -this program Was largely
granted by the Congress.

AEC

9%
ERDA5

16%

NASA

HEW

8%

DOD

48%

NASA DOD
15% 48%
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Support for Navy R&D in the 1978 budget request arnouri

35 percent of the DOD to aval R&D activities have always

second in size of funding hose of the Air Force, but current

amounts are cl4e: The Navy is now sponsoring the largest sing

project-the F.18 combat fighter for tactical use The requested

for 1978, the largest of any R &D pr gran, unchange

Congress. 'two other largeongoing
tacgal Navy programs yv r LAMPS

helicopter and ViSTOL aircraft development, both prograk scheduled

for increases.a On the strategic side, the largest.Navy program is the

Trident I submarine-launched missile.systern, with considerably lower.

: funding needed in 1978 as developmeit enters later stages. The

Tomahawk submarine, stkface, and air - launched missile fs anotherlarge

strategic proggam, which reflected a substantial requested increase in

1978.:

'Army R&D programs represented 22 percent of the DOD. to 1 in the

President's budget. The two largest single Arty programs SAM,D

Patriot surface-to-air missile system and the XM,1 rank-ar( oth in the

0

een

41e-,
DOD

rease

by the

The term 'scheduled' refers to congressional action,

Fedepl obit aflons for re

Agency

Total

qepartrnent of Defense

Energy Research and Developmente

Administration' :. 1

National Aeronautics 8nd Space

Administration

Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

National Science Foundation:

Department of Agriculture

Deparment of Transportation

Department of the interior , , ,

Environmental Protection Agency

Department of Comm (co

Nuclear Regulatory Co mission

Other agencies

tactical area. Both ate scheduled for increases in 1978. The third-largest

'cal program is the AAH advanced attack helicopter, for which

r uced funding was requested in the President's budget but which

subsequently receivolitincreased funding for 1978 through congressional:

action. The two chief Strategic Army programs are the ballistic missile

defense systems technology program, and the ballistic missile defense

advanced technology program, both stibwing a steady level geffort.

ERDA is the agency with the most rapidly growing41 programs,' These

have 'more than doubled since 1975: In 1977 estimated R&D obligations for

this agency were $3.6 billion, andthe total requested by the President for

1978 was $4.1 billion, piaci:rig ERDA second after DOD in R&D support,

As a share of all Federal R&D obligations ERDA programs have increased

from 9 percent in 1968 to an estimated 16 percent in 1978.

7 On October 1, 1977 the functions of ERDA were transferred to tht newly ,established

artment of Energy WOEJ. The amounts shown in this report, however, wereelirapdrted by

ERIIA -and reflect ERDA plans and estimates.

h and development by

[Dollars in millions[

Actua

Ivy

Estimates

1968

$18,921

1976

$20,759

Average annual

percent change

1968-76

*3.4

1977

$24,465

Percent

change

1976 -77

+17,

1978

$26,317

Percerri,

change .

1977.7R

+7.6

7,709 9,655 11,172 +15,7 12,108 +8,4

1,369 2,499 i +7,8 3,610 +44,5 4,143 +14.8,,

4.429. 33,447 .3.1 3,610 +4.7 3,848 +6.6

1,252 2,546 +9.3 2,960 416.2 3,009 +1.7

283 609 +10.1 686 *12.6 758 +10.4

254 462 +7.8 525 *13.6 574 *9.2

172 295 +7.0 407 +363 398 -2.2

191 314 ,,6.4
346 +109 362 +3,8

259 361 i !39.5 311 -14.1

84 229, *13.4 247 *8.1 240 -3.2

- 68 114 *28,8 139' +22.1

179 356 *9.0 424 *19.4 428 +.9

Atomic Energy Commission prior to 1974:

SOURCE: National Science Foundation



The princi al mission of ERDA has been to develop and foot economical,
and die e ergy eources'and uses, and 80 percent of th budget
for res! h and development in 1978 was devoted to energy andpnergy-
related programs. The remaining 20 percent was devoted to weapons R&D
and naval reactor des;elopment.

Direct nuclear energy programs made up 34 percent of the R&D total of
ERDA, as shown in the President's budget request. Among these the
liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBRI showed a decline in obligations
in 1978. This deOine was deepened by later Presidential actions, which is
produced a further cutback for the Clinch River breeder re for as well as
for the base program. Other nuclear programs el qwU substantial
increases in the 1978 budget request,. notably fuel cycle R&D, laser and
magnetic fusion, nuclear research and applications, and uranium-
enrichment process development. 'The last program was somewhat
reduced, by the Congress, but increaseafor all the rest of the programs
were approved.

Direct normidelearenergy R&D programs accounted for 29 percent of the
ERDA total with coal utilization the leading area of effort, Thie program
had been expectkilto receive lower funding in the budget proposal, but the
Congress subsequently granted increasesfor portions ollthe program thil.1
may result in a 1978 increase for coal utilizationoverall, ERDA petroleum
and natural gas programs and in situ technology are scheduled to increase
in 1978. Solar energy dev'elopment, the second largest nonnuclear
program, is scheduled for a substantial increase in 1978 (with funding
expected to be at least triple that of 1976(. Geothermal energy is lso
scheduled for an important increase in 1978, and end-use conservation is
scheduled to more than double, making this program the third largest on
the nonnuclear side,

4

Another 16 percent. of the proposed R&D total for ERDA was devoted to
energy-supporting activities in high-energy physics, basic energy
sciences, and nuclear physics, and in environmental and health areas. All
of these are now scheduled for increases except *healt4research where

c' a subprogram transfer in 1978 will result in a reduction:

Weapons and testing and naval reactor develepments,both reflected 4

requested increases, which received congressional approval.

NASA funding has grown steadily since 1974 but is still lower than the
level's of the late sixties. The estimated R&D total for 1977 was, $3.6
billion, with a 7.percent increase to $3.8 billion requested for4978. As a
share of the Federal R&D total, NASA programs have failed from ZB

percent in 1968 to an estimated 15 percent in 1978:

The incipal NASA program is the space shuttle, which accoured for 35
percent of the R&D total proposed for NASA in 1978 and which was
subsequently approved hi the Congress as requested. The space shuttle
is the first reusable space gihide designed .to carry differffit 'types of
payload to and from ,lbw Eith orbit. Although grewt inifunding has
slowed considerably as development enters later st the program is
still at the $1.3 billion level.

A supporti area spa6e transporUtion syst
capability evelopmen( grew almost five time
request, and this expansion was lubsequently ap
launch vehicle de.velopmentivaa Decided,' hpwever.

a.

(STS) operations

the 108 ,faudg et

Expandable

Within the broad NASA space sciences program area are two major
subareas; physics and astronomy, up 35 percent in the 1978 budget, and
lunar and planetary exploration, down 18 percent. Within physics and
astronomy a leading program is the 2.4-meter earthsorbiting space
telescope to be launched by the shuttle in 1983 (approved by the
Congress). Other-programs include high-energy astronomy observatories
and the, solo' maximum mission satellite. The lunar and planetary
program reflected the later stages of development exemplified by the
Pioneer and Mariner missions and included a new mission, the Jupiter
orbiterkp be, which received congressional approval.

NA A space applications programs ere expected to grow as a whole,
but e individual programs were duced: earth resources detection
and m nitoring is scheduled for consid rable growth in 1978 while ocean
condition and weather monitori forecasting programs are 'down,

The NASA aeronautics research and technology p ogram is large and
continues to grow, by an estimated ,12 percent in 1978, The emphasis of
this program is on aircraft efficiency and performance.

The NASA space research and technology program, another large effort,
is expected to grow moderately, as Is NASA tracking and data

The small change in the HEW 1978tudget request for R&D programs:
from a level just under $3 billion in 1977 to $3 billion in 1978reilecrwa
high obligational carryover in 1977, resulting from a Presidential veto of
the 1976 HEW appropriation that was overridden by the CongreSs
midway in the fiscal year HEW will account for an estimate4.41-percerTr'
share of the Federal R&D total in 1978, compared with 8 peyient in 1988.

Three-quarters of the R&D effort Within HEW is sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health INIHI, Cancer and art and lung research

3



grew rapidly in the early seventies, but in 1977 the increase fnr each, of

these are was 8 percent while the relative increase for each of the other

leadi alth research arias was greater with one exception, Research

on-aging -,rose 49--ponerit)-,ori-envir-onmental-liealth,44.-p=antirtiuy.a _

diseases, 31 percent; and on arthritis, metabolism, and digestive diseases,

15 percent, The small relative increases requested for the cancer and for'

the heart and lung institutes in the 'President's 1978 budget were

augmented by the Congress; at the same time, greater relative increases

were given to all the other institutes, espkially for research in eye

problems, aging, environmental health, and arthritis and metabolism.

The Alcohol, Drug Abus and Mental Health Administration

(ADAMHA), representing 5 percent of the HEW R&D total, showed

scarcely any increase in the budget request for 1978 although mental

health research was later increased by the Congress over the budget

request level.

The Office of Education (OE) rellected.a decrease in 1978, partly from

advancing funding to State recipients of a major program component in

1977 (later changed by congressional action). The National Institute of

Education (NIE) reflected a requested increase in funding, 'which was,

Subsequently reduced by the Congress,

NSF was expected to receive a 10-percent increase in funding for R&D

programs ,in the 1978 budget proposal, bringing the level to more than

8750 million. Later congressional action ,_however, had the effect of

reducing this total, NSF represented an estimated 3 percent of the Federal

,R&D total in the budget, compared with 2 percent in 1968.

All 14 areas of research project support are scheduled for Increases in

1978 as a result of Presidential and congresSional actions.' The six

National Research Centers are scheduled for an increase on a collective

basis. The RANN (Research Applied. IQ National Needs) prog.ranl

reflected an .increase in the budget reque'st, which was subsequently

hsinged to a reduction by t Congress, The LIS Antarctic program is

scheduled for increased,: pnrt, anirthe science education program for a

5onsiderable reduction.

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) showed a moderate increase in

the 1978 budget request tip 9 percent from the $525 million level in 1977

to $574 million

12

The hr&D efforts o the Agricultural Research ,AService is account for)

more than one-half of all USDA research and developm. t.fhese were

t placed at a '12.percent growth gale in the 1978 budget request, covering

ongoing work on plant and animal production as well as a new

competitive:grard progwirn open all kinds of performers for research on

ng.range,food needs, The Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS) is

scheduled' for a moderite 1978 increase.,Grants are lirovided under this

program for research at agricultural experiment stations, Service

R&D programs, including forestry, forest disease, and wildlikresearch,

and forest products utilization efforts, are scheduled for a small overall

increase.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) showed a slight R&D decrease

in the 1978 budget request, ,primarily reflecting carryovers in 1977 for

some subdivisions. The largest effort within DOT, undertaken by the

Federal 'Aviation Administration on air traffic control and navigation

aids, remains at about the same level in 1978. The next largest area is

load within the Urban Mass Trfsportation Administration,' and this

program is expected totgrow considerubIy to cover ongoing work on new .

ilities and techniques to improve mass transportation services, Other

mp alit areas of R&D effort by DOT are _railroad research, highway

research, highway traffic safety research, and research to aid Coast

Guard operations,

The increase proposed for the Department of the Inter* R&D programs

in AM was derived primarily from expansion of Geological Survey

efforts, These included a special increase for mapping of earthquake

geplogic hazards and earthquake prediction and smaller increases for

sustaining programs. Next in size of R&D support in 1978 is the Bureau of

,Mines, where a reduction occurred in the budget request, partly from a

decline in mined land demonstrati on activities and some coal mining

technology programs, but these activities were restored and increased by

the Congress, For Fish and Wildlife Service and Office of Water Research

and Technology programs moderately increased support was planned,

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reflected a 1q- percent

decrease for R&D activities in t e President's 1978 budget request11

compared with a 39-percent incre e in 1977. The 1978 decrease is

attributable to large obligational carryovers in 1977. EPA programs fall

into two broad groups: those concerned with pollution effects research

and those concerned with control and management. Chief areas for`



decreases in 19 78 were air quality control and water quality control, but

these decreases probably do noCreflect a real decline in activity.

The Department of Commerce showed a slight decrease in the 1978 budget

proposal after having reflected R&D growth of 8 percent in 1977: The chief

'program 'activity is sponsored by the National Oceanic AV Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA1, which conducts a number of environmental

study programs as well as satellite services and an mean fisheries and

resources program. Growth of 5 percent was expected in NOAA

programs overall. OtherCommerce R&D eflorts are represented lay the

National Bureau of StaUdards, the Maritime Administration, and the

, Economic Development Administration.

A total of "27 other agencies reported R&D activities in the197V8 budget
period. Those with the largest programs are the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NKr) and the Veterans Administration. NRC was expected
to receive as 22-percont IDIVOSP in the 1978 budget to cover reactor sold v:

Imvironmental, and safeguards research, VA medical and prosthetics

research remained at the same level.

Performers

During the 1968-78 decade, stir in earlier periods, most R&D funds have

been directed to extramural performance, In 1968 the share of the Federal R&D

total represented by extramural work was 78 percent, In 1977 the share was
an estimated 74 percentor $it_LO billion. In the 1978 budget the share of R&D

work expected to be extramurally performed had risen to 75 percentor $19.8
billion. Direct work by Federal personnelintramural performance=
amounted to 25 percent, or $6.5 million, based on the 1978 budget,

INDUSTRY

In 1968 performance by industrial firms (including FFRDC's) accounted

for 59 percent of the Federal R&D total, but thereafter a declining trend was

noted in the share of work performed by this sector, largely because of less

emphasis on DOD and NASA programs and greater emphasis on HEW, NSF,

and other "civilian" programs, where performance is directed more to

universities ,or intramural groups than to talUStry,

Federal obligations for research and development by performer

[Dollars in trillions]

Actual Estimates

Average annual

percent change

Percent

conge
Percent

change
Performer

1968 1975 _6E1-76 1977 1978 -77 1978 1977-78

Total $15,921 $20,759 +3.4 $24,465 +17,9 $28,317 +7.6

Federal intramural 3,493 5,710 6 461_. ita3 6 ,_ 548 #1,3

industrial firms , , , ,, , ... , , ... ., 9,047 9,415 11,402 +21,1 12,919 *13:3
FFPDC's' adriiris*0 by

industrial firms 412 t 849 t9.5 1;062 F25,1 1,150 +8.3

Universities and college f 1:482 2,526 +6.9 2,851 +12,9 3060 -7,3
FFIRDC's1 administered by

universities..., 611 1,061 +7.1 1,195 +126 1,217 +1:8

Other nonprofit 1081itutions .... 383 693 4 7. 7 769 +11,0 772 +4
FFFIDC's' aonnistered by

nonprofit institutions, , . , 339 231 -4,1 263 +9,5 221 -12.6
Slate and local governments 100 202 9.2 365 180:7 353 -3 3
Foreign pertoows 54 II +3.8 102 +39,7 78 -23.5

Federally funded research and dnvclopment centers,

SOURCE, National Science Foundation
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Since 1975, however, the industrial share has risen steadily as DOD and

NASA programs have showa greater growth and ,aS ERDA has placed

increpsing emphasis on industrial perforinance: In 1977 the industry shunt.

total Federal R&D obligations was an estimated 51 percent compaed'with all

estimated 53 percent in 1978. The increasing funds allotted to industry in the

current budget period [1976-78) may he reflected in a reversal of thedecline in

industry employment of scientists and engineers recorded in 19711 -75.

In 1977 an estimated 86 percent title Federal support iii industrial firms

was directed to development, 13 percent to applied research, and 2 percent to

basic research.

INTRAMURAL

Although obligations for Federal intramural R&D erformance have

grown steadily from 1968 onward, the share 01 intramural work within the

Federal R &D total has traced a course exactly the reverse of industrial

performance. The intramural share grew until 1975 and thereafter has been

declining,

Intramural performapce accounted fur 22 percent of the total in 1968;

grew to more than 28 percent in 1975 but dropped to an estimated 26 percent in

;1977 and 25 percent in 1978. Federal intramural performance covers costs

associated with the administration of extramural programs by Federal
,personnel ias well as costs of direct R&D performance.

DOD was expected to account for nearly one-half of the Federal

intramural total in 1977 and 1978, followed by NASA with nearly, one-fifth,

and HEW. with nearly' onedenth.fti 1968 the DOD and NASA share's were

larger and the HEW, share smaller. As HEW intramural work has grown'in the

1958-78 decade, so has that of the Departments of Agriculture (USDA), the

Interior, and Commerce.

In 1977 an estimated 51 percent of the support for intramural performance

was direcled to development, 37 percent to applied research. and 12 percent to

basic research.

UNIVERSITIP-; AND COLLEUS

Federal support to universities and colleg (excluding FFROD1 has

increased almost steadily over the 1968-78 decade, from Sto billion to an

otimated I billion (the only drop occurring in 1970). Work by this sector

acalunted 149 percent bt the Federal R&D total in 1968. but by 1977 the share

was'1Z percent with the same share anticipated in 1978.

In the current 11976-781 period support is not only rising in current
dollars but also in constant dollars ran estimated 7 percent in two years,

Following the,pattern nf recent years HEW continues to account for one

half of th;r, total Federal R&D support to universities and colleges, slightly

more than in 1968. NSF has increased support from 15 percent to 18 percent of

the Federal total in the 1968 -76 timespa n DOD, the third agency in size of

support, has raped from 16 prcent in 1968 to an estimateda percent in 1978,

Currently, ERDA is the fou7n agency, now ahead of USDA.

In 1977 the basic reseal component of university-and-college perfor-
mance was an estimated percent; applied research,. 44 percent; and
development, 11 percent.

Federal intramurak.

_ .. ....... . R.INVII.jiiIP
IgsiigiPPI,""''..'''

Universities and colleges
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Research by Fields of Science

Six agencies submitted program data on research performed at univer,

sities and colleges hy.field of science, These agenciesHEW, DOD, USDA,

NSF,IRDA, and NASAmake up 95 percent of the total Federal research

t Support to universities and colleges in the current 11976-781 budget period,

Their combined support in 1977 was 524 billion and in 1 9 7 8 will he an

anticipated $2,6 billion: kp,

The life sciences accounted for 57 percent of the OH research support of

these agencies in 1977, with approximately one-hall ,.the funds directed to the

biological sciences. The physical sciences represented 13 percent, with

greatest emphasis on physics and chemistry. Engineering represented f)

percent of the total research effort; environmental sciences, 8 percent; s

sciences, 5percent: and mathematics and computer sciences iind psychology,

3 peKent each. All of these fields showed estimated growth in support in 1978

with the physical sciences Showing the greatest relative increase.

HEW provides most of the support to the life sciences, social sciences, anil

psychology; although support for psychology dropped slightly in the 1978

estimate. NSF provides the most support to the physical sciences, environ-

mental sciences, and mathematics and computer sciences in 1978. DOD

accounts for most funds forAnginerring rorach, followed by NSF.

OTHER NONPROFIT

Federal support to other nonprofit institutions (including FFRDC'sl

increased in 1977 but dropped slight ly in 1978. The share of this sector within

the Federal R&D total in the 1 9 7 6=7 8 period is approximately 4 percent, the

.satne share im in 1968. In 1977 the effort cal nonprofit institutions that was

directed to develop_ ment wos 46 percent: to appliad research, 42 percent: and

to basic research: 12 percent.

HEW, the largest support agency; provided 11 percent of the 1977 total.

DOD provided 26 percent,

AND LOCAL (10VqNMENTS

Federal support for Slate and local gov[rirrients R&D activities showed a

substantial increase in 1977, almost doubling, chiefly behest of expected

advanced funding to the States that year for one education program within

HEW. HEW was responsible for an estimated 65 percerg, of the support to this

sector in 1977. Support dropped in 1978 largely because the education

program reveipted to a normal level. The State and local government share of

the Federal R&D total is 1 percent in each year of the current'- -{1976 -781 period.

Most work performed by this sector is devoted( to development.

FFRDC's

Federally funded research and development centers (FFRDC's] are R&D-
,

performing or -managing organizations exclusively or substantially financed

by one or more Federal agencies and administered for them by indust0,1

firms, universities, or other nonprofit institutions. In 1977 six FederLI

agencies were the sponsors of 36 FFRDC's.

In 1968 support to FFRDC's administered by universities account- 11452.

percent. of total Federal support to this sector; FFRDC's adminis ;, by

industrial firms accounted for 30 percent; and FFRDC's administered by other

nonprofit institutions represented 17 percent. During the 1988.78 decade

FFRDC support has steadily increased most notably for those administered

by the industrial sector. By 1977 thshare of the total that was industry=

administered had risen to 42 percent, and the share that was university=

administered had fallen to 48 percent.

ERDA is the primary source of support for 'FFRDC's, providing an

estimated 71 percent of theylotal in 1977, An-mired with 65 percent in 1968:

DOD is the second largest sponsor, providing ion estimated 17 percent of the .

total in 1977,

Federal R&D oblig6ons to FFRDC's'

by administering sector and agency: FY 1978 (est.)

-+Olars in millions]

Sector

All

agencies ERDA DOD NRC NASA HEW NSF Other

Total $2587.5 $1,959.1 $28a $111.5 $77.5 $62.3 $59.8 $28.5

Industrial firms . 1,150.0 922,6 99.2 87.7 46:0 2: .6

Universities and

colleges...... 1,217.0 972.6 78:6 19.4 75:0 12.0 55.1 4.3

Other nonprofit

institutions 220:5 63:9 120.0 4.4 2.5 4:3 1.8 23.6

Federally funded resew ch and development centers.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation



Section 3 BASIC RESEARCH

Federal basic research obligations grew frcli-$1,721 million in 1968 to
$2,425 million in 1976or an averge annual gain of 4.4 percent. The
increase to an estimated S2,755 million in 1977 and $3,012 million in 1978
represented growth of 13.6 percent and 9,3 percent, respectively.

Despite a significant upward funding trend since 1975, basic research
obligations, as shown in the President's budget request for 1978, were 5
percent lower than in 1968 in constant dollars,

a The basic research share of the Federal R&D total was 11 percent in 1968
compared with 12 percent in 1976 and an estimated 11 percent in both
1977 and 1978,

In the next ew years the trend in basic research funding is likely to
continue up and as a result of Federal policy to support this kind of
activity at levels that will produce real growth. Based on recent dectiions,
the agencies that will be responsible for most of the increased supp/ort are
NSF,, NASA, DOD, and ERDA.

Obligations

wIg ,, gist00,1"
, , Viiiiiimmig.,

qmolOiit

Average Annual

Percent Change

1968=74 2.9

1974=76 9.0

1976 =77 13.6

1977-78 9.3
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Agencies

The five largest support agenciesHEW, NSF, ERDA. NASA, and DOD

account for approximately 85 percent of the Federal basic research total

in the 1976=78 period. The same five agencies led in basic research

support in 1968 but accounted IM:slightly more of the total-88 percent.

The increasing support for basic research by USDA add the Interior in

recent rears has cawed it drop in the aggrhgate share of the leading five

agencies, In 1978 the anticipated increase fur USDA was chiefly

attributable to the new competitive grant research fund as well as

expansion of work in photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation by the

Agricultural Research Service.. Fur Interior in increase was chiefly for

work in earthquake prediction on the part of the Geological Survey,

Throughout the 1968-78 period HEW has been the leading support agency

for basic research, The HEW share of the basic research total grew from

23 percent in 1968 Iv high of 28 percent in $974. The 1978 share is on

estimated 26 percent. The National Institutes of Health iNIH1 account for

=ipproxinmiplv nine-tenths of the HEW basic research total; The

Institutes fund programs to further knowledge in the biomedical sciences

as to the bases of health and I listvie anti methods of diagnosis and

treatment. Their small OlCreiBe in 1978 reflected funds carried over-in

1977 trio 1978 becduse of a life appropriation that year. Niuch of the 1978

ipctIttise for HEW vas attribulablo to the National Institklie ofEducation.

Support for basic research on the part of NSF remained nearly unchanged

between 1968 and 1970, after which time steady upward growth began,

;he proposed 1978 amount Was more than two and one-half times the

1968 amount. The NS; share of all Federal basic research support in 1968

Was T.5 percent, compared with 22 percent in 1976 and an estimated 22

percent in 1978. Of the growth proposed for federally funded basic

research in 1.978 over 1977 NSF accounted for the largest amount, ma

than one-fourth of the total. This waS to cover work in all the science

disciplines and engineering and included are emphasis on basic work

related to earthquake prediction. Only NSF and the Smithsonian

Institution support basic research solely as a national resource instead of

a fulfullment of other broad-mission objectives. Between 1968 and 1978

the growth in basic research funding for these agencies was 167 percent

compared with 59 percent risehe mission-oriented agencies,

Total.

Agency

ERDA basic research funding has been growing steadily since 1974. The

ERDA basic research eff9A is largely directed to Rhysicsspecifically to

e hasic energy scOsto gain an understanding of the fundamental

naturn of matter and energy, and to high-energy physics to study the

interaction -and transformation of the ;small st consitulents of matter, The

as shown in the budget, was a most 14ice the 1974 support

but the share within all Federal basin resear l has dropped to 14

perren1 from 16 perc --t in 1968.

Federal obligations for basic research by agency

[Dollars in millions]

Actual Estimates

Department of 4-lealm.,f duration,

and Welfare

National Science Foundation: .

Energy Research and Development

Administration'

National Aeronautics and Space

Anirnstration.

Department 01, D

otNq. agencies

1968

$1,721

397

252

1976

$2.425

Average annual Percent Percent

percent change change change

1968.76 1977 1976-77 1976 197740

*4,4 52,755 t13,8 ,012 *9.3

652 *6.4 747 *14.6 773 *3.5

524 *9.6 606 c15.6 677 11.7

282 346 42.6 391 *13.0 429 c9.7

1 4 -1,1 320 9.2 365 *14,1

263 248 -.7 275 *10,9 314 +14,2

206 362 -7.3 416 *14.9 454 +9,1

' A inknic Energy Commission prior to 1974,

SQLJRa National Science Foundation



A showed increased support for basic research in 1977 and1978, but
these levels were still less than the 1961 high. The NASA share of the

,Federal basic research total in the 1926.78 period is 12 percent compared
with 19 percent in 196 and 21 percent in 1969. After that year a general
Oecline tcok place/through 1976. The NASA basic research effort in 1976
is primarily related to the study of the Earth's upper atmosphere to assess
the phys _effects of natural and man caused events,

DOD support for basic research. has fluctuated throughout the 1968-78
decade, remaining below the 1969 level until the 1978 budget proposal,

. which included a 14 percent increase. DOD basic research activities were
curtailed following the Mansfield Ameiment to the military authoriza-
tion for fiscal year 1970 that restrA research to that with a direct
relationship to a specific military function or operation: In the 1976
budget, however, a DOD policy weinitiated to reverse a Longterm
decline in technology base efforts; which his had some effect on basic
research funding. Currently DOD supports basic research chiefly in
metallurgy; materials; engineering;oceanography, and physics, The DOD
share within' the Federal basic research total has fallen from 15 percent in
1968 to an estimated 10 percent in 1978,



Performers

:

Universities and colleges have alwdys been the largest perfOrrning sector

'for federally fund basic research. The 1968 share of Federal basic

resifech total fbi_this sector was 43 percent, dropping slightly in later

years, and increasing to 47 percent by 1975. The 1978 share is an

estimated 48 percent. HEW has provided the largest amount of support in

each year of the 1968-78 timespanexcept 1973 when NSF provided more.

At present each agency provides more than one-third of the basic r earch

support to the university-and-college sector, much of the HEW funding

directed to support at medical schools. NSF awards grants on a

competitive basis for research projiect support to institutions of higher

education in every State. In fact, one-half the growth of $109 million for

this sector shown in the 1978 budget was attributable to NSF, However,

DOD, ERDA, and NASA also showed increased support in 1978. Their

combinedohares amounted to one-fifth of the total,

The Federal intramural sector has been the second largest for basic

research performance in the 196878 period. In the 1978 budget the share

was an estimated 30 percent.

Performer

Federal abtI atIons tar basic

Total

Federal intramural

industrial firms'

Universities and colleges

FFRDC's administered by

universities

Other nonprofit institutions,

Other performers

NASA is the chief support agency for intramurally performed basic

research, accounting for 21 percent of the total in 1988 and an estimated

19 percent in 1978. The share of HEW has increased from 17 percent to an

estimated 19 percent in the same time period. DOD was the second largest

support agency until 1975, but the DOD share is only 13 percent at

present. Both USDA and Interior have been increasing intramural

performance of basic research since 1988,

FFRDC's/ administered by universities make up the third largest

performance sector for Federal basic research, The 1978 shareof the basic

research total for this sector was an estimated 12 percent, based on the

budget, compared with 13 percent in 1988, ERDA accounts for more.than

four-fifths of the total support to university-administered FFRDC's.

Federal support for basic research performed by industrial firms

(including FFRDC'sJ remained below the 1968 level of funding until the

1978 budget. The industrial share of the basic research total was 13

percent in 1968 but had dropped to 6 percent by 1974, Growth since then is

reflected in the 8-percent share estimated for 1978. Both the decline in use

and the recent growth for this sector are attributable to NASA more than

any other agency, bpi ERDA'has made an important contribution to the

rise since 1975,

arch by [Wormer

[Dollars in millions)

Actual Estimates

Average annual

percent change

Percent

change

Percent

change

1968 1976 96E1=76 1977 197847 1978 1977 -78

$1,721 2;425 +4,4 $2,755 +13,6 $3,012 +9.3

410 719 +7.3 791 +10.0 851 .6

218 152 -4,4' 201 +32.2 250 +24.4

745 1,137 +5,4 1,290 +115 1,399 +8:4

225 284 .0 315 +10,9 347 +10.2

97 108 +1,41. 125 +15,7 131 +4,8

27 25 -1.0 33 +32.0 34 +3.0

Includes federally funded research and development centers administered by this

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Universities Et colleges

Federal intramural

0i#

40°

rFRDC's admin. by universities

Industrial firma

J I I 1

6'44'

Fields of Science

Performance of basic research by fields of science shifted somewhat

during the 1968-78 period. The life sciences began receiving the largest

share of support in 1972; prior 0 that year the physical sciences had

received the largest share.

The life sciences accounted for an estimated 35 percent of the basic

research total in the 1978 budget, and HEW represented more than three=

fifths of this support followed by USDA with less than one-sixth,

r

The physical sciin_ ces made up an-eatimated 30 percent oL the total basic

reseasch effort in 1978. ERDA has always been the largest support

agency; providing More than one-third of all support in,1978. NASA and.

NS r make up most of the rest.

The environmental sciences share of (he basic esearch total increased

from 11percent in 1968 to an estimated 15 percent in 1978. The two major

sources of funds have been NSF and Interior, followed by DQD and

NASA.

Engineering represented 10 percent -of the basic research total in the

current (1976-78) period, compared with 9 percent in 1968. DOD, NSF,

ERDA, and NASA have been the major support agencies, their combined

shares accounting for over nine-tenths al the total in 1978. Pr

r

The social sciences aScounted for 4 percent of the total basic research

effort in almoist each year of the 1968-78 period. Nearly two-fifths of the

support was rovided by NSF in the 1978 budget; followed by HEW with

one-fourth. USDA is another important source of funds to this field.

Federal obligations for basic research by field of science

[Dollars in millions]

Field of science

Actual Estimates

1968 1976 1977 1978

Total $1,721 $2,425 $2,755 $3,012

Life sciences 579 878 1,007 1,058

Psychology 55 44 53 57

PhySical sciences 599 722 806 911

Astronomy 110 159 ' 180 220

Chemistry 119 175 203 222

Physics 352 363 . 416 460

Other 18 5 8 9

Environmental sciences 199 355 394 1 438

Atmospheric sciences 107 119 128 132

Geological sciences 51 140 155 184

Oceanography 40 67 100 110

Other 1 8 10 12

Mathematics and cbmputer ciences 67 70 79 88

Engineering 4 ,"

i
Social science i

156

61

240

85

266

102

297

113

Other sciences 4 33 46 49

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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SktiontAPPLIE RESEARCH

)

Support for Fede'ral applied research grew from $3,140 million in 1968 to

$5,448 in 1976 and was an estimated $6,099 in 1977 and $6,479 in the 1978

budget proposal. Tlthe figures represent a 7.1-percent average annual

increase in the 1968-76 period followed by an 11.9-percent increase in

1977 and'a 6.2percent increase in 1978,

Applied research funding has stayed ahead of inflation in most years so

that in 1978 the estimated level is 13 percent higher than the 1968 level on

a constant-dollar basis.

$ The applied researc hare of the Federal R&D total in 1966 was 20

percetit and has shofivn general growth over the 10-year span. In 1978 and

1977 thestirnated shares are each 25 percent, one percentage point less

than in 1976,,t -he high point.

Applied research support is currently showing no real growth or decline

but is remaining steady. The likelihood is that this con will remain

unchanged in the near term in the absence of any gover wide applied

research policy, The same agenciesDOD, HEW, and . ,ASA= can be

expected to remain the leaders, but virtually all Federal agencies will

support applfd research efforts,

i

Percent of total

.. ... . ...

Average Annual

Percent change

00 ........ 2616 .......

1968.74

1974-76

1976-77

1977.78

61

164

11,9

6.2

Obligations
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Agencies

IDOD has 'sponsored more applieeresearch than an other agency in the '

1968-78 decade, At the present time, however, HEAds sponsoring almost

an equal amount (and more in the 1977 estimate), The share for DOD of 28

percent in 1976 compares with 42 percent in 1968, DOD support gained

significantly in 19%, and again in 1977 and 1978! but from 1974 onward

the other chief support. agencies have tended to increase their applied

research funding more rapidly. All three services and the Defense

iAgenciescontribute to the DOD applied research total, but the Air Force

is the leading source of support by far.

1 DOD, HEW, and NASA have been thei primary sponsors of applied

iisearch throughout the 1968.78 period. Their caned shares )1c-

counted for an estimated 83 percent of the applied research total in 1968,

compared with 73 percent in 1978, Other Federal agencies have increased

a plied researchaactivities in recent years, most ndtably ERDA, USDA,

and the Department of Ciiimerce. Thus, in the 1978 budget proposal the

share of the 'three largest ag cies had decreased to arr estimated 72

percent. , Aer

u

The HEW level of support for" Federal applied research has more than

doubled in the 19N3-78 period, In was the largest agency

sponsor of applied research. The HEWthare of the appliedlesearch total

,was 24 percent in 1968 but had move to 28 percent in 1976 anh977. In

the current 0976.78) period dollar increases are largely based on

programs of the National Institutes f Health..

The NASA level of support for apPlied research has nearly doubled

between 1974 and 1978 after showing no sustained growth in the 1968=74

period when the Apollo program was phasing down. However; the 1978

iicrease proposed for NASA applied. research activities was second:

largest among all Federal'agencies afrer DOD. NASA applied research

sapport is currently dire6ted to the aeronautical research and technology``

program, to the space shuttle, to earth resources detection and

monitoring, envirohmental luslity monitoring, ocean earth dynamics,

--- land weather monitoring and forecasting-space communications, and the

Tintenance of a strong technology base, The NASA share of all Federal

applied research was 17 percent in 1976 and an estimated 16 percent in

1978.

Federal obligations for applied research by agency

[Dollars in

Agency

Actual Estimates

1969 1976

Average annual

percent change

1968-76

.

1977

Percent

change

1976-77 1978

Percent

change

1977,78

Total
1)_-

$3 140 $5 448± +7.1' 6 +11.9 6,479 +6,2.

Department of Defense 1,313 1,539 +2.0 1,677. +9.0 1,864 +11.2

Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare 750 1,511 +9:2 1,683 +11.4 1,716 +2.0

National Aeronautics 8nd Space ,

AdMiniStration c 536 930 +7,1 991 ._ 1,061 +7.1

Energy Research Development

Administration' 120 401 +183 489 +21.9 543 +11,0

Department of Agriculture 140 271 +8.6 307 +13.3 335 +9:1

Environmental Protection Agency , . , ... 142 193 +35.9 166 14.0

Department of Commerce. 30 133 +20,0 150 +12.8 150

Department of the Interior 102 127 +2.8 , 140 +10.2 142 +1,4

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 88 = 114 +29.5 139 +21.9

Veterans Administration 76 +9:1 86 +13.2 97 +1.2

National Science Foundation 72 +37:0 69 4.2 72 +4,3

Department of Transportation 51 31 --6.0 46 +48,4 37 -19.6

Other agencies 54 127 154 +21.3 167 +8.4

Atomic Energy Commission prior to 1974.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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NASA

ERDA is thefourth largest sponsor of applied research in the 1978 budget,

having more than doubled such activities since 1974. The 1977 -increase of

an estimated 22 percent and the 1978 estimated increae of J1 percent are

among the highest of any agency for those years. The ERDA share of the

Federal applied research total has increased from 4 percent in 1968 to 7

percent in 1976 and an estimated 8 percent in 1978. Most funds are

directed to work in physics, geological and atmospheric sciences,

chemical engineering, and the life sciences, and cover nuclear and

nonnuclear technology applications and environmental health and safety

assessment.

The USDA applied research effort almost doubled between 1968 and 1976

and in 1977 and 1978 showed estimated growth of 13 percent and 9

percent, for those respective year, reflecting increased public interest in

food problems. The 1968 share of the applied research total was 4 percent

but is still cnly an estimated 5 percent in 1977 and 1978, Much of the

recent program growth can be attributed to work by the Agricultural

Research Service in pest control, application of remote sensing

technologies to meeting problems related to reduction of ozone as it

affects agriculture, conservation of soil and land resources, and biological

sciences related to plant production. Work by the Forest Service has also

contributed to these increases,

24

Performers

Federal laboratories have traditionally fric;iised more on applied research

than other kind of R &D activity, and thus it is not surprising that the

intramural sector accounts for the largest share of Federal applied

research obligations-36 percent in 1968 and 39peitent in 1978, with the

estimated share in 197,8 placed at 38 percent. Gradual growth in support

has been shown in the 1968-78 decade, Until recently DOD was the largest

sponsor of intrainurally performed applied research, but since 1976.

NASA has been the leading agency with much of the growth connected

with the space shuttle. Absolute funding fell for DOD after 1974 but had

stahed to rise again in the 1977 and 1978 estimates, especially on the part

of the Army. After 1974 DOD inititated a policy of decreasing the use of its

laboratories and increasing the use of industrial firms for work in

technology base (much of it applied research). HEW has in most years,

been the third largest sponsor of in-house applied research [except for

1973 when it was the. second largest] with steady growth recorded from

1971 onward, Both USDA and Commerce have reflected recent growth in

thtuse of the intramural sector, which has-had the effect of increasing_

their relative contribution to total. Federal support.

Federal intramural

-11". Industrial firms

mo
_

m7 UnwersMes and colleges



Industrial firma (including FFRDC's) havg made up the second largest

performing sector for applied research in all years of the 1968-78 decade,

but growth has been significant only from 197A onward, The increase of

$233 million expected in 1978 was the higheit among all sectors: Nearly

four-fifths of this increase was attributed to DOD, The industrial total

his been most affected by DOD since this agency has historically

sponsored more industrially performed appliid research then any other.

NASA is another important source of support to this sector, especially

since 1974. Only in 1977, however, did the NASA level reach and surpass
that of 1968. In the current 11976-78) period ERDA and HEW are showing

increased support to industrial firms for applied research projects,

Universities and colleges show steady growth over the 1968-78 period in

applied research work. HEW 'has been primarily responsible for this

U

growth. Awards to the academic sector for Federal applied research
activities have made up approximately one-fifth of the Federal applied
research total in almost all years of the decade and of these awards, HEW

has accounted for approximately two-thirds. Much of this support is
directed to medical schools for health-related research. DOD,,the next

support agency, shOws moderate growth in the current period, and USD,A

shows very significant increases; the 1978 increase is related to the new
competitive grant program.

Support for nonprofit initi utions has increased gradually ovei the 1968=

78 period so that at present this group represents 7 percent of e appliedt
research total. HEW is the largest sponsor of ;he appli research
performed by this sector, representing more than one-half the support,

Federal obligations for applied research by performer

(Dollars in millions)

Performer

Actual Estimates

1968 1976

Average annual

percent change

1968-76 1977

Percent

change

1976.77 1976

Percent

change

1977=78

Total , $3,140 55,446 +7,1 $6,099 +1t9 56,479 +6.2

Federal intramural 1,141 2,149 +6,2 2,371 +10.3 2,446 +3.2

Industrial firms' 951 1,395 +4,9 1,577 +13.0 1,810 +14,8
Universitie and colleges 567 1,130 +8.5 1,255 1,321 +5.3

FFROG's administered by universities._ 154 265 ±7,0 317 t19.6 313 43
Other nonprofit institutions' _ . _ _._ . 202 392 +8,6 424 *8.2 445 , +5.0

Other performers . ..... . . ... . _.. 106 176 +1,1 155 +33,6 144 -7:1

Includes federally funded research and dove opment center

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

drninistered by this sector.
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a Engineering has always represented the largest share of the Federal

applied research effort, In 1968 engineering accounted for 43 percent of

tit total and in 1978gor an estimated 39 percent. DOD now sponsors

nearlione-half the engineering total compared with nearly two-thirds in

1968. NASA has recently increased support to this field, and since 1974

NRC has become another important support agency. In the 1978 budget

proposal the NASA share was 33 percent and the NRC share an estimated

8 percent.

The life sciences were expected to account for 32 percent of the applied

research total in the 1978 budget compared with 30 percent in 968. HEW

has been the largest sponsor of work in this field in the 1968-78 period:,

accounting for approximately seven-tenths of the total: However, USDA,

ROD, and ERDA have increased support in recent years.

Funding for the physical sciences showed an overall decline between 1968

and 1975, largely as a result of decreasing DOD efforts. But support gtew

by 32 percent from 1978 to 1978 as result of the expansion of ERDA

programs. Until the current perio 19 648) DOD was the main sponsor

of applied research in the physical scien s, but at present DOD accounts

for one-third of all support while ERDA accounts for more than two-

fifths.

Support for the environmental sciences increased one and one-half times

between 1968 and 1978, and in the 1978 budget represented an estimated 8

percent 91 the Federal applied research effort. NASA, DOD, and ERDA

are the chief sponsors of such work. In the 1978 budget NASA accounted

for an estimated 37percent, DOD for 22 percent, and ERDA for 20 percent.

Funding for applied research in the social sciences has gradually grown

between 1968 and 1978: The share of all applied research in 1968 was 4

percent and in 1978 an estimated6 percent. HEW has been responsible for

nearly one-half of the support to this field. USDA and NSF have also

contributed importantly,

Psychology was expected to account for 2 percent of the applied research

total in 1978, with four-fifths of the funds coming from DOD and HEW.

Mathematics and computer sciences was expected to account for 1

percent of the applied research total in 1978. Although the share of the

total has dropped from 2 percent in 1968, overall support to this field has

been increasing steadily, The largest sponsor is DOD, accounting for

approximately three-fifths of the total in 1978.
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Federal obligation' for applied research by field of science

[Dollars in ninon]

Actual tstirnates

Field of science 1968 1976 1977 1978

Totai, , $3,140 $5,448 $6,099 $6,479

Life sciences 925 1,768 1,976' 2,047

Psychology .. ; _ . . _ . .. , . . _ 44 97 112 121

Dhysical sciences 401 499 599 659

Astronomy , . ... . .. _ .. ... , , .. , 34 4 4 4

Chemistry: ' 120 150 168 169

Physics 230 296 358 395

Other 17 49 60 91

inyironmental sciences ,. . ,, . , .. _ 191 416 459 487

Atmospheric sciences 86 172 189 193

Geological sciences - 65 91 103 112

Oceanography 33 73 84 83

Other 7 81 83 99

iethematics and computer sciences.. , ,, 53 83 86 96 ,

:ngineering =
1,346 2,138 2,334 2,514

Social sciences , 133 305 355 369

ither sciences 47 143 178 186

SOURCE: National Science Foundation



Section 5 DEVELOPMENT

Federal obligations for development amounted to $12.'4 billion in 1976,an
estimated $15,6'billion in 1977, and an estimated $16.8 billion in 178,
This growth represented a 21=percent increase in 1977 and 8 percent in
1978.

Although current funding tor development is considerably higher than
the $11.1 billion obligatehn 1988, a loss of 17 percent in real (constant
dollar( perfotrimmie is seenbitween 1908 and

The development shore of the ii'ederal R&D total fell from a high for the
decode ot 70 percent in 1969 to 61 percent in 1976 but rose to an estimated
64 percent in 1977 and again in the 1978 budget. The recent grow, is
attributable to DOD programs, to rapid expansion of ERDA programs,
and to smaller increases on the purl of NASA,

Despite recent growth that has represented a real expansion of federally

supported development activities, (hp outlook for continued growth
suggests levels that will abitut keep pace with inflation, The 'rates of
growth for different sectors may vary, with industry likely to be favored
over other perforrers of Federal development proamg.

,_
t4"?

, r

15

elitg . Percent of total

...4................ .

1

.

Obligations

Average Annual

Percent Change

1968=74 0.2
1974-76 8.7

1976-77 21,2

1977=78 7,8

72 74

Fiscal Year

SOURCE: Notional Worm Foundstion

15

0
76 78

iqot )

Proldent's19713 budget
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Agencies

In 1960 DOD and NASA alone ,accounted for approximately 88 percent of

the development total, but in the 1978 budget three agenciesDOD,

ERDA, and NASAprovided the predominant support to this type of

activity-92 percent or the total.

* DOD has historically provided the largest share of support for

development, accounting for 55 percent in 1988, compared with an

estimated 59 percent in 1978. Although DOD has shown dollar growth in

each year trice 1970, with current support at an alltime high, the decline

in constant dollars in the last decade is 12 percent? However, the planned

Misuse for DOD in 1978 represented nearly three-fifths of all Federal

growth in development programs: Approximately one-half of this

increase can be attributed hi the Navy for work on the F-18 air comhat

fighter; the Trident missile systr: the Tomahawk missile system,

v/sToL aircraft development, and e LAMPS helicopter, among the

major programs, Next is the Air For(:, accounting for most of the rest of

28 l3 i

Agency

the DOD development increase. Major Air Force development programs

include the EM bomber, the F-18 air combat fighter, the NM intercon-

tinental ballistic missile, the ALCM air-launched cruise missile, and

efforts on the space shuttle. The major Army efforts include the SAM=D

Patriot missile system, the AA1-1 advanced attack helicopter, the XIV1.1

tank, and the ballistic missile defense IRMO) systems technology

program as well as the BMD advanced technology program.

In the 1975 -78 period ERDA showed a large increase for development

activities, which more than doubled in those years. The 1978 estimated

dollar increase was second only to that of DOD. Between '1968 and 1978

ERDA is the only major support agency to reflect a constant-dollar gain-

79 percent. The ERDA share of ,the Federal development total has

increased rapidly, from 9 percent in 1974 (and must prior years) to

approximately 19 peent in 1978. ERDA development programs are

diverse, covering the TARR, work on petroleum and natural gas, oil

shale and in situ technology, solar energy, guethermal energy,Tenserva,

Lion R&D activities, fusion power, fuel cycle work, nuclear development,

safety facilities, nuclear materials security and safeguards, naval reactor,

work, uranium enrichment activities, and weapons R&D testing.

Federal obll ;Alone for development by agepcy

1968

Total.... 611,050

Dopartm.e.nt.01 Defense

Prergy Research ale Dey lopmenl

Administration'

National Aeronautics and apace

Administral)an . , ...

Uepartrirt of Health, Ecicahoo,

and Welfare :: . . : .
Department ol Transportation

Piqnrimental Protection Agerky

airier agencies .

6,132

967

3,573

[Dollars in millions)

1976

$12,885

7 857

1,752

2,224

105 383

120 263

104

163 292

Atom Energy Commission prior to 1974.

. SOURCE Niitk,,nal Foence ruunddalion

Act

Ave

per

a1
Estimates

,rage annual

:ent change

1968-76 1977

Percent

charge

1975=77 1978

Percent

change

1977-78

f1.9 $15,612 421 2 $16,826 +7,8

1,220 +17,2 9,930 +7:7

+7,7 2,130 '55.8 3,170 t16.1

.5,7 2,300 3.4 2,421 +5.3

+17.5 529 +36,1 521 45

+10.3 301 +37,3 362 ',3

147 +41.3 127 -136

+7.6 325 +11.3 295 -9 2



Trends In Federal obligations fo$ development
by agency

Billions of dollars

10

NASA

ERDA'

. viii....... . . . . . .. ...... s#4 . I . ## ...

70 72 74

Fiscal Year

aPrior to 1974 AEC Ate were used.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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(est.178

President's 1978 budget

After 19ii it NASA sii lipki t for ite v el op tin I :r tie siik 0 s steadily
tlilfil thci 197(1 =7R pt,ticui whm

vi" r ho,
in I [it' slide ! spitc:+,! opmliDns

dud iiln Itaffkfm., fold (Lite tiff(fiNit kltivtdivniink
iota] ir, i;till k I ptik level-67 perent less in ccmstilnt
1 fir NASA share ul the Fef feral development total .0.,i puri.cnt in Ikkkti
Lonip1rril with an MI lindl 11

Atli-lough gtmath in deuflopment h,is Hui liv 1-1E\A.

1)epfirtinent uI l'r;insoo tdluii iDu T f ;Ind EPA. these ,e,..fififles =ik ll make
no sokfil poi if Ito, or Inc Fedetal lei Hopi-new tot,11_1 tfAt pmji.rii in tile
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Federal Aii tiion Aden iiinii

Performers
. ,

indosividl [klls hilvt: huge 1.he major performers of development worl=
throughout the 1969 -7B decade, accounting in each year for well over one=
hall the Federal developinnt total floweviir, the level of support for liti
sector 'timainek.1 below ttn! 19Citt untowit until 1976 when increiiser.
fundi 14, n the part of DOD, ERDA,'and NASA moved the obligation volI

to ikirt* point9rpassed only in 1987. The declining trend niter 1967 hail
hen uttr liutali iii the combination of ii decline in NASA sup(rt of the
Alan program iritl a no-growth situation in Dous weapons systems
activities in most years, Nut by 1976 landing for the NASA space shuttle
had heuun to expand sipiticarilly 'fit the some time that HOD advanced
tochnoiv devdoprneni increased and ERDA programs in energy,
flevelopment ginned added momentum:

In k roffst two year s-1977 and l9713-001) and ERDA tfontract itwar ds
to industry fund indits::'v-adininistered ITREC5) for development
continued to grow rapidh, iiitil those of NASA moderutely,greatest
relative growth was show Ity ERDA, hut in moth year DOD ,-irJkonted furw

noire khan one-hull the gr kti. 1111(377, for the first time, ERDA became
the agency second to Di i in the use of the industrial sector for
development ivork:Ilic ink 'ry shared the Federal development total -
7

64 percent by 1975 but was On estimated
75 vrron' Hi Hhiil

,

L iJ ;j lithig(:

Trends in Federal obligations for development

Billions of dollars

12

10

by major performer

6

4

2

Federal intramural

70 72 74
76 lesta28

Fiscal Year,

President's 1979 budget

aiin:tuirdmcss.leclerally funded research and develcornen
enters 1FFRDC's) administered by iridtiS-

National Science Feeundatunn
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1.- It can be assumed that the upward trend in the use of industry fir

development will continue for the next few years, perhaps until 1980 or

1981, but at lower rates of increase. This assumption is based on the

established position of the large DOD and ERDA programs mentioned

earlier in this section. Some shifts may occur in DOD program emphases,

but the overall development effort of this agency is based on carefully

determined strategies. As for ERDA: even though work en t_heLMFBR has

been curtailed, this program can be expected to represent a significant

effort in the near future, and other ERDA programs can be expected to

show continued growth. At the same time, the pace of increase in

development of the NASA space shuttle is slowing down and is unlikely

to be made up by the anticipated increases in work on space transporta.

Lion systems (STS) operatjons capability development. However, as the

new 2.4-meter space telescope and the Jupiter orbiterprohe enter

development stages, overall NASA development levels may be sustained.

Thus, the largr companies in aircraft and missiles, in electrical

equipment and communications, iri machinery, and in chemicals can

expect moderate R&D growth in the near-term, or at least no decline.

Employment of R&D scientists and engineers may rise somewhat,

although not. to the levels experienced fn the late sixties. In constant

dollars the use of industry for development by Federal agencies has

'declined an estimated 21 percent between 1968 and 1978.

The intramural sector has always been second in performance of

development work for Federal agencies. Support for this sector his

fluctuated tlfroughout the 1988-78 period but has shown a fundamental

rise. Intramural performance accounted for an estimated 17percent of the

Federal development total in 1968 and had risen to 22 percent by 1976, but

was expected to fall to 19 percent in 1978. DOD, the largest support

agency, has shown increased support for intramural performance in the

past decade at the same time that NASA support has decreased in an

absolute sense. NASA, however, shows moderate growth in the use of

thissector in the current (1978-78) period.

FFROC's administered by universities have made up the third largest

performance sector,for development work in most years of the 1968-78

decade. Their share of the Federal develop-dent total in 1968 was 4

percent and an estimated 3 percent in the 1978 budget estimates. ERA

has always accounted for most support to this group, followed by DOD,

The remaining performing sectorsother nonprofit institutions, univer-

sities and colleges, State and local governments, and foreignaccounted

for an estimated 6 percent of the development total in the 1978 estimate,

up from 5 percent in 1988. Much of the increase can be attributed to

increased support by HEW to nonprofit institStions and to State and local

governments.

Federal obligatIons for development by performer

Per-foe-1er 1968

in rnilli -ns].

Actual

1976

Total
$11,050 $12,885-

Federal intramural 1,543 2,842

Industrial firms' 8,292 8,717

Universities and colleges..., 150

EFFIDC's administered by

universities

Other nonprofit institutions'..,

Other performers ...

Average annual

percent change

1968=76 977

Percent

change

1976-77

Estimates

1976

+1.9 $13.512 ,21.2

7.9

6

+7,0

3,105

10,686

306

-16.3

+22.6

+1E6

435

*26.0

Includes federally funded research and
development centers administered by this sector.

+10

+11,6

+110,5

SOURCE: National StienceFoundatp

$16,626

3,250

12,069

341

Percent

change

1977=78

-1.8

-1.7

+12.4

+11,4

557 =1.1

410 -11.9

254



Section 6. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTIO

For 1976, Federal R&D obligations of $20.3 billion were reported by 10

participating agencies, representing more than 97 percent of the Federal R&D

effort, These agencies also reported 5799 million for R&D plant.

Data are reported on a prime contract basis, although additional data

were obtained from NASA on the effects of firstgier subcontracting in 19761.

Indications from the NASA data are that if subcontracting is taken into

account, the dispersion of funds is greater than the pattern shown in the

following pages.

Synopsis J
In 1976 every State and the District of Columbia``' received Federal R&D

support, California received the largestamount$5,5 billion, and South

Dakota received the smallest amountS6,8 million,

Four St ates--California, MarylandMassachusetts, and New Yorkeach

reflected more than $1 billion in Federal R&D support in 1976.

Sr en States and the District of Columbia were recipients of Federal R&D

funds in the $500 million=to-$ t category,

Fifteen States received from HO million to 5500 million in Federal funds

for R&D activities in 1976,

National Aeronautio inrl Hp), Ailtuinkirahrin, office of Procurpuliml

ProcutTnel Itcporl. Yt!or 20516I

in analyses of Ihe ilftdribo ion fit Fv(liqul RsD uhligatiork Dist70 if

Columbia is consiflPryl

1976

Eighteen States reflected support levels between $25 million and $100

million, and the six remaining States received less than $25 million.

In 1976 a total of 41 States received larger amounts of support than in

1975, Nine States and the District of Columbia showed decreases. In 1975

increases were received by 39 States and the District of Columbia,

Distribution of total Federal R&D obligations

by State: FY 1976

MOUNTAIN

PACIFIC

WEST NORTH EAST NORTH NEW

CENTRAL CENTRAL ENGLAND

l N NA Ale

91/NANLA

EAST

SOUTH

CENTRAL

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL

I$1 billion or more

$500 to ROOD million

'MIDDLE
ATLANTIC

ATS LOAN-TT! C

million4tQ100 o 500to 6

$25 to $1019 million

SOURCE: National Science Foundation El Under $25 million
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rends in the Leading States

For a number at years certain Stales have

possssed capabilities than mtinue to attract

Federal R&D support year after ear, First a mong

these is California, which has ever received a

share of the Federal R&D toal less than 21

percent. In this State the highly concentraied

industrial skills and facilities in aircraft,

California

Marylar0

.. '''.. 7' ..--
i I 1 0.0 .0. ..1 . i 0 . ..

p, . i
WO P'.4

Massachusetts

32

74 7

RIbD onioninno In 1,71.

aerodynamics, and related industries combined

with long-established Federal intramural in=

stallations and university research strength have

produced an unusual environment for the ac=

complishment of Federal R&D projects on the

part of all agencies, espcially DOD and NASA.

Second-ranking States have been New York

from 1963 to 1970 and Maryland from 1971 to

1976: At no time, however, has either of these

States received more than 9 percent of total

Federal R&D support. The broader pattern shows

14 States that have been arpong the leading 10 in

receipt of Federal R&D obligations in all the years

surveyed! The criterion for leadership is not, of

course, necessarily confined to the 10 most'

heavily funded States, The leading States might

better be regarded as those with support levels

above a determined-upon amount; for example,

at least $375 million in 1965 and at least $625

million in 1076 in constant (1972) dollars (these

amounts being roughly e'quivalent), Thus, 15

States in one year might be the lea' tiers, and in

another year, 13 Slates. But for purposes of

analysis most comparisons have been made on

the basis of the "leading 10" since over the years

the States in this group include the States that

would appear in any case in the areas above

logical cutoff points.

States that have always been among the

York, Maryland,leading 10 are California, New York, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Texas, Pennsylvania, and

Florida, The remaining seven "leaders" that have

sometimes been among the top 10 are Virginia,

Washington, Ohio, New MeXitOlhe District of

plumb a, New lersey, and Missouri: There is a

constancy in the pattern of use. Year after year

the leading 10 States have accounted for ap-

proximately seven-tenths of the Federal R&D

total! Carrying the analysis further, the leading

20 States in Federal R&D support from 1963 to

1976 have been made up of no more than 25

States, and the leading 20 States have acconnted

for approximately nine-tenths of the Federal

R&D total.

Rai Year

tow* .. tinnith tOth In Fail ASO In 1075,

SOURCE: Nina I Worn Faindetion



Agency Support

Because of the site of their R&D efforts, DOD,

NASA, HEW, and ERDA have had the major

influence on the distribution of R&D funds to the

various States. The leading 10 States in 1976, for

example, all received more funds from DOD than

from any other agency Among the (lye: States

with the most rapid Federal R&D growth rates

between 1963 and 1976 four-Virginia.

Maryland, !Massachusetts, and Florida-can

= attribute much of their growth to continuous and

increasing support by DOD. The fifth State,

Tennessee, reflects the growth of ERDA pro-

grams, Conversely, the low 1.5-percent average

annual growth rate for New Jersey in the 1963-76

period can be ascribed to a reduction in the

combined obligations of DOD and NASA in the

1971=73 venr, that has not been made up since

then.

During the whole 1963 -7t period Caldron-nil,

Texas'', Fibrilla, Alabama, !Missouri, Ohio, New

York, and Maryland received substantial sup-

port from NASA. The influent:J.! oi this agency

has been so pervasive that the rise and fall of its

major programs, such as the Apollo and Viking

missions and the space shuttle. -have impacted

measurably upon the States, Thus, between 1963

and 1971 the average annual growth rate hot

!Missouri was12.3 percent, one of the highest of

any of the Slates, In 1955 Missouri received

three-fourths of its support from NASA, but by

1969 1)01) was providing the most support. In

, 1971, _however, the NASA Skylab program was

in Full development through contracts with

industry in Missouri, In 1974, with the work.

nearly iiompleted, Missouri showed a large drop

in Federal R&D support, Missouri had waived

one -filth to one-third of it support from NASA

in the 19118=73 period, and most of the rest tram

DOD, and the termination of the NASA work is

reflected in the 7 .Oliriiiird rate of decline in

Federal '1 funding tor Missouri between 1971

and 197, .s Stale has her somewhat unusual

arming leading Slates in its heavy dependence on

two agencies.

Colorado was also influenced by NASA

programs. There. fundC rose in the 0163-71

Years, largely from NASA, and fell in the 1971-75

Average annual rates of change In

Federal R&D obligations to selected

States' for fiscal years 1963=76,

1963 -71, and 1971-76

Sues

United States total .`

California

Maryland , .

Massachusetts

New York .

Pennsylvania

Texas:::

Florida

Virginia

Washington ...... .

Ohio

New Menli-,0

District of Columbia

New Jersey

Tennessee

Missouri

Alabama

Colorado

Connecticut

Michigan.

Nevada

Louisiana

Arizona

1.9

7.9

7.3

1.2

5.2

7,.5

7:0

2 2

3.0

5:2

6:7 12:7

12.7 13.1

6.0 7.1

5.7 6.9

10.8

7,7

88

70

-2.4

12.1

3.9

4.7 3.6 5,2

2.7 1.1 3.6

1.5

7:9 3.3 17.5

5.6 2.5 10,7

4.2 12.3 =7.6

3.3 4.8 .8

2 .2 =1 3

.9

2:4

2.6 2.7 2,4

=3.1 =8.6 6,9

=2,7 =8,1 6,5

'States selected represent the 20 leading States in total

Federal R&D support in FY 1963, 1971. and 1976

States are listed in dosnending order of size n1 Federal

R&D funding in 1976.

SOURCE National Scinlico aiindation

period: The decline rate Of 1.3 percent between

1971 and 1976, however, disguises the impact of

the NASA Viking Lander prograrion industry

contracts in ColorAdo from 1972 to 1974. Other

Stales with decline rates or virtually no growth

in the later 11971-761 period are Florida, New

York, and Alabama, and again the reduction of

NASA funding has been the chief influence, In

the earlier period [1963-711 the growth rates for

these States were -trongly determined by NASA,

although DOD was also important in New York

and Florida.

Growth in the 1971-76 period can In attributed

to NASA in the case of California, where'

industry has received substantial support for the

space shuttle program, and also to DOD for work

on the B=1 bomber, among other programs, Thus,

the California average annual growth rate of tol.8

percent in the later period is one of the highest of

all agencies, whereas in the 1 96 3=,7 1 period the

3.2-percent rale of decline. for California was

attributable in large part to a; reduction in NASA

support after 1969. ---

Other States with high gitcwth rates between

1971 and 1976 ire Tennessee, Virginia, and

Illinois, and they were strongly influenced ,by

ERDA energy R&D Programs. ERDA grograrns

have also contributed to the high California

growth rate in this period and to increased rates

for Pennsylvania and New Mexico. In the case ofr=
Virginia, however, DOD has had moririnhlueur

than ERDA.

Although HEW, NSF. and the other agencies

have not been mentioned, they have also tended

to place more 01 their R&D support in the leading

10 or 20 States, thus contributing to the

leadership status of these States, Generally

speaking, these States offer a variety of skills and

organizational competence to meet the special

R&D needs of different ,agencies. A few States

among the leaders, usually those used mainly for

energy and weapons work. oiler a narrower

range of capabilities but are still highly impor=

lam in their adaptability in certain R&D tasks.



States Leading in 1976

California receiyed the largest share of the Federal R&D total in 1976 with

nearly $5.5 billion; or i7 percent. An increase of $656 million for California in

1970 is attributable to large increases by NASA; DOD, and ERDA, and smaller

increases by most other agencies. DOD provided more than one-half the total

funds for California in 1978 while NASA provided more than one-fourth and

ERDA nearly .one-tenth: industrial firms received the largest share (69

Anent) of all Federal agency upport to the State with DOD responsible for

almost two-thirds,--chiefly for work on the B-1 bomber, the Trident I missile

falte', and ballistic missile site defense. NASA was responsible for almost

all the _rest of thilladustrial total, covering Wo on:the space shuttle vehicle,

istoverall planning and integration of all eleme : of the space shuttle program,

thiPioneer Venus spacecraft,. the Delta space vehicles, and the High Energy

Astronomy Observatories. Federal intramural installations accounteufor 14

percent of the California total with DOD the prime \suppeagency, DOD

facilities include Chi Naval Electronics Laboratory, the Naval Weapons

Center, the Pacific Missile Test Center (Navy), and the Space and Missile Test'

Center (Air Force), All the other agencies also reported intramural

performance in California in 1976, NASA facilities include the Flight

Research Center and the Ames Research Center, In 1976 universities and

colleges accounted for 7 percent of the California total. HEW provided most

funds to this sector-one-half of the total, DOD, however, showed the largest

increase. FFRDC's administered by universities accounted for 6 percent of the

California total. Nearly tVee7fourths of the funds were prOvided by ERDA for

work at the E. O. Lawrence Berkeley and the E. 0, Lawrence Livermore

Laboratories, and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Nonprofit

institutions showed a slight drop in 1976 and rnadeititS 4 percent of the'tolal

(including FFRDC's).

Maryland in 1976 received an iperease of $201 million. The Maryland

total was $1.8 billion, or nearly 9 percent of the Federal R&D total. Most

agencies showed increased support. DOD. accounted for 43 percent of the

Maryland total,. HEW for 30 percent, and NASA for 16 percent. The

intramural sector, always the leading whin this State, showed another

increase, keeping this sector at almost two=thirds of all performance. Federal

R&D facilities in Maryland include the National Institutes of Health (HEW),

the Edgewood Arsenal Laboratories (Army], the Nava fitir Test Center, the

, Naval Surface Weapons Center, the Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA), the

Agricultural Research Center (USDA ). and the National Bureau of Standards

(Commerce), In 1976 industrial firms showed the largest relative increase

4 \ 5

among all sectors and accounted for 27 percent of total performance, largely

under the sponsorship of DOD, NASA, and HEW. Most of the Hqw support is

directed to the Federick Cancer Research' Center, an FFRDC adkinistered by

industry. Universities and colleges in Marylanid 1978 showed moderate

growth and accounted for 4 percent of all performance; they were chiefly,

supported by HEW.

Massachusetlf R&D funding om Federal agencies grew $56 million in

1976 and accounted for 6 percent a e Federal R&D total or $1.3 billion.DOD

provided the largest share of support, 70, percent, and ,HEW provided 14

percent. DOD, HEW, NASA, and ERDA were responsible for much of the

overall increase for this State in 1976. Industrial firms represented nearly

one-half of all performance with almost all of this support furnished by DOD.

Major DQD projects included the utility tactical transport aircraft system

(UTTAS), the HAWK, and the A=10 aircraft. Federal R&D support to

Massachusetts universities and colleges grew in 1976 and accounted for 17

percent of the State total. Federal support far intramural performance

dropped in 1876, largely from actions of DOD, the chief support agency. The

1976 intramural share of the State R&D total was -15 percent; FFRDC's

administered by universities also showed a decrease in support in 1976,

attributable to the Air Force for Work at the Lincoln Laboralory. Nonprofit

institutioni, 14 percent of the total, showed a slight increase, brought about

by substantially increased support by HEW.

I
Distribution of Federal R&D obligations to the 10 Stites

Jelling In such support in FY 1976 for selected yen

pours In millions]

State 1965 197.1 1975 1976

To411, all States. $14,357 $15,2 $18,649 20,255

Percent distributi8n

California ........ ..... . . 31.7% 21,6% 26.1% PT!,
Maryland . .... ........ . . . 8.1 7.9 8.7 8.9

Massachusetts.. ....... . . 5.1 5.6 6.6 6.3

...New York.,,. 9.0 7,3 5.7 5.5

Pennsylvania .... ....... ... ...... 17 .6 4.2 4.1

Texas . ... . 5,1 .9 3.8 4.1

Florida .....,....,. 3.2 5.8 4,3 3.9

Virginia . 2.0 2.8 3.9 3.7

Washington 3.7 17 3:5

Ohio 2.6 3.4 3.2 3:1

All other States' 30.0 34.2 29.8 29.8

' Includes outlying areas and 'offices abroad.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation



The New York increase of $49 million in 1976 raised that State's total to

$1.1 billion, or: percent of all Federal R&D support. New York receives most

of its support from DOD, FLEW, ERDA, NSF, and NASA. Awards to industrial

firms accounted for 50 percent of the total Federal R&D support in 1976; while

support to universities and colleges accounted for 25 percent. Over the 1968-,

78 period the industrial share declined as NASA funding dropped off steeply

andDOD funding also fell. In recent years HEW has stepped up support to the

university sector. In 1976 support to intramural performance represented 8

percent of the Federal R&D total_ was chiefly influenced by DOD.

The Pennsylvania increase of 555 million from Federal agencies in 1976

placed it fifth among all States in Federal R&D support with $836 million, or 4

percent of the R&D total, DOD, ERDA, and HEW were the leading R&D

sponsors, Industrial firms (including FFROC's) accounted for approximately

three-fifths of all performance. with ?ERDA the primary source of funds.

Nearly one-half of the supporit was directed to the Bettis Atomic Laboratory,

an industry-administered FFRDC. Intramural performance accounted for 19

percent of the toil Federal R&D support to Pennsylvania in 1976. Most df this

activity was accounteil for by DOD whose facilities include the Frankford

Arsenal Laboratories (Army), and the Naval Air Development Center,

Interior contributed to the intramural total chiefly for demonstrations

conducted by the Bureau of the lvtines. Federal R&D support to universities

and colleges made up 15 percent. cif the Federal R&D total to the State, with

most work sponsored by HEW.

Texas showed an increase of $122 million in 1976 raising the leve1 of

support to 5936 million, or 4 percent of the Federal &D total. to i 976 OD

increased support significantly to industrial firms, thereby affecting the t al;

since more than one-half the Federal R&D funds for Texas were awarded to .,T

1industry. Wr r DOD covered the sea -1 unshed cruise missile; among other

projects. NAS1A -as the second agency in size of support to industry, and

work for NASA included systems su6port services. More than one-fourth of

all Federal R&D performance was i Iramural, and most of this represented

NASA support for the Johnson Space Flight Center. A large increase in 197

reflected space shuttle activities. Support to Texas universities and collegis

represented 15 percent of the Federal R&D total in 1976, and most of thii

su port was provided by HEW.,

A decrease for Florida of nearly SI million in Federal R&D support in 1976

placed the R&D total at $708 million, or slightly less than 4 percent of all

Federal R&D support to the States, Much of the decrease was attributable to

DOD in the intramural sector. Federal intramural performance, chiefly

supported by DOD and NASA, makes up more than one-half of all

performance, Industrial performance, approximately two-fifths Oaf all
.

support. also mainly ifepends orpOOD and NASA. Among the more important

Federal R&D facilities in the State are thy Naval Coastal Systems Lahorathry

and the Air Force Eastern Test Rantle, both under DOD; as well as the

c I

fl.+;fr

1 ;

0 1965

1971

1976

SOURCE: Niel Sc foundition
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Federal R D obligations by Qsogrsphic division and State for eel ad y.
Molars In millextel

Division and State
iPx

1971 1975

increeee/
decree*,

19135-715 1978

Net
Immo*/
decree*.
1975-78

Total, all States ... $14,3158.8 $15,194.2 $18,472.2 + 44,115.4 120,190.6 41,718.4,....... .....
Pacific 4.1349.0 4,034.9 5,687.8 + 838.8 6,383.8 + 678.0

Alaska 14.4 58.2 34.5 + 20.1 35.4 + .9
California 4,563.3 3,295.4 4,837.8 + 2134.3 5,493.7 868.1

41,5 38.3 43.0 + 1.5 45.5 + 2.5
Wei Ion' les 25.8 . 41.9 78.5 52.1 84.1 + 5.6
Washington 214.3 571.2 894.2 + 479.9 705.1 + 10.9

South Atlantic 2,154.9 =4.6 -4 1, i.9 4

Delaware 7.1 13.0 10.0 2.9 7.9 2.1
District of Colurrh6ia 374,3 47131 579.8 + 205.5 570.2 9.8
Florida 459.8 890.4 798.8 + 337.0 788.1 8.7
Georgia 58.4 83.8 + n_4 91.9 + 11.1
Maryland 876.6 1 1,809.3 1,810.1 + 200.8,
North Carolina 57.8 116.9 139.1 + 221
South Carolina . . . 17.1 23.4 24.5 + 7. 30.7 6.2
Virginia 2$4.2 424.9 726.0 + 441.8 750.8 24.6
WesiVirginia 19.6 32.1 46.7 + 26.1 36.4

Middle Atlantic 2.2213.6 2,413.5 1% 2,280.0 J51.4 .2,437.6 +

New Jersey 410.7 745.1 9 + 31.2 495.6 + 53_7
New York 1,289.3 1,119.5 4 231.9 1,106.1 + 48.7
Pennsylvania 5213.7 548.9 7 + 252.0 1336.0 55.3

Now England 992.7 1,649.5 + 656.8 1,715.5 66.0

Connecticut 84.5 149.9 269.6 + 85.1 239.4 - 30.2
Maine 4.3 13.6 11.4 + 7.1 15.3 + "3.9
Massachusetts . 733.7 8137.0 1,226.6 + 494.9 1,284.9 +- 56.3
New Hampshire 28.8 34.0 33.5 4- 4.7 34.6
Rhode Island 37.5 50.5 75.0 + 37.5 101.6 +
Vermont . 4.0 13.7 31.4 + 27.4 39.5 +

East North Central 923.7 1,1213 1,375.4 + 4513 1,437.3' + 61.9

Illinois 191.7 249.1 371.1 + 179.4 414.0 + 42.9e.
71.9 74.6 92.7 + 20.8 32.3 .4

Michrgan 155.2 187.3 247.8 + 92.6 221.0 = 26.8
Ohio 379.1 518.1 548.8 + 205.7 827.4 + 42.8
Wisconsin 125.8 928 79.0 = 48.8 82.5 + 3.5

Mountain. 990,1 1,127.4 1.274.2 1,332.6 4- 118.6

Arizona 76.6 89.7 115.7 + 39.1 121.8 + 6.1
Colorado 212.3 264.2 266.6 + 54.3 . 247.1 19.5
Idaho 63.6 75.3 66.3 + 2.7 71.7 + 5.4
Montana 8.6 17.6 26.5 + 17.9 27.8 1.1
Nevada 159.0 149.4 5.1 179.0 29.6
New Mexico 458.7 554.3 + 129.0 6 + 71.5
Utah 45.0 558 79.4 + 34.4 1 7 + 21.3
Wyoming 4.2 8,1 16.0 11.8 i9,1 + 3.1

West South Central 1,143.1 733,1 872.3 = 270 8 1,019.7 147.4

Arkansas . 6 6 20.8 23.3 16.7 26.5 3.2
Louisiana 377 1 90.1 101.7 235.4 125.9 24.2

klahorna 213.4 26.3 34.2 + 5.8 31.7 2.5
exas 731 0 595.9 713.1 17.9 835.6 + 122.5

East South Central 628.3 618.2 770.4 + 142,1 919.5 + 149.1

Alabama 3.70.7 380.0 363.6 7.1 374.4 + 10.8
Kentucky 17.1 23.0 34.9 + 17.8 50:7 + 15.8
Mississippi 36,7 46.7 57.7 + 21.0 -71.4 13.7
Tennessee 203 7 189.5 314.2 + 110.5 423.0 + 108.8

West North Central 403,7 786.0 571.2 4- 162.5 678,2 + 107.0

Iowa 28,8 32,9 47.3 18.5 47.9 + ,6
Kansas 25 7 24.3 328 4 7.1 -32.0
Minnesot 106.3 102.8 123:0 r + 16.7 153.0 30.0
Missouri 231.7 596.9 329.1 + 97.4 403.3 + 74.2
Nebraska 7.7 10,4 20.0 + 12 3 21.0 + 1,0
North Dakota 5.0 9.1 12.6 +, 7 6 14.3 + 1.7
South Dakota 3.5 9,6 6.4 29 6.8 +I .4

Outlying areas 2 5.2 8.7 .3
Offices abroad 28.5 10.8 1,1 27.4 1,0

SOURCE National Science Foundation



Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canavaral, under NASA. Although NASA

decreased support to industry in 1976, it increased intramural performarr e at

the space center, mostly for activities connected with the space shuttle,

slight increase given by DOD to industry included work on t he Pershing and

Patriot SAM.D missie systems. R&D support by Federal agencies to Florida

universities and colleges in 1976 was 6 percent of the total, mainly derived

from HEW.

Virginia received a $25 million increase to $751 million and accounted fo

nearly 4 percent of the Fedel R&D total, DOD continued to provide

largest share of Federal support, NASA increased support in 1976 and

accounted for the next largest share. ERDA showed the largest dollar gain

, although HEW and DOT were next ijize of support. Intramural performance

in Virginia has over the years led all other irrds, In 1976 intramural

performance accounted for 48 percent (If the Federal R&D total, and DOD and

NASA were the chief sponsors. performance, 40 percent of the total

in 1976, has been increasing significarCith ERDA currently a growing

agency sponsor. Although DOD and NASA use industry for R&D efforts far

more, HEW and ERDA have been turning to industry recently. In 1976

universities and colleges represented 5 percent of all Federal R&D funding in

Virginia, as did nonprofit institutions ( exclain i FFRDC's).

The Washington R&D total from Federal agencies in 1976 was $705

million, an increase of $11 .-- illion over 1975, and 4 percent of all Federal R&D

obligations. DOD and ER A were the chief sponsors, accounting jointly for

four-fifths of the funds. :EW accounted for less than ode-tenth. Industrial

firms were the primary recipients of Federal R&D support, most of this from

DOD, whose contracts with industry covered the work on F=4A advanced

airborne command post (AABNCP), E-3A advanced warning and control

system (AWACS], patrol hydrofoil missile ship, and SRAM air -to- ground

ballistic missile. T ERDA share of the industrial R&D total had fallen

somewhat in 197 argely from reduced work at the Hanford Engineering

Development La ratory, an industry-administered FFRDC, Universities and

colleges, the xt largest sector, showed a slight drop in 1976 fun lower

funding. S port to nonprofit institutions was primarily represented by work

at the P is Northwest Lab° atOry, a nonprofit administered FFiznc under

ER sponsorship. Federal intramural performance was not strongly--

pported by an agency,

The Ohio total of $627 mildon in 1976 reflected a $43 million increase,

This State accounted for 3 percent of the Federal R&D total, Ohio receives

heaviest R&D support from DOand NASA, which focus on intramural

installations and industrial firrfis, Intramural performance accounted for 46

percent of the Ohio total in 1976, Although DOD, the largest support agency,

reduced funds, ERDA, EPA, and NASA increased their intramural activities,

almost offsetting the DOD decline. Support for industrial performance

acounted for 37 percent of the Ohio total. All agencies show increased support

to this sector in 1976. The Captor torpedo and Condo cruise missile were

among industrial R&D projects supported by DOD funds, Universities and

colleges and other nonprofit institutions were, primarily sponsored by HEW.

ERDA reflected a large increase to the nonprofit group in 1976,

In 1976 New Mexico was eleventh in amount of R&D support and the

District of Columbia was twelfth, each receiving above $500 million. For New

Mexico, industrial performance made up 35 percent of the Federal R&D total

followed by intramural and nonprofit performance, each 31 percent of the

total. ERDA and DOD support most of the R&D activities in New Mexico. For

the District of Columbia, intramural performance was by far the chief kind-

73 percen t of the total in 1976. DOD is the largest support agency and places

most of its work in the District intramurally.

3T



Distribution of Funds by Performers

When States are compared by performing sectors, contrasting patterns of

rank are shown, Federal agencies seeking certain kinds of research or
development competence to implement their missions have turned to existing

organizations with specialized capabilities within given States, It can be seen

that certain States have particaular strength in one or two erforming sectors

but that a number have strength in many sectors,

Thus, Maryland accounted for 21 percent of all Federal intramural work

in 1976 and California for 14 percent. Despite the presence of Federal agency

headquarters in the District of Columbia, this "State" accounted for only 8

percent and ranked lower than Florida, the third State, also with 8 percent.

In'the use of industrial firms (including FFRDC's) California represented

37 percenrbf the national total of Federal R&D contract awards, and the

second place StateMassachusettsaccounted for 6 percent. Washington

and New York each accounted for between 5 percent and 6 percent. Although

the shares were not high for these States, the amounts received were larger

than the amount any State received for universitylerformed R&D work in

1976. The leading 10 StateLaccounted for 78 percent of the industry total.

California ill again in Federal R&D awards to universities and colleges in

1976 with 15 percent of the total, New York, however, represented 11 percent

and Massachusetts, 9 percent. This sector shows the widest dispersion of

funds among States in that the leading 10 States accounted for only 62 percent

of total funds whereas in all other sectors the 10 leading States accounted for a

considerably larger share,

As to university-administered FFRDC's 34 percent of the funds in 1976

were' directed to organizations of this nature located in California. The next

ranking State W8S New'Mexico with 18 percent of the sectoral total. The tenth

StatePennsylvaniahad 1 percent.

California again was the chief recipient of Federal R&D Support in the

case of other nonprofit institutions (including FFRDC's)with 23 percent of

the total. Next was Massachusetts with 2'1 percent followed by New York

with 9 percent. These institutions tend to be found in States with university

R&D strength.

Federelllin obligation to each performing lector in theft, Ste

to that sector FY 1978

[Dollars in millions]

leading in support

Federal intramural , Industrial firs_ 1 Universities and colleges
FFRDC's administered

by universities

Other nonprofit

institutional

Total 95,512 Total 10,162 Total $2,496 Total $1,049 Tot&

Maryland 1,167 California 3,765 California 33 California 356 CI Ramie

California 766 Massachusetts 619 New Yods 277 NeW-MexiCo 187 Massachusetts 177

Florida 422 Washington 669 Massachusetts Illinois 166 New York 76

District of
1

Columbia 417 New York 557 Pennsylvania 128 New York A4 Washington 47

Virginia 1 364 PennsylAnia 493 Texas 125 Maryland 72 Virginia 47

Ohio 290 Maryland 466 Illinois 122 Massachusetts 62 Pennsylvania 42

District of

Alabama 243 Texas 452 Maryland 71 New Jersey 31 Columbia

Texas 2315 Tennessee 349 Michigan 69 Colorado Z3 Ohio 3B

Massachusetts 1% Missouri 314 North Carolina Idaho 21 Illinois 4 28

New Mexico 1% Florida 308 Washington 64 Pennsylvania 11 Minnesota 16

All other States2 1,226 All other 5tates2 2,263 All other States2 959 All other States2 36 All other States2 140

llncludes federally fupded research and development centers administ

2lncludes outlying areas and offices abroad,

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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R&D Plant

Among the 10 leading States to reCeive Federal R&D plant support in

1976, five were among the top 10.in Federal R&D obligations.

Since 1968,17 States have been among the 10 leading States in R&D plant

support, California, New York, Florida, Maryland, New Mexico, and

Illinois have always been among the leading 10, and in 1976, New Jersey

appeared among the leading 10 for the first time.

In 1976 California received the largest amount of support for R&D plant

for the sixth consecutive year Washington ranked second for the third

consecutive year. However, California, Washington, Florida, New York,

and Maryland received less support for R&D plant in 1976 than in 1975.

The largest relative increase was for the District of Columbia, at-

tributable chiefly to NSF for the purchase of airplanes for use'n research

in the Antarctic. New Jersey showed a large increase at tri_ table to

ERDA and DOD. Tennessee, Illinois, and New Mexico showed i creases

resulting from ERDA programs.

In 1976 ERDA provided the most funds for R&D plant and was the largest,

support agency for seven of the 10 leading States: California, Washington,

New Mexico, Tennessee, Illinois, New York, and New Jersey, DOD was

the major support agency in Maryland; NASA, in Florida; and NSF in the

District of Columbia.

Factors in R&D Performing Strength

R&D obligations can be ranked by State and compared with such

measure of national resources as population, total personal income, total

Federal axes, and doctoral scientists and engineers. Although no direct

cause-and-effect,relation§hips can be inferred, the data tend to indicate that

the more populous and wealth-producing areas contain the larger concen-

trations of doctoral scientists and engineers and are in an advantageous

position for various reasons to meet the R&D requirements of Federal

agencies.

Federal obligations for R&D plant in the 10 States leading in such support by agency: FY 1976

[Dollars in millions]

ERDA DOD NASA NSF HEW USDA DOT OtherlTotal

Total $799 $439 $143 $82 $16 $14 $19

California 147 71 52 12 1 (2) 5 4

Washington 103 101 121 12) 2 (2) 12)

New Mexico 77 66 8 (2)

Florida 76 30 45 (2) 12)

Tennessee 61 59 1 (2)

Illinois 45 35 3 1 12)

New York 38 27 1 1 1 5 (2) 2

Maryland 37 1 15 2 (2) 13 4 (2)

New jersey n 17 3 (2) (2) 1 (2)

District of Columbia 21 (21 2 1 18 (21

All other States3 172 59 28 21 32 12 7 6 12

llncludes the Departments of Commerce, Interior, and the Environmental Protection A

2Less than $500,000,

3lncludes outlying areas and offices abroad.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
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Distribution of Federal R&D obligations compared with other national Indic re by State FY 197.6

State

Total Federal
RErD obligations

Population To ii personal
income

Total Federal
taxes2

Doctoral scientists
and engineers5

Rank
Percent
of total Rank

Percent
of total Flank

Percent
of total

_
Rank

Percent
of total Rank

Percent
' of total-

United States, total $20,255 million 1215 million $1,382, 7 million 6268,144 million 278 thousand

California . . . . . - .. .. 1 27.12 1 10.03 1 11.15 2 8.92 1 11.48
M a r y l a n d 2 8.94 18 1.93 14 2.11 9 2.68 11 3.19
Massachusetts. 3 6.34 10 2.71 10 2.77 12 2.40 6 4.36.
New York 4 5.46 2 As .42 2 9.29 1 12.59 2 10.12
Pennsylvania.. 5 4.13 4 5,53 5 5.55 4 5.67 3 5.51

Texas 6 4.13 3 5.02 4 5.64 6 5.43 5 4,48
Florida . .. .. .. . . . . .. _ 7 3.89 8 3.92 9 3.72 11 .2.41 13 2.26
Virginia 8 3.71 13 2.34 12 2.28 18 1.63 12 2.68
Washington 9 3.48 22 1.68 18 1.77 22 1,32 20 1.71
Ohio .. , .. .... _ . . .... 10 3.10 6 4.98 6 4.97 5 5.63 . 7 4.25
New Mexico 11 3.09 37 ,54 .44 42 .23 26 1.11
District of Columbia... 12 2.81 44 ,33 39 .44 (3) (3) 10 A.47
New Jersey .. . - ... .. - 13 2.45 9 - 3.42 8 3.86 8 3.54 8 '4.20
Tennessee 14 2.09 17 1.96 21 1.66 23 1.12 21 2,1.69
Illinois 15 2.04 5 5.23 3 6.04 3 7.29 4 4.67
Missouri 16 1.99. 15 2.23 16 2.08 10 2.65 22 x'1.64
Alabama ... - . 17 .1.85 21 1.71 23 1.35 27 .87 29 1.02
Colorado ..... . , . 18 1.222 28 1.20 26 1.22 19 1.47 17 1,84
Connecticut 19 1.18 24 1.45 20 1.66 16 1.88 18 1.82
Mhigan 20 1,09 7 4.24 7 4.61 7 5.11 9 3.48
Mevada
kAlAesota

21

22
.88
.76

47
19

.28
1.85

44
19

.32
1.76

44
14

.21

2.02
50
19

.16
1.73

North Carolina 23 .69 11 , 2.55 13 2.14 15 2.00 14 2.10
Louisiana 24 .62 20 1.79 22 1.50 25 1.06 24 1.16
Arizona .. , -

25 .60 32 1.06 31 .96 32 .51 27 1.05

Rhode Island 26 39 .43 40 .44 36 .38 39 .47
Utah 27 36 .57 36 .49 . 39 .28 32 .92
Indiana 28 46 12 2.47 11 2.40 13 2.25 15 2.09
Georgia 29 .45 14 2.32 17 2.00 20 1.43 28 1.03

'Oregon 30 .41 30 1.08 29 1.07 29 .77 23 1.63

Wisconsin t 31 .41 16 2.15 15 2.10 17 1.75 16 1.88
Idaho 32 , .35 -41 .39 43 .34 40 .29 42 .39
Mississippi 33 .35 29 1.10 32 .78 37 .36 36 .57
Kentucky .25 1.60 24 1.34 21 1.33 33 .89
Iowa 35 .24 25 1.34 25 1.34 26 .91 30 .96

Hawaii 36 .22 S 40 .41 37 .44 38 .30 41 .40
Vermont 37 .20 49 .22 51 .19 50 .10 46 .32
West Virginia 38 .18 34 .85 34 .71 35 38 .49
Alaska 17 5i .18 47 .28 41 ,23 51 .15
New Hampshire 40 .17 42 .38 42 .36 45 .21 44 .35

Kansas 41 .16 31 1.08 28 1.09 28 .83 3.4 .85
Oklahoma 42 .16 27 1 29 27 1.13 24 1.11 31 .93
South Carolina 4-3 .15 26 1.33 31 1.06 31 .56 35 .78
Montana 44 .14 43 .35 46 .30 47 .16 45 .35
Arkansas 45 .13 33 .98 33 .77 34 .40 40 .41

Nebraska 46 .10 35 72 35 .70 30 .71 37 .55
Wyoming 47 09 50 .18 50 .19 49 .12 48 .20
Maine. . 48 .08 38 .50 41 .42 43 .23 43 .37
North Dakota 49 07 46 .30 48 .25 46 .18 47 -.23
Delaware 50 .04 48 .27 45 .31 33 ,48 25 1.16
South Dakota, 51 .03 45 32 49 .24 48 .15 49 .19

Outlying areas and
offices abroad .32 4.47 .27

Provisional estimates of resident population as of July 1, 1976
!Includes indearlual income and employment taxes, corporate inrun,r, cease. ff;tate -1 girt trim, (minus ref un
'Included in Maryland tax figures
'Collections from and refunds to S taxpayers in Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, and in
'1975 data

iOUPCES U S Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No e42. December 1976 and Bureau of Economic
Snalysis, Survey of Current Business, Volume 57, No 4. April 1977, LJ Department of the Treasury, statistical Appendix to Annual Flepera of the Secretary of the
`reetStity on the Stare of the Finances for the Fiscal Year ended .line 30J, 7976 and Transit,on Quarter, National Science Foundation.



Part II

FEDERAL FUNDS
FOR SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

Scientific and technical information (STI) is defined as knowledge or data
resulting from the conduct of research and development, or required for
organizing, administering, or performing research and development. Such
information is used largely by scientists and engineers engaged in R&D work.

STI activities cover a broad range, including publication and distribution;
documentation, referince and information services; symposia and audiovi-
sual- communication; and R&D work in the information sciences. This last
category directly overlaps,the R&D activities reported in port I of this survey.

a

The data on STI in Federal Funds surveys include only direct STI
obligations of Federal agencies; STI activities under R&D contracts and
grants are specifically excluded. Therefore, the totals in this report reflect
only partially the STI activities supported by the Federal Government.

Despite this limitation, the broad measurement of direct STI costs of
Federal agencies on a functional basis can be useful as a guide to analysis.



:'.AGENCIES AI ACTIVITIES

a , STI activities are currently growing. An estimated increase of 8 percent in

the total in 1977 was expected to be followed by an estimated increase of4

percent in 1978.

At pre tent the Department of Defense (DOD) accounts for morjthan one=

fourth of all STI activities, the Department of Commerce fot over one-,

fifth, and the Department of He'alth, Education, and Vtilfare (HEW) for

just under one-fifth.

Federal obligations foi scientific and technical Information by agency

[Dollars in millions]

Agency

Actual Estimates---
1976 1977

Percent

change

1976 -77 1978.

Percent

change

1977-78

Total ,.... ..... . . ..., $468.9 5508.1 $529.9 +43

Department of Defense

mentofcommerce) : :-. .. ..... .. ...

1

1092

137.4.

117.5

+3 4.,

+7.6

140:3_

';118.7

+6.5_

+1.0..

De rtment of Health, Ethication,

a d Welfare , , . . . . _ , _ , , , ,,v ... 84,4 96.9 +14,8 102.2 +5,5

Lib ary of Oongress 34:9 37:1 +6.2 38.4 +3.6

De artment, of the Interior _ : : . , .. 27.0 31.4 +16.1 32.2 +2,4

Na 'onal Aerorptics and Space , J
A ministration.. , .. . , , _ . _ _ , 23.2 23.7 +21 25.7 +8.2

Department of Agriculture 16.0 18.3 +14.6 19.1 +4,2

Other agencies .. ....... _ ...... .. 41.3 4 +10.9 , 47:3 +3.4

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

k

Trends

a Between 1960 and 1978 federally 'funded STI activities hire increased

almost seven times.

a In the 1978 budget obligations for,STI activities are the equivalent of an

estimated 2 percent of all Federal R&D obligations. The comparable ratio

in 1960 was 1 percent.,

I The greatest dollar growth in a category of 5'1'1 activities is found in

documentation, reference, and information sciences, which will represent

Trends in Federal obligations for scleitifIc and tecMAcol

Information activItIls by rr4jor categories

publication

: .

Documentation,

reference, and

Syniposia

arta

R&D in information

sciences, doCurnen-,

teflon and informa-

lion systems,

Fiscal

year Total

1 and

distribution

information.,

services

audiovisual

media

techniques and

devices

1960 . $75.9 $37.0 $28.4 $7.6 $2.9

198+ ...., : : v.6 48.7 29:0 6.7 - 7,2

1962 ,..,, , ., 128.5 55.7 42.4 17.0 13.3

1963 ..::, 164,5 67,7 64.0 21.0 11.9

1964 '2012 59.9 90.8 22,7 12:6

1965 - 2247 68,2 102:0 32.0 v 22.5

1966 tV 82.7 124.6n 22,5, ' . 48.0

1967% , . 324,4 87.1 152.5 31.7 53.1

1968 . , 359.2 100.7 165.6 34,1 58.8

1969 ... : .. : 362.5 ° 96,0 170,9 . 31.8 637

1970 386:8 98.9 19131 32.6 62:1

1971 397.6 106.0 1938 32:8 65.0

1972 _ : ,. 419.4 116:6 196.5 . 36.5 69.7

1973 427.1 120.9 194.8 t 341 77.3

1974 .., 442.8 129,1 199.4 i 35.0 79.3

1975 398.1 123.3 179,2 23.8 71.8

1976 468.9 144:7 226.6 27.9 69.7

1977 (est. 508.1 155.8 253.9 , 29.9 I, 6,5

1978 (est:)., 529.9 161,1 262.9 31.6 74.3

Includes $17, million for management, which was reported separately from the other

categories in 1964 only.

NOTE: Overali totals for 1975-78 and totals for some subcategories are preliminary andsubject to

revision as a result of incomplete reporting for those yeis by the Department of the Army,

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

0



an estimated SO percent of all ST1 activities in 197 . The strong growth in -

this category reflects the proliferation of I _rary and specialized

information' center ,services, including high c sts of modern retrieval

systems. A specific subcategory for networki g is now included in the

survey.

Categories

& At prksent, publication and distribution, inr uding patent examination

makes up the next most important STI rate ory, Thsarea was

to repreetet 30 percent of the ST1 total in 974

Research and' development in inform on sciencesibas ,shown the

greatest relative increase between Au 1978, havirygg grown.2-6 times

in that period. The sharp of this tiegorY is the ST4 fotal is an estimated 14

percent in 1978.1u

Symposia and'audrovisual media is e to 'account for 6 p

all ST1 activities in 1978.

cent of

I n the cur f1197648) period the Departole atthc, ,Irmy under-repurtecl data orihis

category; th *total is subject to sr upgar rr ions

$161 million

Publication

distribution '0,

A

jor categories have b en further subdivided in the present survey in

.order to make visible in re kinds of ST1 activity, Within publkatiorf and

distribiifion, for exam primary publication is found to represent at

estimated 55 percent of the total, with secoiary and tertiary publication

only 8 -percent, Patent examination reprisents31pereent of: the total.
0

Under documentation,,reOnck t uinformation services, the library

and reference subtategW itte rittOith percent of !.hK$T1 teal

followed by specialize& information center: services 'With 34 percent..

Networking kir fhese §till'representa a very small share of the total,
. .

0 Symposia and techrilcalemeeting, make up almost 4Wo-thirds the

gmposia and .au IN) media category,- iiheatl'cliovisual media

antivi)its ma p m than one.third.

MO million

663 million
DoFenentatlon, reference

Er information services

93:2 Million

Symposia Ef

.budioylsua1

Media'

$74 million

R&D in

informs n

is sciences, tc

(

Primary Patent
Second

publication examination
tortis

55%
8%

ian

Support of Library and

NblICatibns reference

6% 62%

y
Specializedpecialized

for libraries
information

3% centers
34%

Networking
for

specialized

information

centers

4%

Translations Symposia

1% 65%

Audiovisual

media etc

35%

min
intormati

sciences etc

100%



Age! Cies

Qf t 1 4 agencies reporting obligations for STI ectivitte in 108, seven

acct for 91 percent of the STI total.

STI osts are-not wholly,compkable arnongagencies; tothe agencies have

1111 reporting systems while others lack the means to identify relevant

costs. In the 1976 -78 period; 13 Federal agencies. reported R&D

°grams but did not identify any STI activities, although some of their

rograms May have included such activities. Many STI programs are

minded within extramural R&D contracts and grants and, thus, are hol

/reported.

r STI effiits do not in all cases hear a direct relationship 0'the R&gi

progranis of an agency: STI efforts can represent services that are

independent of agency 'R&D activities as, for example, the Patent and

1.

Tirademark (Ace within Commerce, the National Agricultural Library

Jwithin USDA, and the STI activities of the Libry of Congress:

DOD, Commerce, and HEW combined will acgo'unt for an estimated 69

percent of the STI total in 1978.

DOD is the leading agency' n STI support' Within DOD the Defense

Agencies-including the Defense Advanced .Research Projects Agency

[DARPA), the Defense Nuclear Agenc, the Defense Supply Agency, and

the Defense Crimmunications Agencf-report the largest obligations,

mostly because of funding for R&D projects of DARPA and funding for

the Defense Documentation Center within Defense Supply. The three

services-Army, Navy: and Air Force-also support substantial ST1

activities, covering all categories.

Commerce is the next agency in -size of support. Most of the STI effort is

represented by the Patent and Trademark Office, which is the largest

agency subdivision to report ST[ actiyities.

HEW was expected to make up 19 percent of all STI obligations in 1978

with more than tailcoat afive dollars provided by the. National Institutes

-of Health,- including the National Library of Medicine,

The National Library of Congress reports a large share of its overall

activities as in support of R&D goal, much related to the social sciences.

Within Interior the Geological Survey conducts a number of ST1

programs,including a re tory of imagery and data from remote-

sensing satellites, a geogr phis information system, and a water data

information system, amon Others,

NASA.' and ERDA are nries.that tep6ri small amounts of STI

obligations imrelation to the size of titeir R&D programs because so much

ofitheir R&D work is performed extramurally; and within extramural

R&D. tontrar s and grants STI activities are not identified.

Distribution of Federal obligations for scientific end technical

infornistion activities by agency and subdivision: FY 1978 lett)

(Dollars in millional

Agency and subdiviion

Total

obligations Percent

Total, all agencies .... . . . ......

Oicartmeni of Defer.

Defense'Agencies

Deparimeat of the Arrni . . . . ... ... .

Department of the'New, ..... .. . . . : . . . . . .. .. . ..

Department of the Air Roca .. .
Department of Commerce

Patent and Trademark Officei

National Technical Information SeKice . . ... ,

........

National Bureau of Standards

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration . . ....
Other ... ........ .........

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

National Inethutea of Health

INationaLLibrary of Medicinal

National Institute of Education

Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration

Food and Drug Administretion

Center for Disease Control

Other

Library of Congress . .. ..
Department of the Interior

.... ......

Geological Survey ,

National Resources Library

Other . . .

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Department of Agriculture

National Agricultural Library

Forest Service

Agricultural Research Service

Other

Energy Research and Development Administration

National Science Foundation

Veterans Administration

Smithsonian Institution

Department of Transportation

Environmental Protection Agency

Department of Justice

Department of State

Consumer Product Safety Commission

Other agencies

SOURCE: National Science Foundation

100,0

' .2

48 :6

23.1

15.2

11.2

9.2

4.4

2.9

118.7 n.4

85.1

16.7

9.9

6.2

.9

16.1

3.1

1.9

1.2

.2

,102.2 19.3 q

846' 16,0

115.81 (8.8I

5.1 1.0

4.6 .9

4.4

2.8 .5

it .2

14 7.3

6.1

26.6

2.2

4.5

4.8

4

.8

25.7

19.1

4,8

.6

5;9
4.8

1:1



Activitim

Certain ageiicies tend to account for most of
the Work in certain-categories of activity.
Commerce, for example, is predominaht in

publication and distribution because of

patent work: DOD and .SEW are predorni=

nant in symposia and audiovisual media, and
DOD in research and development. in infor-
mation sciences. Most R&D agencies are
active in documentation, reference, and
information services. STI functions tend to
flow back and forth between categories, and

largerthe R&D programs of, .an agency,

the more kinds of STI.activity are likely to be

supported. The following list's ere indicative
of agency ST1 activities in 1978,

Category 1. Publication and distribution:

$161 millibn

Commerce: Patent and Trademark Office

70,000 patents to FY 197e lest)

Of(icial Gazette, weekly ahotracts of current patents

National Technical lamination Service
ft17:ekly Goy rnment Alistrmits

DOD: Departments of t Army; Navy, and Air Force

jeurnal-articlee

Technical reports

Technical notes

'Technical memorandums

Contractors' and grantees repine

Research reviews

Research bulletins

Research repack

Newletiers

Surveys

Moeographs

Proceedings of scnipcasisa

Handbooks

Books,

Abstracts and hildiographies

NASA

journal articles

Technical reports,, notes, n metnarandaths

Contractors reports

Conference proceedings

Scientifilland Technical Aerospace Reporip 'STAN
inte6oliovi Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)
Indexes

Bibliographies

Technical reprints

Special publications

Category.2. Documentation, refe ace and
informititi services: $263 milli()

Interior; Geological Survey

Books

Maps

Chart.

Allasee

Research summaries

journal articles

Bibliography of North American Geology

Geophysical Abetracts

HEW: National Institut; of Health

journals of the Institutes

journal art

Indexes

Bibliographies

'Abstracts

Monographs

Books

Repniie

AlOhoprog Abuse, and MentalHealth Adatiniatratino
Scientific:111nd technical papers

Manuals

Reviewt anal anlye.s

journal articles

0: Defense Agencies

_Jake Documentation Center

Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force
Libraries e

---..)

Specialized information centers
1 Tethaical information anal is centers

Tran'elations _

USDA

,Paper1

Bulletins

Reports

Periodicals

ERDA

Techamal reports

Progress reports

BRIM Research Abstracts

Energy Abstracts for Pails reit

lournol articles

Proceedings of meetings

Progress reviews

Hooke

Monoeraphs-e

ERDA

Eneegy Information Oata Base lEIDBI
Jf

HEW; National institutes otHeoldi

Nhtionaf 1,ibraryANLedicine

Specialized information centers

Translations;

Food atid Drug Admirdattation

Specialised information centers

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and MentaLliealth Administration
Specialited'information eeriterS

National Institute of Education

'ERIC clearinghouses

Commerce : Patent-and Tre6marh Office
Search

Ruionalallifechnicil Information Service INTIS)

National Bureau of Standards

National SlandardPference Data System (NSRDS)
NOAA

Environmental Data Service

Interior; Geojogical Survey

Erns Data Center

Geographic Infornoltion System

National f;ahographic Information System

National Water Data Storage aril Retrieval System
Natural Resources Library .

NASA

Scientific and Technical Information Facility

Research libraries

Translations

Smithsonian
s

Science im,ormation Exchange

USDA

National Agricultural Library



Category 3 .Symposi
media: $32 'Million

nd audioisual

DOD: Departments of the Army. Navy. and Air Force.
Science conferences
Support er symposia with professional grOups. scientific

societies, and educational institutions
Motion pictures
Slides
Video tapes
Exhibits

HEW; National Institutes of Health
Trasuel to scientificTeritags. U.S. and abroad
Support to conferences and symposia
Sound films on physical functions. diseas
TV interviews

Photographs
Exhibits

I treitrnent

NASA
Participation in and support of scientific symposia and

tec rucal meetings

VA
Participation in semi symposia
Films
Slides

Category 4: Research and development in
information sciences, documentatiozi,
and information systems, techniques,
and devices: $74 million

DOD: Defense Agencies (largely DARPA)
Departments of the Army. Navy, and Air Force

R&D in advanced information systems
Development of engineering data systems
Support of development of discipline-ba4ed information

systems
Studies of man- computer relationships (Project MAC)
Basic research in information sciences

HFoliVi National Institutes of Health (including NLM)
Improvement of Medlars system of NLM
Development of mechanized searching services in the

institutes
Alcohol, Drug'Abutre, and Mental Health Adrninistrati

Improvement of information systems

NSF
Research irk storage and retrieval sjrajegies
Development of access improven(int systems and

uses- oriented science informatiorNervices

Commerce: National Bureaa of Standards
R&D activities of the Institute for Computer Science'

and Technology and NSRDS

Library ofCongresa
Development of MARC cataloging system
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A. Teclinical Notes

B. Federally Funded- Research and-
DevAoprnent Center

C." Statistical Tables, art I

D. Statistical Tables, II

Note
The detailed statistical tables tor this volume foriparts I and IL appendixes

C and D, have been published separately under one cover.

Included on pp. 56-65 in this volume are appendix C summary tables 1, 2,
and 3, as well as a Complete listing of all the tables in appendixes C and D.
Detailed statistical tables may be obtained gratis from the National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550,
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APPENDIX A

Technical NofeS

This deport is organized

with Federal funds for reser

and part II reports on funds for

collection and dissemination

information. ,

parte: Part 1 is concerned

velopment, end R&Dplant,

ac4ities associated with the

of scientific and technical

Between March and May of 1977 a total of 37 Federal

agencies and their subdivisions-90 individual

respondentssubmtted data in response to a survey
qtestionnaire developed by the Foundation and diributed

in January 1977: With the exception of NASA( th$ data

received from the agencies were in terms of obligations and

outlays incurred, or expected to be incurred, regardless of.

when the funds were appropriated Ir whether they we
identified in the respondent's buds specifically for R&D

activities. NASA reported its 1976, 1 77, and 1970 transac-

tions iJh terms of the budget plan, which approximates

obligations.
r

Federal agencies had earlier provided R&D data to the

Office of Madagement and Budget for inclusion in ''Special

Analysielli Federal Research and Ef opment Peograms" in

The Budget of the United States rnment, Fiscal Year

1978. Although the R&D data in ihe two reports are
reconcilable (See Relation to Other Reports, p, 53), the data in

the Federal Funds .report are more comprehensive aidare

tabulated M greater detail. Furthermore, the Federal Funds

report incorporates revisions that have resulted From changes

man the R&D portion of the budget subsequent to the

budget message of the President to Congress tojanuary 1977.

DEFINITIONS

Definitions are presented for the two parts of the report.

Some definitions in part I are also applicable to part II. The

definitions are essentially unchanged from prid issues of the

Federal Funds series,

Part 1, Research, Development, and R&D Plant

ESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND R&D PLANT

This term includes all direct, indirect, incidental, or related

costs resulting from or necassary to research, development,

and R&D plant, regardless tif whether the research and de=

velopment are performed by a Federalaguncy (intremorallnr

performed by private individuals and organizations under

grant or contract (extramural]. Research and development

exclude routine product testing, quality control, mapping and

surveys, collection of general-purpose statistics, experimen-

tat production, and activities concerned primarily with the

dissemination of scientific information and the training of

scientific rnan ower,

Reklirth te systematic, intensive It cted toward

, fuller scientific knowledge or undersian the subje t.
studied, Research is classified as\ itheiba r applied.

1p basic research the investigator is concerned primarily

with gaining a fuller knowledge or understanding 6rthe

subject under study.

In applied march the investigator to primarily interested

in a practical use of the knowledge or understanding for the

puok of meeting a recognized need.

b. Development is systematic use of the knowledge and

understanding gained from research, directed toward the pro-

duction of,nefal materials, devices, systems, or methods,

including design and development of prototypes and pro-

cesses. It excludes quality control, routine product testing,

and production:

c. R&D plant (R&D tilities and fixed equipment, such as

reactors. wind tunnels, and radio telescopes) includes aqui=

sition of, construction of, major repairs to, or alterations in

structure, works, equipment, facilities, or land, for use in

R&D activities at Federal or non-Federal installations,

Excluded from the R&D plant category are expendable

runt and office furniture and equipment. Obligations for for-

eign R&D plant are limited =to Federal funds, for facilities

located abroad and used in suppoet of foreign research and

development.

(2) °FIXATIONS AND OUTLAYS

a. Obligations represent the amounts for ordeLs placed,

contracts avyarced, services received, and isimilar
.

transactions king giveo ptrio9egardless of when the

is

reunelqauwireedre:appropriated and whin future payment of moneNt

b. Outlays represe t the amounts for checks issued and

cash payments ma during a given period, regardless of

when the funds were appropriated.

The obligations and mithaytreport edcover albtransection---

from all funds available to the agency from direct eppropria=

*an, trust funds or special account receipts, corporate

income, or other sources, including funds appropriated by the

President, that the agency received or expectl to receive: The

amounts reported far each year reflect obligations and out-each

lays for that year regardless of when the funds were origi-

nally authorized Or received and regardless of whether they

were appropriated, received, or identified in the agency's

budge4 specifically for research, development, or R&D plapt.

An agency making a transfer of funds'to another agency

includes such transfers in its report of obligations and outI,

lays. The receiving agency does not report, fa purposes.nf)

I
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inlinieci. Estramural perfiirmcrrs are identified as follows:

n( !iriiimstrmcrl firms arc, these orguniacmti005 that may

lrgmllv nln'trihnitr net earnings to individuals or to other cur-

n° attn inns,

(ill l.'oiversilie3 liii! rohnngmn, tie inotitutiujus mmngmgeif

pruriarml; iii pros idnir resident instruction fur at least ii

se!rlrruyrnuo douse the secimdnirv si;hool level lni:lumlei!

ire f.rslleges in lilrrrilirts: .si;hroils oiuIFtO andsi:ienr;es; pro-

feoocucnmI schorils, sorb cc in engineering unit nirdni:inr,

iiri:lijr-iin0 clfilirmteul hoor-nimnis; ussernited research iristl-

I alms; cvi! cyl iu1Juril -:,::.: iuitins.

I'd III! icr main rc(t ietitiIimoo nine prisatsr organic_ni

tnnuos nsiher thin cIlucmtonril institutions n . u part cf whose

Oct eminilogO inure to thin hnmefit nIl a prioute sto;.kh;rldnru

i ndnvtdunL mom! other pris ate uurgrmrmn!nitiOns organized for

thu 'u rsi pimrpu.use of Inirriing over- theirenlire nit rum-

-, h ouunprmulit a'Uirin/.;mlinios. Also, prrvnilennulivid-

tuufsilirei,tiv isvirilrd d&Lliuntsuri;iuotrirIs ire iorlumtrif

r nounpruufml ios)iIt1uuu,

nv( I" rI old' Iuindrtl rm;sc'nru'fc uomf lu': r'r;irorrl inn

ury are RxD-pi'rtornnnng urganizatimiho eselusively mr sub-

vt;tritmillv tinninood fiy' ho Fonloral Ciuverninont that ire

Oulipnnrteml by' the' Federal (hnvernrmtent either tin mccl nil-

ri Roll nuhlC!.tiso ncr-, to some instaninoc, to prirvilo

it sneers tic ci fnur r;pmrr;h il uscicrojoterl

truiriiri' uiitpiui' !tuuJuum otenicnmtloiioistrreutlnyuuniiufilrr

tiunic' e\trnirnmin'il lorlunriruers.

Inn arinu:rul, ill Iii hillnciuioy iiumlitiu turin i;i'ilu'rnm a

nv,'I I; mn! inIliImituuuu.,u nun it Iuiluun, ills rtn:lnmrlul irt )hefeul-

unilIt Inunuuli'ul ri'-'.. urn! I orb ninth enti'i I nihm'girrhi

El Its pnmor ......... ' mini lumleunninci nucuu'u'uuf the hullnuw-

/

tog bask research, applied research, development oroso--

aement mnf research and develnptneot (opeciftcnl_y

excluded are organizations engoed prittiurily in routine

quality control and testin, routine serviie activities

produi,tion, snapping and Surveys, mmd informotion disnui-

,irmtIun); 2) it tom separate opeeat4udi[l unit withwi the par-

nut urgencralimin or is urgaoizd as separately Incurpo-

rued uirganizctioo; (1) it performs actual resenrcb and

nlevinlapintent mr R&D munagetotent either- upon direct

inquest cif the FTtlerclnvernment or under ibruadcharter

Intro the Federal Cmsvbrn.tm'nt, bnt in either case under the

direct mrioitorship of the Federal Government; 4) it'

or eivsns its niajur financial support 170 percent or murO)

From the Federal Giromirninent, usually froni one agency: 5)

it has or it expected tu have a long-term relationship with

Its sponsoring nmgency (abumit S years ur more), aevidenced

ny specific obligmtions nissuorod ny it mod the agency; (5)

ouist sir all tints fdcilrtibs areinwned 'are fundecfforinthe

cuutran:t with the Federal Gnivnoni t: ad (7) it has an

umverage annumI budget (operating inn1 capital equipment)

of nnt least $5110,Iit)0.

v( Stutin arid roe! gtrvorrr)Ircnnts ale State ann! local

govo'rn,rrnent ;mgencmenv eucludnog State and local universities

;mrarl i:un(le'geo, oynieulturnml 'xiiei meat stations, rniedk;ol

sr:hrnruls, curl rfIiliitnd !inisprtrls Feskrnul R&D funds

rihlwatorl n!in'ectly mr such State nmnrl local educational

inshitnutirnimo or-c' mu.lurled onr!u;r the univorOities rind nolleges

Inr'rlcirnnmriO xr'n:tinr in ihis .oarvi'y'. R mis arch and nievelscpment

mimnnlem ibm: Slirtu' irtd lmo;ali;nttcgimny mirmceitherprrlc rnoi'nl by the

S?ttmn or liru:nil aeeni:ii'c thenimlees mirgrrnntind orcuntrtedby

such nmgorrçies 1mm .prnfnnrnntnc;in bs' ether urgnmnidations.

Ri',girnilern is! if1tninruti7 rn fiurmer, Femleral R&D funds

tin Statrinnl lro,rl ginvi'rrmoreots ire repiirted tinder

the Stntmn aid lurrI giuverminucot sectuir ;mtlul on oilier,

I Foreign pmrrfurni'inrs ire conhoeni to foresgn citizens,

organr'zotimios, or governments, iS well iS uternitional or-

gninianiIiions. snh acm \A'l'U, IlNESC, WHO, performing

cx mink ihcnnad Ii naninerl by the Fc'nlr ra I Government.

Exr.laded rice pmyments to 1.S. ageun;ucs, orgsnl7atirulus, or

imitreenc pe'nimirming resriri.h ann! nlevelopmeai nlmroad fur

the FictIonal Government (the sarvey objectives du not

ini:luile infirrrnnmtinnrn run ''offshore'' pmynnenis ). Also

exrdinulmci! ire payments to iweign scientists perfuroung in

the t lniticn( Status.

)7( MEl OS or SIlENCE

(jilmic nut ci ovine in dine ciii ccv inc din icksl mimi rci0ht

lu'lnl n'nti'guci'nes, mimI cml hour vrilnsmsimng of nurmnlre'rof

luimulibI fielrk. I lie Inn nm! Ininlils ci' lrlur ou.ic'ni;no, lisyu.:hLlinny,

srncni en,, emnn niunooreiuial sn.ir'nni.i'o, nmemtlrm'nontii.c non

i nmlrnpirhc'n' sn;nenvs's, c'mrnmno'rmnisng, cnn] sm.nm'tnr m's, con other

croix nIna wit rkvcnhr in i;lmssilii:m]. 'lb bulb sciag !wtnng

]nreseinbnc the Inc Irk griuimjnr'rl iuOm!i'i 'silt clthu' lumr,nnl lielrI,

trugetlnurrontlr illnmot,otnn'i ilnxi;rplimuinn:
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a. Life sciences consist of the biological, clinical medical,

other medical sciences, mid life sciences not elsewhere classi.

fied.

Life sciences include the following disciplines: Anatomy;

animal sciences; bacteriology: biochemistry; biogeography;

biological oceanography: biophysics; dentistry; ecology;

embryology: entomology: evoluthil)ory biology; genetics:

immunology; internal Medicine; rikrohiology; neurology:

nutrition and metabolism; opthalmology; parasitology;

pathology; pharmacology; pharmacy; -physical anthropology;

physical medicine . and rehabilitation; physiology: plant

sciences, odiatry; preventive rneicine and public health:

psychiatry, radiology; surgery; systematics:

veterinary medicine:

Research in ,soMe'of these disciplines may be clasnerl as bio=

logical, clinical medical, or other medical, depending'upon the

nature of the particular project,

Riulogioul sciences are those which, op rt from the clinical

medical and other medical sciences ehned below, deal

J with the origin, development, structure, function, and inter.

actions of living things.

Glinted medico! sciences are concerned with the study of

the pathogenesis, diagnosis, or therapy of a particular diSeait

or.J
abnormal condition in living human subjects under con-

.trolled condit Mns,

Other medicsl sciences are concerned wilh studies of the

CRISES; effects, prevention, or control of abnormal conditions

in man or in his environment as they relate to health, except

for the clinical aspects tUS defined above:

Life scow [mei

b: Psychology devils with behavior, mental processes, in

individual and group churacienstics: and abilites. Psychol-

ogy is divided into three categories: horogical aspects social

aspects, and psychological sciences not elsewhere classified.

Examples of the disciplines under each of these lipids are:

iiiologicol aspects,

ExPertmcniol Psyl holity. annul behavior: clinical mix:,

ohaingy: comparative p.sychology: ethology,

Sraiiril aspects:

social psi' holrigy edirisiturnyl personnel, vitt:idiom' mityi

chology and iiistio; industrial and engineering psi, chology:

deyeloptiierit personality.

to scii it fits

e. Physical sciences err concerned yvilh the understanding

of the maimed! universe and its phenomena. They comprise

50

the fields of Ietraniid y, chemistry, physics, ;Ind physical

sciences not elsewhere classified. Examples of the disciplines

under each of these fields are

stroinoily:

Labora Jo' trojth v ii!si optical Hsi Pi Homy. radio

astronomy:, theoretical astrophysics: X-ray. [.;amnia -ray,

_neutrino astronomy.

Chemistry:

Inorganic; orgono-me Mo. physical

Ph

Acoustics; atomic and:molecular; condensed Ma ; elemen.

Iry particles : nuclear structure; optics; plasma:

Phv;iutil sclithcF' 000

LI:Environmental sciencei lterrestLI and extraterrestrioll

are loncerned with the gross rionbinlogical properties of the

areas of the solar system which directly or indirectly affect

mods survival and welfare; they comprise the fields of

atmospheric sciences, geological sciences, oceanography, and

elsefromnental sciences not else here classified. Obligations

1(if oceanography re coofin losludiPS supportngplipical

oceanography: Siodios periiining to ;hie in the sea, or other

bodies.of winter, are reportqf as support biology. Support of

ship opeefrfions is where appropriate, pro4W between

physical ;inil biological oceanography, Examples of the:

disciplines under each of these fields follow,

,illitisphric sciences:

Atironten; sidari weather ion& Minn; ntrulnrrotrial

atmospheres: niettiorology,

itedccicnl scoinces:

Engineering geophysics; general geology;

gravity: geomagnetism; hydrology: iota sine(: geochemistry;

isotopic geochemistry: organic geochenuslry: laboratory

geophysics: poleionagnetisin, paleontology; physical

geography and cartography: seismology; soil sciences,

and

Orimol;tripit}',

Chemical ociiiiirimraphy, geological fif;[,;inogrilphy; physical

ritiangaphy:
routine geophysics:

viroormmtol

H. Mathematics and computer sciences employ, logic4I

reasoning iyith dui Mil 01 symbols aid com erned Ojai

develmarnom of imithuils of rim:fawn employing

noilltiltgrwl,rAry proo,k ,tenon

field And ginx1=,-+Iriciplioary proirrls for w'rorh f;,,J hdt :1,11 lif!cr

1,,Hord

symbol, and in the case of comphter, sciences, with the

application of such methods to automaled information

systems, Examples of disciplines under these fields are

Ma t he in itir

Algebra; arrolvsis; implied mathematics; foundations and

logic; geometry; numerical an statistics; topology.

CAM:niter 5CteriCeSt

Programming languages: computer and in! ormution sciences

[general); design, development, and impliCation of computer

capabilities to data stow and manipulation; information

scie
ores

and systems: systems analysis:

Mothernotics end computer sciences, nec

f. Engineering is concerned with studies directO toward

develo'ping engineering principles or toward making specific

scientific principles usable in engineering practice. Engineer=

mg is divided into eight fields: aeronautical, astronautical,

chemical, civil, electrical. mechanical, metallurgy and

materials, and engineering not elsewhere classified. The

following are examples of disciplines under each of these

fields,

Apronmilirril:

Aerodynamics.

Actronauticol:

A irnspiice; spore ire .1inology.

Chemical:

Petroleum i etraleurn relining: At:Re

0

Architectural, hydraulic, liv,Irologic; marine; s miry and

environmental: :Vrtictural;

Electrical:

CAmiinunication: clei:trunit' it.-1

idle churiirtil:

Frigiomintil mechanis.

Mt toll cod niohlok:

Ceramic; mining: textile,

. Engineering, tom'

industrial and romagemegt; nuclear: ocean'

hvsltris.
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tuilul Futuierul HOD mini ROLl pl;unt li]ipmitiiinc in lOW 'Fbi

ruopundinlo bun thu [Ii punlinnuito iii t\grii.uItnu IPiuit-

'nit. liuliutme; hi' invniiiu. Trmnoçiirt own: intl i-leutth

tint Wuliuri Iii Inumy Rrou;urt Ii mmii! l)rt Lip-

niuunt Aulmtniulritttiii Iliu'hiiottuniitunlmml Pr

theNmutiunul Airwituiilii:c intl pmmt ui\dtninuotrutiimn un.ulthi

Nutti nil Otiuni Puutnuhmtiumn

Iv [)mIu fur 0Th were iutqtui tiil in tittn rut hI pr.

lurmuiwn itmite or untlyinC rnal where thu wurk i%au

peniuurincuihu hr priin rumtr;ielumr, printer or oilrmmmurul

nrguiutviiliun. Whire I..hi'ftiuimulion umm tint aemlimble iii

iv i ru;uunulmm thi rrrpunmlrntu were asked lit assipn thu

ulilc0utuinc ii hi Stilt nutIunp irrtc where he prime

i.uinlimu;titr pimntri, tie intrmuiemnrmul urgminiummtiumnm won liuumtu:d

u: ()Iriupmtuine uniru cepiirtnil liii resrumru.h iifli! ulrblipuiient

mO 0 cutttthtiiuuu! mmmune

1/ Surufti:all unuitted From ir surver were ROD

irlrlupuimurie tim iirrin turf [uimmru.i ;mmI iclulmp;uttuuno for ROD

tilt unit] in ud1ipuui Ii I liirripn purrMrflu vi;

Part IL. Scientific and TechnaInfoeniatioo

5mm mliv nid tal iniormutiumn u;onniuts nil kncuwludr

or clmtmm rurcultin from the conduct ui research and devl-

up mutut un required Ion ongonizing planning or perlurming

rucueuri h unit development. It encompasses any inforttin

in iru;uirdril un tither r:enuuutuniu:uhlu form uvhiu:h jureseimis hi:

stt us, ie 10 er recnit ui rrcrunu:h and dutvrinpnment in

onO trrmm of science and Inm:hiuuilnpy unit w" ao cuimu

pi mliii me w furthering the tuulvuncement i' mint ant!

fvitttu ruuutuvrh unit drvelmupinent

linnlmi dunn:

mm. Tr;uininp rusts fri jiernnne! entjfpvul in mcirtmhc niI

tci.hnjrml inhurnitition ui;tuvilies

lu. Rciw r.iutntdit: unit itch ulimml data that have not itt beiw

irnciccei fiur tine by prmifrosirioal peronnnuil ungapri! in

rrcutuvch snil rlutvchuiluinitnt theSe roots mrr mviuveui in port I

ul thus sect ci;

u: Stmmtittit:ml mrmd prnerul-pimrpuune iIImi hut mini vultei:teui

intl urpumnizich fur nthur hun puui;ilit. umor in vrbemmim;h unit

i Irvelui pmutu

Infiuruum;utunn that has tern pripuverl prisaumrilv mu inluirm

t net rilu: I IhP gurnugru I publu;.

Si:iuntifii mcd titm:hnui;mml uuformntinu acifvities include all

efforts dinuictitu! In the pLuming capjt cuntrul. purr

fiurnimnuat ;mrud impriuvenut uf the fun(ins that mcvcr the

;muj uiuitu pruuceooing hunufling. mmn Cuuimtnirninuitmnn UI

i tIn: unul tevlmniumml iofnrm;mtirunFhene iLay include the

iniliiuo inaimmtenmmm.c i tn numb! of npeu:iu! irquuipiinumt

pnimortly for unit ui u;vnnitctiuun with cmemtifuc and technicmI

in[ormmmtmuun activities 'l'hu:sr ulori invludeneetingni and nynu-

p tin in.

k

Cotegorian of Scientific nnd Technical Information Activity

II) PUBLi(2]'ION AND DISTRIBUTION

a Primary publication is defined an au dnrunint produc-

inn tacks performed uiftu:r the miiuthuin'u m;mnnscnupt tin similar

iniIiul reimemfing ni him inluirniutmiun han been finiishd and

!u1adi ng in lint nmut including initial mssivance ur distributuns of

e finished ducumiwni. Examples nil publication activities:

Evais;mtuuun if a nuanunii;nipt; writing tither than

by mm sm:uentmlui: inmuntigator or engineer engaged in R&D actioP-

ties; technical mr nuuin editing and reemsion nut performed by

hit umuthiur: technical drmwin -. artwork: phntngruphing

for use in puhlisheul nimmteria prnpmtnmtion oi final copy for

printing uminnuifilin uni:ludingcunmpmmtmr output mmr.rofilmor

mac!inut ruriudabie ur uithui reprciuluctiein: anul composing

tvpeumettinp pruinfrendung luyuut, rnmmkup. printing, rnitneo-

pri1uhing moul phiutuu ifuiphit_ut inn.

These publiuumticin at Iieitiur may lue u;unrerned with any nil

the following; jcuurnuls technical reports. ptefltS, diuserta-

lions data comnpi!ationc pruveedings ui c'unierencc-u and

symposia sprifictmtiumns umnil mnmmnu;mlu ed in the R&D prui

cuss monographs, serials

llustrihuitmnu uui;lndes fimnrtmiuss reloteul to the nutiOl teams-

uuiisuuuun or dicpuuuunituuri iii newly dutu:uinenlmtd su:ienttfucod

tuwhnucal infimnmmtiou from Suudrce to user, !ufnimxample, mnil-

np chipping tnt! mmmiuteninre of rumntruls.

h Patent exonsination fsm:lnide all activities mnxnlned in

jiidgung the illuiwahility iii patent clabinmn. Onc a claimis

granlod further wurk on a patent esterothe pnmmar' publmcu-

men prruu;enn under Unde Ii rmbove.

Secondary and tertiary pnhlication is dthnedas all func-

tmuns related to the preparation processing and putting intu

hool fnts muf such puhlii atinn as: abstracts indexes dintion

tries teotlmouuks hanulb tiuki !jibliogr:mphies reviewo en

rym;Ipuilius, clineu;tonidi

iPctrufiuutmoo imc!ttdec faocticuis related uu the initial trans

musejuun nr dinqmmtiuin it1 new lv dovunwsleu! ocmontufiv md

teehmcai infuininatmun bruuin siuurce luu user. fur uixampluu, maiP

mug shippuny mind iitminti:nance uf cuintnuuls.

Excluded front pnimuuarv vunidarg. mod tertiary publica.

two liii cot of pnppmmning miadiovisual umI suu Ii as taped

talks o-lmdrc, umnul tiuutiiun picture him Thece are uni:ludud

tinder minuliutvucuul nuetlimm mt_mi thur liuruiS uuf nuunprunlcml coin-

-- manirmitiuin_

u! Support f publicatinno inviudits ill page changes paid

oil if Fitulerci lunmlo tuiprinliury nurn:ils, special cubom;niption

ucrumopementum In maintmiun primary juuuurnul, md any othimr

cpem:muml onppuunt mmuu:u.honiomns p musmure hi vimhilit if certumin

ttiuoc.

0
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. Library rferenc nd refrr aervices int.Iink 11w

cquiilitin., ;rtllrr;tltit! nt;hrngt him, mi_I ltrii il

th imt:hutil ijtiimrniinlnu initr irk mliv

hnnk. prr tiii;Liln. immnumk, wt'rl nit ritlilnn tlriimrii

phnattrmh riinriln. nitwit Ini. tml .ni:It

mu hnirtmi;t luuun_nln nil\j, drIll iutrpltr;l hiiduru intl tilt

in in

I-hitm:iiimiti ii:jnihi'n rnliI ti it.tlninili iii intl niminit-

Hit UI Jill jtitni drill ti lwc tt Iiprnttni. iril tln il

teriImtrn It iitt!iith np:il riliitiih IrlILt tidi I in

rrcptinm I ini nun uii,rj tILtl tn intl htitltn
1

iii: I. tilt nil I ilnuti diit.rrntrdrct rrirttililinntn

flilittO ni diii iinhtitit nit mul Intl ni nil intl ii i itt

viliii intth intl tiltt rncirmrttr1tn ntin it

I)tu.tirirtnI luun nit tlupuinit nit tnnln tuntn, in]

l!h!rILs nhimrilil hi rliiurrT nnrltrr th dIt un (ii]

t

h Netwarking fur hbrurieuunddocurnttioocjitern

nrnilIt:nntn nr;urnitltnhtn tin iii iinunt tfliIilhit.ihl\

iii ii inriatiiu.t thin I]itln iittdin itt

liii n n r il il-i it ii i t. : it: nit i iii it t

tjtti:tuinIflUIiii tin itt linkiitt

Specialized infarmatmon cotur uervicu hIni:]Ltlrnn IL Ii-

nut] infrirmilitin Un iI\ni u niti ml i]ui I ink :

i;nnir h1 mini dntkn n. Untlitiliji utii 1 tim

tmr.hninmI nm inilutir Liii lilt in tvtI].t]mIinrml njmti

innluk: pi ulni.ln nuu iii riiTuinuritn. iii it: i tiLt t
hilinnt. A tt ti ill nnni:titiuut ii

i ilil iflhitrrniiinnt nun Wit It

mimnitin irrtmttil Thti trill tl tilt i iJttt i,
iiiniiinhtl him thtnt I uhtvm nipnl,itiui

r;Inimrintnittiumu trtilhtiirtiin. ml tttItliilltitUi
iiinmtttittttlntillt rh:l ti

ihir lin.hiuiit rtnttutnnmtmtni tninr I in lw I ttJ liii
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rnni.qtnI ritirii ur aIIlIi.itinn ffiirt irinn Iht
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R&D plact mImla rrprtei here III Ii OOi PO1I 10-

lirtlrtl hiritini of he lilfurimlir nc unlirid by oue
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5f1i5 \trmiirlui fminuln fiurtnluurimit;n urivIll umfmurn
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RELATION TO OTHER REPORTS

If FEDERAL SIIPPtJRT lit !lOIVF0S!IES A\D Ifil-

fme Nitiiitmul bruit Frnil;mmnin prvjmires.m?rourmn run-eu

inuFmmulerul smmmpmurl of indmciuliiu! limp; trim1 umunersitic_

Tfuse rmrpmurts arm tm;inemt mm mlati prosimlmmm! liv the Fm dmmml :mgei-
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(4ntmee up Ai:im!eniim: Si mn: CI Enimimeumu in_lC\SEI iut
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The following factors should also be ronnidered

rnmpnrmng the data appearing in th twu reports:

For Federn! Funds each agency includes in its own nbIia-

lions the amounts trdnslerre.d to agencies fur further-

ance of it work and he rece4g agencien di nut report

fundp transferred In them On the either hand, in the CASE

survey the data are reported by the agency that made the

final distribution of the funds to a given institution. Thus fur

the CASE survey agencies included funds recemved tram

other agencIes, and exclnde fand transferred tmi othergen

cmes the reverse of the Federal Fundg prucess. While such

anofers should balance each ether nut with flu resulting

onges in total R&D nbligatinn these varying repurting

prnctice do add to the possibility of dmfferences between the

two repnrts

The CASE reports, in mmmst mnstanres, are prepared by diG

ferent operational units within each agency than Ihuse thai

prepare th FederalFnnds respunses Furthurmur Ihe CASE

data are collected several munth earlier lhdn e Fedurnl

Funds statistics AlthoughJ theery, these cundnns tn

themselves uhnuld not lead tim ropnrting differences in prar-

lice differences do nrmso.
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research development and R&D plant Hu*ever the data in

Special Analysis E: Federal Research and Development Pro-
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The urn)itn;mtCO tmir research aumt mheveicmpmel pmihliheiI in him

two cup its ire u;lmmupuuralmle, en-mn Ihiumiph minor mfifferenvrs

exist Ihu mlmfferrnrmns between the tuvu repumrts iii mis fiullmiws;
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(3) AN ANALYSIS OrFELLNAL R&D _NDING
FUNCTION, FY 1969-76

NSF publishes a report under the-above title, providing an
analysis of Federal R& obligations by funclional categories.
The annual Federal FAds series, by contrast, reports on
Federal R&D obligations by agencies but not by functional
categories. The R&D obligation d. "a fo----1909-78 in the
function report were hosed on inform "in submitted by the
agencies for the Federa I Funds series. Thus, the overall R&D
obligations are the same in both reports for the same years
covered.

(4) OTHER REPORTS

a, Individual agencies may classify their R&D programs for
purposes other than those for which the Federal Funds survey
isternducted. Definitions and guidelines that are suitable
those other purposes may result in information that is not
comparable with the data transmitted to the Foundatmr7for
Federal Funds.

-The Budget of the United Stoles Government. Ft col War
iS the _source rif data on outlays, but the NSF definition of

relatively uncontrollable outlays iliffers from that of',OMB in
that OMB designates outlays from prior-yearxontracts and -
obligations as relatively uncontrollable, iwhiTreas NSF
considers this category of outlay's to be initially controllable
and therefore !different in concept from tiad-cost and open-
ended programs like social security, qb.tiyans compensation
and pensions, and interest on the nationaPdebt.'

The latter class of outlays are uncontrollable in that a
change in their disbursement requires a change in existing
substantive" law. All outlays which require appropriation
decisibns by the Congress, however, are considermi by NSF to
he relatively xontrollablei such outlays cover all R&D
programs, See The Budget, 1078. p. 420.

SOURCES

Data on R funds in this report for years prior to 1952
were compiled thy the Bureau of the Budget, which later
became thelOffice of Management and Budget. and subse=
quent data were based on NSF surveys. These data have been
published in previous issues of this series, but certain adjust-
ments have been made to achieve comparability with the
latest reporting c=oncepts evolved by the agencies.

Supplementing the statistical data collected through the
NSF survey of Feclpral agencies,s'a variety of sources were
used for the text of t tis report, including the narrative state-
ments,suhmitted by Vie agencies in the NSF survey, ouli-;
lished records of testimony presented by agencies to commit-

_ tees of the Senate and the House, the 1978 Midget APPPluil
and personal contacts with agency respondents.
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APPODIEi

FOerally Funded Research

)abd Development Centers,

Fiscal Years 1976-78,

Department of Defense

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Administered by other nonprofit institutions:

Institute for Defense Analyses IIDA I

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Administered by universities and colleges:

Applied-Physics Lidaatory ijohns Hopi) ins I inivinityb

ete ApphedR,sKirchhilhorioory Stale t [rum,

oily(

Center for Naval Analyses (University of Rochester)

'DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Administered by universities and colleges:

Lincoln Laboratory [Massachusetts institute of Technol-

ORY)

Administered by other nonprofit institutions:

. nee Corporation

Analytic Services. Inc, LANSERI

MITRE. Corporation

Proied Air Force (RAND Corporation)

et

Department of Health, Education, and lielfare

\NATIONAL INSTITUTES 01) HEALTH ,

Administered by industrial firms:

Frederick Cancer Research Center (Litton Bionetice,

Inc,, Litton Industries)

nOgy Research and Development Administra-
i

10

dministered by industrial firms:
1(17

Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory (Westinghouse Electric:

Corp.)

Hanford Engineering Di*.elopment Laboratory
(Westinghouse4hinford Cowl

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Aerolet Nuclear

Corp)

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (Genera! Electric Com-

pany(

Liquid Metal Engineering Center (Rockwell international

CoToration)

Mound Laboratory [Monsanto Research Corp.)

(IL Ridge National Lithoratory (Union Ciiirbide Corp.)

Sandia Laboratory 'Western Electric Co., Inc.-Sandia

Coro)

Sawinrld River Laboratory (El du Pont de Nemours 8t

Inc.)

Administered by universities and colleges:

Ames Laboratory (Iowa State University of Science and

Toe

Argonne National Laboratory (University of Chicago and

Argonne Universities Ass .,)

Brookhaven National dolma ory (Associated Universities,

E. (1 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; (University of Calitor-

nial

E. 0, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory lUniversity of Cali-

fornia)

Eermilab (Universities Research Association, Inc,)

to Alas Scientific Laboratory [University of Califor-

nia(

Oak Ridge 4sociated Universities

Plasma Physics Laboratory (Princetoh UnivOrsityli

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (Stanford University(

Administeredisy other nonprofit institutions:

Pacific Nort hwest Laboratory (Battle Memorial Institute)

National Aeronautics and) Space Administration

Administered by universities and colleges:.

let Propulsion Laboratory (Caliturnia Institute of Technol-

ogy)

Space Radiatic fleets Laboratory (College of William and

Mary)

National Science Foundation

Administered by universities and colleges:

Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Association of

Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc,)

Kitt Peak National Observatory (Association of Universi-

ties for Research jri Astronomy, Inc)

National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (Cornell Uni-

versity)

National Center for Atmospheric Research illniversity

Corporation for Atmospheric Research(

National Radio Astronomy Obspyatory (Associated Uni-

versities, Oct

s 110yr nroor iq 1471

iltrW'r 0r01)(..0 It 11;1..6 .tt,ir 1,177
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APPENDIX C

Statistical Table-s
Part

Federal Funds for
Research, Detelopment

and R&D Plant

4

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND R&D PLANT

fC-2,

Overall summary:, fiscal years 19M, 1977,
and 1978

By agency: fiscal years 176, 1977, and

1978

REStARCH AND DEVELOPMENTAGENCY,

CHARACTER OF WORK, AND PERFORMER

C=3. Byagency: fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1978
C-4. By agency and character of work: fiscal

year 1976

C=5. By agency and character of work: fiscal year,

1977 (esti ri.lated)

C-6. By agency and character of work: fiscal year
1978 (estimated)

C-7. By agency and pc4ftrrner fiscal year 1976 7
C=8. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1977

(estimated)
C=9. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1978

(estimated)

TOTAL RESEARCHAGENCY, PERFORMER; AND
FIELD OF SCIENCE

G=10. By agcy and performer: fiscal year 1976
C=11. By agety and performer: fiscal year 1977

(estimated)

C-12, By agency and performer: fiscal year 1978

(estimated)

C=13. By detailed field of science: fiscal years lig76,
1977, and 1978 , . . . .. .. .

C-14. By agency.and field of science: fiscal year
1976

C-15. By agency and field of science: fiscal year
1977 (estimated)

C=16. By agency and field of science: fiscal year

1978 (estimated)

4-r-17, Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year
1976 . .

C=18. Psychology and physical sciences: by agency

and detailed field of 'science: fiscal year
1977 (estimated)



C-19. Psycholbgy and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

(estimated) . . ... . . , . -r

C-2d. Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976 , .. . . . ..
Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscy year

1977 (estimated

Lifcand environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976 (estimated) . ,

Engineering, by agency and detailed field of

stiefie; fiscal year 1976 . ,

Entineering, by agency and detailed field of

science: fiscal year 1977 (estimated)

C,25. Engineering, by agenkapd detailed field of

science: fiscal year 1970 estimated)

Mathematics and computer sciences and

satial sciences; by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1978 . .

C-27, Mathematics and computer sciences'and

social scierfes by agency and detailed

field of science' lista" yeac-ir,

(estimated) .. . . . . ,

(28L Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1978

(estimated) . ... .

BASIC RESEARCHsAG Y, PERFORMER, AND,

FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-26.

C,29, 8y agency and performer: fiscal year 1976

C-30, By agency and petiormer: fiscal yel 1977

(estimated)

C-31. By agency'and performer: fiscal year 1978

(estimated)

C-32. By detailed field of science: fiscal years area.-
1976,1977, and 1978 , . , ..... ,

C-33. By agility and field of science- iscal year

1976 .......
C-34. Bylegency and field of science: fiscal year=

1977 (estimated) , . .

C-35. By agency and field of science: fiscal year

1970 (estimated) .. .. .

C-36. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976 ...... ........... ..

C-37. . Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1977 (estimated) . .

C-18. Psychology and physiql sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science, fiscal year

157 (estimated)

C-39. ifh and environmental sciences, by agency

=-1

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

197F........: ..... .

C-40. life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1977 (estimated) , . , . ,

C -41. Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

197B (estimated)

C .42. Engineering, by agent), and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 1976 .. .

NJ. Engineering, by agency and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 197 (estimated)

C-44. Engineiring, by agency and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

C -45. Mathematics and Compdter sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1976 ...
C-46. Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science! fiscal year 1977

(estimated) .... .
C=47. Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year )978

(estimated)

A

APPLIED RESEARCH-AGENCY, PERFORMER, AND

FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-48. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1976 ,

C49, By agency and performer: fiscal year 1977

(estimated)

C-50. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1978

(estimated) , . . , . . . . . .

C-51, By detailed field of science: fiscal years

1976, 4977, and 1978 ... . .......
C-52. By agency and field of science: fiscal year

1976 . , ........
C =53. By agency and field of tem: fiscal year

1177 (estimated) ..... .. .

C.54, B} agency and field of science: fiscal year

1978 (estimated) . . , ......
C=55, ,Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976

C-56, Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1977 {estimated) , ,

(--57. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1978 (estimated)

Life and environmental sciences,. by agency

&mailed field,of science: fiscal year

1976

C=59, Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1977 (estimated) F., ......... ,

C-60. Life and' environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field cif science: fiscal year

1978 (estimated) ...... . . . . .

C-61. engineering, by agency and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 1976 .

C42. Engineering, by agency and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 1977 (estimated)

C43. Engineering, by agency and detailed field

of science: fiscal year 1978 (estimated)

C-64. Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1976 . . .

methematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1977

(estimated) .. ,

Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1978

(estimated)

DEVELOPMENT-AGENCY AND PERFORMER

C47. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1976 ...
C-68, By agency and performer: fiscal year 1977

(estimated)

C-69. By agency and performer: fiscal year 1978

(estimated) . ..
.

C-65.

a5

C-66.

R&D PLANT

C-70. By agency: fiscal yeafs 1976,1977, and

1978 . .

C,71. By agency and performer of the R&D the

plant supports: fiscal year 1976

C-72, By agency and performer of the R&D the

plant supports: fiscal year 1977

(estimated) . , , . .. .

CJI, By agency and performer of the R&D the

plant supports: fiscal year 1978

(estimate )

TOTAL RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES-AGENCY AND FIELD OF SCIENCE

C -74. By detailed field of science: fiscal years

1976,1'977; and 1978

C -75. By agency and field of science; fiscal

year 1976

C-76, Psychology and:physical sciences, by agent

and deleeled field of scieritoifiscal year

1976 ....... .... ....
C-77. Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science:, fiscal year

1976

C,78, Engineering, byagency and detailed field of

science: fiscal year 1976 . . . , ,

C=79. Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1976 ,.

1



BASIC RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIESa

AND COLLEGEAGENCY AND FIELDtE SCIENCE

C80. By detailed field of science: fiscal years

1976. 1977, and 1978

C-81;. By agency and field of science, fiscal

1976

Cell Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal(year

1976

t43, Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976

C41-1, Engineering; by agency and detailed field of

science: fiscal year 1976

C-85. Mathematics and computer sciences and

social sciences, by agency arid detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1976

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY PR RAM

C-96. For r earth and development, by agency:

fiscal y 1976,1977, and 1978

C-97. For basic research, by agency: fiscal year

19;6, 197, 'arid 1978

C-98. For applied research by agency: fiscal years

1976, 1977; and 1978 ,,,, , ,

C-99. For develOpment, by agency: fiscal years

1976,19 and 1978 ..; ,,, . . .

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION-RISLi

DEVELOPMENT AND R&D PLANT

APPLIED RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGEAGENCY AND FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-86. By detailed field of science: fiscal years

1976,1977, and 1978 , ,, , ,,, ,, ,,

C-87, By agency and field of science, fiscal year

1976

C-88, . Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976

C-89. Life and environmental sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science: fiscal year

1976

C -90. Engineering, by agency and detailed field

Of science: fiscal year 1976

'C-91. Mathematics and computer sciences and

sociaisciences, by agency and detailed

field of science: fiscal year 1976

FOREIGN PERFORMERS-RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT

C-92. By region, country, and agency: fiscal year

1976

C-93, By region, country, and agency: fiscal year

1977 (estimated)

FOREIGN PERFORMERS-BASIC RESEARCH

C-94. By region, country, and agency: fiscal year

1976

C-95, By region, country, and agency: fiscal year

19771estimated)

C-100, Research, development, and R&D plant, by

geographic division and State: fiscal year

1976

C-101, ResearCh and development, by State and per-

former: fiscal year 1976 ..

C-181A. Perderit distribution to each performer, by

State: fiscal year 1976

C-1018. Percent; distribution ro:;each State, by per-

lorm6r: fiscal year, 1976 ..... ,.
C-102, Research and development, by State and

agency: fiscal year 1976 ...

C-102A, Percent disicibution of each agency, by

Ar State; fiscal year 1976

C-102B. Percent distribution of each State, by

agency: fiscal year 1975

C-103. Research and development, by geograp

division, State, agency, and performer:

fiscal year 1976

C-104. R&D plant,.by geographic division, State, and

performer supported: fiscal year 1976

C-105, R&D plant, by geographic division, State, and

agency: fiscal year 1976 ., ,

EDERAL INTRAMURAL PERSONNEL COSTS

C-106. Total research and development, by agency:

fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1978 ..

C-107. Basic research, by agency: fiscal years

1976, 1977, and 1970

C-108. Applied research, by agency: fiscal years

1976,1977, and 1978 . . . .

C-109. Development, by agency: fiscal years 1976,

1977, and 1978 . ........

HISTORICAL DATA

Whys

C-110. Research, development, and R&D plans, by

agency: fiscal years 1958'48

C-111. Research and development, by agency: fiscal

years 1968.78

C-11Z R&D plant, by agency: fis I years 1968-78

Obligations

C-113. Research, development, and R&D plant, by

agency: fiscal years 1968 =78

-114: Research and development, by agency: fiscal

'years 1968 =78

C-115. R&D plant, by agency: fiscal.years 1968-78

CA. Research and development, by character of

work and R&D plant: selected fiscal years

1961348:

Total rq'search, by selected agency: selected

fiscal years 1968-78

C-118. Basic research, by selected agency: selected

fiscal years 196848

C-119. Applied research, by selected agency:

selected fiscal years 1968-78

C-120, Development, by selected agency: selected

fiscal years 1968-78 . . . 7

C-121. Research and development, by performer:

fiscal years 1968-78

C-122, Total research, by performer: selected fiscal

years 1968-78

C-123, Basic research, by performer: selected fiscal

years 1968.1

C-124, Applied research by performer: selected

fiscal years 1968-75 . , ... .... ....

C-125. Development by performer: selected fiscal

years 1968 -78 .

C-126, Total resdrch, by field of science: selected

fiscal years 1968-78

C-127, Basic research, by field of science: selected

fiscal years 1968-78

C-128, ,Applied research, by field of science:

selected fiscal years 1968 =78 .......

C.129. Research and development, by geographic

division and State; fiscal years 1968-76 ..

C-130. R&D plant, by geographic rlivisicin and State:

fiscal years 1968-76



NOTES

I Estiniates for 1978 are based On Th6 Budget of the United States Government,

Fiscal Year 1978 as submitted to Congress, and do not reflect subje,quent

appropriations and apportionment actions.

Details may not add to totals because of rounding,

Asterisks appearing in lieu of figures indicate that the amounts are less han

$50,000.

The abbreviation "FFRDC's" appearing in statistical tables refers to federally

funded research and development centers,

Defense Agencies within the Department of Defense include the Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Defense Nuclear Agency, the

Defense Communications Agency, the Defense Mapping Agency, the

Defense Logistics Agency, the Uniformed Services University of the Health

Sciences, and technical support, Office of the secretary of Defense.

Departmentwide funds of the Department of Defense cover the Defense

Civil Preparedness Agency.

k&D data reported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

are in terms of budget plan rather than obligations.

4

r-

In tables showing extramural performers, obligations to agricultural

experiment stations are included within obligations to universities and

'colleges. .

0 The current appendix tables (Volume XXVI) providing data on R&D totals for

1971 through 1975 are not comparable with totals for those years inappendix

tables issued to accompany earlier Federal funds reports. Basic research and

applied research totals for 1975 and development totals for 19714973, and

1975 have also been changed. Perfirner totals for 1971 through 1975 are

likewise not comparable with data in earlier appendix tables. In the appendix

tables for theiprevious alreport (Volume XXV) data, on basic research, applied

re earth, and development had been changed so that they were logger

comparable with data reported under those categories in appendix tables for

previous reports. Some of the historical data were missing (t'or the years 1968,

1970, 1972, and 1974). These data are now included in the current appendix

tables (Volume XXVI) and are shown on the revised bads used in the

previouslear appendix tables.

NOTE for trend comparisons, use only these appendix tables C and D for ,

Volume XXVI and not any earlier ones.



Table C-1. Summary of Federal funds,for research, development, and R&D
plant fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1978

[Millions of dollars]

Item

Total outlays for resin h. development, and R&D plant

Research and development
R&D plant .;

:1_

Total oblIsisHonelor research, 4eveloprnent And R&D plant

Research and deVelopment

Performers:
Federal intramural'
Industrial firms
FFRDC's administered by industrial firms
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's administered by universities and colOeges
Nonprofit institutions

'FFRDC's administered by nonprofit institutions
State a d local governments
Foreign

Research

Performers:
Federal intramural'
Industrial firms
FFRDC's administered by industrial firms
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's administered by universities and colleges
Nonprofit institutions
FFRDC's administered by nonprofit institutions
State and local governments
Foreign

Fields_Of science:
Life sciences
Psychology
Physical sciences ,-

Environmental sciences
Mathematics and computer sciences
Engiocering
Social sciences .

Other sciences

Basic research

Performers:
Federal intramural'
Industrial firms .

FFRDC's administered by industrial firms
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's administered by universities and colleges
Nonprofit institutions ...... ....... .

1FFRDC's administered by nonprofrtvinstitutions
State and local governments
Foreign

Fields of science.
Life sciences
Psychology
Physical sciences

. Environmental sciences
Mathematics and computer sciences
Engineering

ocial sciences
Other sciences

..... ....

Actual 1976

20,687.9 23,244.0 25,850.5.

19,892.9 22,278. 24,6218::
795.1 965.7 1,226.9.

21,595.3 26,068.8 27,883.1

Estimate§

1977 1978'

20,758.6 24,465.3 26,316.7

5,710.0 6,467.0 6,547.6
9,414.6 11,402.2 12,918.9

848 9 1,061.5 1,150.0
2,525.9 2,851.1 3,060.1
1,061.1 1,194.6 1,217.0

692.5 768,7 771.7
231.0 252.6 220.5
201.5 365.3 353.3

73.1 102.2 ;77.5

7,873.3 8,853.3 9.490.5

\;364.2
182.7

2,267.6
549,1
442.5
57.7
92.7
18.7

3,161.8
1,555.3

222.6
2,545',1

631.7
499.6
49.5

123.3
64.4

3,29/.9
1,803.0

257.2
2,719.5

659.8
522.1
54.2

125.0
51.9

2,646.1, 2,983.4 3,105.5
140.3 164.1 178.0

1.220.6 -. 1.405,6 1.569.9
770.3 852.3 i 925.0
152.9 165.6 183.8

2.378.0 2,601.6 2,810,8
390.0, 456.5 482.2
175.2 224:1 235.3

2,425.5 2,754.7 3,011,8

719.1 790.9 851.4
108.3 151.7 197.2
43.3 49.4 52,9
37,1 1,290.2 1.398,9

284.3 315,1 347.3
101!0 1176 122,3

7.4 , 7,2 8 7
10:2 . 14 4 1, 16,0
14.8 18.2 17.1

877,7 1,007 1 1,058.3
43.7 52.6 57.5

721.6 806 3 910.7
354.6 393.6 438.1

70.2 . 79.4 87.8
240.0 267.8 297.1
85.2 102.0 113.4
32.6 '46.0 49.0



Applied research

Performers:
Federal intramural'
Industrial firms
FFRDC's administered by industrial firms

i_Urilversities and colleges
FFRDC's administered by universities and colleges
Nonprofit institutions
FFRDC's administered by nonprofit institutions
State arid local govern:nen-Is
Foreign

Fields of science:
Life sciences
Psychology.

,Physical sciences
Environmental sciences
Mathematids and comooter sciences
Engineering
Social sciences
Other sciences

Development
1

Performers:
Federal intramural'
Industrial tirms
FFRDC's administered by industrial firms
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's adininistered by universike
Nonprofit institutions=
FFRDC's administered by nonprofit institutions . . .......
State and local governments
Foreign

and colleges

R&D plant

Performers supported:
Federal intramural
Industrial firms
FFRDC's administered by industrial firms
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's administered by universities and colleges
Nonprofit institutions
FFRDC's administered by nonprofit institutions
State and local governments
Foreign

5 7.8

2,149.1
1,255.9

139.4
1,130.5

264.8
341.5
50.3
82.4
33.9

98.6 6,478.6

,370.9
1.403.6

173,2
1,254,9

316.6
382.0
42.3

108.9.
46,2t,

2,446.5
1,605.8

204.2
1,320.5
- 312.5

399.8
45.5

109.0
34.8

1,768.4 1,976.3
96.7 111.5

499.0 599.3
415.7 458.7
82.7 86.2

2,138.0 2,333.8
304.7 354.6
142.6 178.2

2,047.1
120.5
659.2
486.9

96.1
2,513.7

368.8

2,885.3 15,612.0

2,841.13 3,305.2
8,050.4 9,847.0

666.2 838.8
258.3 306.1
512.0 563.0
250.0 269.1
173.3 203.2
108.8 242.0
24.4 37:7

16:111'6.2

3,249.8
11 115.9

892.8-
340.7
557,1
249.6
166.3
228.3

25.7

36.7 1,603, 5 1,566.5

316.8
733

205.9
35.2

189.6
10.9
17

777.3

220.8
49.7

324.1
8.9
6.4

3

603.4
270.3

, 268.1

362.4
6,0
5:8

7

' Costs associated with the adMinistration of intramural and
extramural programs are covered as well as actual intfamural
performance.

SOURCE: Naljonal Science Foundation



TAME C-2. FEDERAL FUNDS ECM RESEARCH, OEVE I, OPMENT, ANO RED PLANT. BY AGENCY) FISCAL YEARS 1976, 1977, IND 1978

(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

OMLI5AL1-9__ -_ _ I OULLAXi_
AGENCY AND SUBDIVISION . I ACTUAL, I______-441.1.11AILS I ACTUAL. I__-----Linn4IES _ __

-1 _14/6 _1- -15.21.---1 -,I9Z8_ _I 1226 __I. ISZL.- I_ _1211_
I I I I

TOTAL, ALL AGENCI=ES I/ 21,595.3 I -,A,0611.0 I 27.083.1 I 20,687.9 I 23.244.0 I 25.850.5
Ir I I I I I

DEPARTMENTS I f I

I

Ami I
I

547.9 1 588.4 1
I

I

46e.ffir
I I

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICLLTURE, TOTAL. I' 570.7 1 y
1 I

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE 255.3 1I 296.9 I.- 323.3 I 247.4 1 325.4 r
131.& ICOOPERATIVE STATE RESEARCH SERVICE

23.6
I

26.2 I

FARMER COOPERATIVE. SERVICE
FOREST SERVICE a

ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE-.

1 2:12.8i.i II 912-.;

I

916:f7

I

28.3 I

910:: I 8.14:: 1

1'2:2 I

136.4 I 104.2 I

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY I
1 ..

I - 1
r I 1

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. TOTAL . - AI.

BUREAU OF THE LENSES -_

I

I

I

I - 2.5 I

235.5 1

I

14.6 I

245.2 I

2.8 I

I

I

2312;:::: I

I

249.9 I

11:71 I

257.0

STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE I 1.9 I 2.1 I 2.1 I '2.1 I

ECONOMIC DEV6LOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
I

23.0 I 20:95
I

24.4 1 20.6 I

12.5
2.8

NATIONAL BUREAO OF STANDARDS 1 F1.13 54.7 I 51.9 I 49.1'1 4.9 I

24.3
52.0

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATPICSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION I 139.1 I 1479:341 155.8
I

70

4.6 L 6.6 I 7.9NATIONAL FIRE. PREVENTION AND CONTROL ADMINISTRATION.---1 6.4
I

134.5 I _ 148.1 I 154.4
OFFICE OF MINORITY BUSINESVENTERPRISE I 2.0 I 2.0 I 1.6 I 3.2 I 1.8 I 1.6
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS. I .9 I 1.0 1 1.0 I 111 1.7 I 1.0
PATENT AND TRADEMARK ''''FFICE I .4 I .4 I .4 I .4 I .4- I .4

I I I I 1

0EPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, TOTAL........ . -. I '5,798.1 I 11,639.9 I 1,2,456.7 I 9,092.7 I 10,094.0 I 11.291.9
I I 14. I I I

DEPARTMENT OF TEE ARMY I 2,026.0 I 2,426-5 I 2.713.8 I 1,969.6 I 2,341.7 I 2:36.2
, I ,.. I

I
I I

MILITARY FUNCTIONS- I 17%97-4 I 2,500.,7.1 2.683-7 I 1,941.2 I 2.316.1 I 2,506.1
a I I '`1_ I I

ROTE APPROPRIATIONS h, 1,906.1 I 2.300.5 I 2-053.2 I 1.8:Lt 1 2.2.1332.. 1 2.410.2
PAY AND ALLOWANCES OF MILITARY PERAONNEL IN D IX 86.9 I 92.5

I 92.3 I 92.3

CIVIL FACTIONS . IL

I

I 28-6 I
:9:78 I 38.:

12.7 I

1 I

25.6 I

10.6 I 3.6MILITARY CONSTRUCTION 1 1, 4.4 I

48.4 I 30.1
I I I I I

DEPARTMENT OF THE )(Awe 4 I 3,373t-A I 3,929-9 I 4.35 I 3 329.1 I 3,673.5 I 4,096.3
I I I - I F I

I 3,218Z.? I 3.89
I

4,210::; 3,%:-.Z11 1,T1C1 I 3'985'7
ROTCE APPROPRIATIONS,.
PAY ANC tILORANCES OF MILITARY PENSONNEL IN RED
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
SPPCIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY PROGRAM

I

I

I

10.0 1

2.9 I

18.3 I

3.6 I

55.6 I 19.3 I

11.4.
I

84.2
23.4

3.2 I 4.8 I 3.0
' 1 I 1

I , I 1

DEPARTMENT CF THE AIR FORCE I 3,799.6 I 4,457.9 I 4,585.1 I 3.625.2 I 0,887.3 I 4,454.8
, I I I I I I

PAY AND( ALLOWANCES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL IN RID
MILITARY CONSTRICTION.--

I

1

I 3,516.5 I 3,889-4 I 4.211-4 I 3,23:14:?.: I 4,027.9
245.1 I V 251.7 I 241.9 I 241.9

RDTIF APPROPRIATIONs

38.0 I V 316.8 I 131.8 I 42.1' 185.0

DEFENSE AGENCIES

RDTGE APPROPRIATIONS

I

I

I

I

573.9
I

1681.1 I

573.9 I

I

607.1
I

771.7 I

71.7 I

I

I

154.7 I

154.7 I

I

11:44 I

I

DEPARTMENTRIOF FONDS

DIRECTOR OF TEST AND EVALUATION, DEFENSE

1

I

I

I 24.1 I

-7 I

I

1

37.6
I

.9 I

I

25.1
I

1.7 I

I

23.9 1

2.2 I

I

I

218:10

I

175.4

17:::

28.0

I 2.579.6 I 3,102.8 I 3.092.7 I 2,615.0 I 2.996.8
I 1 1

155-5 I 145.1
I

I I I I
I

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE. IDIALN.

CENTER FUR DISEASE CLINTROL.... . -- ... -- . ................I
ALCOHOL, DRUG ABLSE AND MENTAL HEALTH ADRINISTRATIDN,...1 139.5 I

49.6 I 1:C5):: I

T.91
I

151.8 P

FOOD AND DRUG ADmINISTRATION I 30.0
:::01

I

59.s I

47.4 I

-24-7 I

37.1 I

19.0 I

36.3 I

62.5

HEALTH RESOURCES A0mINISTRATIoN
HEALTH SERVICES ACHINISTRATIDN i

I

I

8.2
1 .= 21.4 I

33.7 I

16:113 1 g:: 1

43.0
30.2

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIDN . I 6=. 185-7 I 11044:93 1 93.9
17-3

OFFICE OF HUMAN DEvEL0PmENT
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 1

I

5

2.375.3 I 2.118.4 I 1.97:; I 2.312-7
174.7 I

78-1 I

56.0 I

61.4 I 83.2 I

132-0
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH . . .. ...... ...........I 2,054.

Ni. 77.2

OFF4CE OF TmE SECRETARY...
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

1

I

23.7
18.6 I 31.2 I 11128:)6 I 29.3 I

22.5
1.6OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATIEN.. ..... ..I 1.0

I

2.1:7a. I -2;'11 1

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION_ I 14.4 I 20.1 I 18.9 I I

31.2

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT- I

I

.20-2
I

:527:77 I

I

22.8 1

67.7 I

1

60.3 I

I

350.4
I

70.0
I

67-6
I

N6.3
I

20.2

DEPARTMENT OF THE I N TE R I 7R . TOTAL , I 361.6 1 I 367.1
I I I 1 I I

BONNEVILLE PCwER1rImINISTRATION I 7.1 I 5.8 I 2.4 I 8.3 I 6.6 I 3.8
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 1 .7 I

13I.A I 151.7 r
.9 I 1.4 I .7 I .9 I 1.4

BUREAU OF MINE 1 135.9 I 113.7 I 47.1 I 141.8

BuREAU OF RECLAMATION I
10.1 I

a I 1 * i *

° GEOLOGICAL SURVEY I 130.8 1

9.0 I 8.7 1

11O::
9.0

OuREAu OF OUTDOOR RECPEATION .. ... . ...... . 1
r I

11-3 I

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE.. 11:;23. 1

IS2.6 I 12'..0 I

OFFICE tE WATER RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY I 19.s I

18.5 I 1271 ;

3.6 I

1511.:
Z.2

I 9.9 I 11.8 I 5.3 I 9.8 I

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY._. I

p1T:(0)

I 4.9 I 2.4 1

19.0 I

.7 I

71.7 I ''213:17 I

41.
UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLTEE SERVICE 1 24.2 I 14.

_I 1 1 1 1 L

28.3
1.6

97.7

2.1

CONTINUED ON Next PAGE



TABLE C-2. FEDERAL FUNDS FOR RESEARCH, OEVELOPMENT.AND R&D PLANT, BY AGENCY: F1501

1MJLLIDNS OF DOLLARS!

- CONTINUED

1977, 1978

--,-
paLiaAillibil I OUILAYS_

AGENCY Al U SUBOIVISION .

I ACTUAL, I___ LillaAILS I ACTUAL, I __a -ESILBAUS -_----

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, TOTAL

_alb_ A _121/_ _i_ 12/a_ __1_ _116_

I 33.9
I

1

45.0 I

I

39.0 I 39.9
- I

40.4

--------

I I I 1 1

BUREAU OF PRISONS...-. .8 I 1.3 I 2.0 I 1.2 1.6
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION 2-5 I 6.5 I 3.1 I 2.6 1 4.6 4.13
FEDERAL AUREAOOF INVESTIGATION.... , MMMMMMM ,...: I 1.2 I 1.4 I 1.8 I 1.4 I 2.6 -I 2.0
rioNIGNAireme AND NAIDAALIzATIDN SERVICE... M . ..... I .1 I

AM ENroAciNeNtk ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
I 29.2 I 35:i!

I

29.5
I .4

35.2

- i
35. I 29.5

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL I
- I

1 2.3 I
- - I 2.0

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, TOTAL
I 28.5 I 4.6 I

I 1I I

1 27.8 34.6 I 33.2

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
I 1.3 1 1-4 I 112 r 1.3

1.1 4 I

1.2
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION I 17.5 I 19

1
I I I 1

-----------

19.1 17.: I 1 17.5 17.3
EMPLOYMENT STANDARCS ADMINISTRATION / I 4.3 1 5.5 I 5.6 I 4.1 5.5 I 5.6
LABOR-MAAAGEMENT SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

I .7 I 2-9 I 1.1 1 .7 2.9 I 3.0
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACMINISTRATIOA

I 2.9 I 3.3 I 4.3 I 2.9 3.3 I 4-3
-OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

I 1.8 I 2.3 I 1.9 I 1.2 2.3 I 1.9
I

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, TOTAL
I

it.64.11- * 51.4 I

I

I 27.3
I

48.4
I

DEPARTMENTAL FUNDS .-a
I

I 1.6 I

I

1.6 I

I I I

--'

42.9 I 8=:0 I

1.8 1.6 I .3
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I

DEPARTMENT OF-TRANSPCRTATION. TOTAL
-- .- .

1

I

30
I

I 432.3
I

49.8 I

I

420.0
I

25.4 46.8
I 61.1

I335.7 1 397.2 393.4
I I I I

FEDERAL AVIATION AOMINISTRAT . .. .......... ...........I 100. I 120.5 129.2
54.8 I

114.6 114.9 I 127.6
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATI N I

I

29. I 54.8 42.9 4E... 54.7
FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMIN1STRA 0 80 1 80.9 57.3 I 48.5 I 64.4 I. 48.3
MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION EUR AU I I

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAF T INISTRATICN 51::31 I 56.;
I .6

UNITED STATES COAST GUA O. .-1 12=8 Il-- 22.9 .7 I i-..-:8 A ;12.30 I 21.0.

-=I 31. I 58.9 47.9
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY U 250 i 13.1 I 31.2

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTAT N DMINISTRATION ........ I 48.8 1'' 61.2 7 I 46.2 I S6.0 ,1 84.1
1 I 1 I I

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY /TOTAL -F'-'- 1 3.8 I 5.4 6.9 1 3.8 I 6.0 I 8.8
1 1

2.
1

r
I

I 1-3 I
- 1.-3 1 7.3

2.8 I 2.8 I 2.9 I 2.8 I 2.6 I 2.9
1.1 I 1.3 I 1.7 I 1.1 I 1.9 I 1.6

,
I I I I 1

I I 1 I I I

1
I 1 1

1 I

ACTION ..4 1 .1 I .3 I .3 I .1 .3 I .3
ADVISORY COMMISSION EN INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELAT I CNN . . . I -0 I 1.2 1 ...4 I '.3 I 1.2 I 1.4
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION. I .7 I .8 I .8 1 .7 I .8 I .8
CIVIL AERONAUTICS 0CAR0 I .4 I 5-1 .5 I .4 I 1 I .8

COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 1

4.0
.1 :

1 '.8 1 4.1 1 ..E1 1 2.6

I

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TCBACCO, AND FIREARMS I

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING*ANO PRINTING-. . . . .. . - . ..1 . I

CUSTOMS SERVICE-- 1

OTHER AGENCIES

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
I 9.8

I 13.) I 19.0 I 8.5
CQNSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION I 5.8 I 7.7 I 6.7 I

ENERGY RESEARCH AND CEVELORMENT ADMINISTRATION 2 , 1883 :

5.1 I 4.7
I Z./37.7 1 4.T61:35 1 4

265.4 I '937!:78

,%_79.. I 4,396.4
ENVIRORM AL PROTECTION AGENCY I 285.6

"41FEDERAL COM ICATICNS COMMISSION
3122:90

1 1.S 1 2.1 1 2.1 1 1.1 2.2 1

FEDERAL ENER ADMINISTRATION 1 3.0 I 6.1 I I 1.3 5-6 1

FEDERAL HOME LOAN RANK BOARD I .8 I 41.0 1 1.0 I .8 I 1.0 I 1.0
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION I .9 I 1.1 I 1.2 I .9 I 1.1 I 1.2
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION I 1.1 I 1.4 I 2.3 I 1.2 I 1.8 I 2.2
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION I .1 I I .4 I .1 .6 I .4
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.... . ......... .. ....... ..... 1

1.S2:CD) I 3.727.8 I

3.1 I

3313: 54 ;

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNCAT ION. . . .
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND* SPACE ADMINISTRATION.....:__ 1

1 881.8 I 722.3 I 811.) I

1,181-0
'.1

3...114 I 1.114:8
2 I

8 ,

NUCLEA* REGULATORY COMMISSION.. I 98.1 I 122.0 1 148.4 I

663.1
78.1 118.2 I

783.7

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION..... 1

26:12 11' 31:31 I 32.7 II*

.1 1.0 1

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY I 4.6 I 3.5 I 1.1 1 1.
I

'-TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTFORITY. .

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION . .... .. ... .1
1 28.1 I 44.3 1 318 I 34.4

27.8
44.8 1

31.0 I 31.7
31.4

UNITED STATES ARES CONTROL AND DISARNAMENT.ACENCY. . 1 1.4 I .4 I 2.8 I 1.8 I _ I 2.1
UN TED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY . .. ........... ....I .1 I .1 I -1 I .1 .1 I .1
U ED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE CEMMISION ..... .... ...1 1.S I

WE RAMS AOMINISTRATION............... .. ...... .. ... ...1 1 11.5 I 117.2
-.R I 1.S 2.R' 1 2.8
7.7 I

11,.2 I 117.3'1 117.1,
_1_ 1 .. i_ -- i 1.

0 INDICATES AMOLET LESS THAN $ta,000.'

souReg: NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION.



TAKE C-3. FEDERAL FUN POR TOTAL RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, BY AGENCY FISCAL YEARS 1976, 1977, AND 1978.

TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

AGENCY AND SUBDIVISION
1= __051.I.G8710Ns mum_
I ACTUAL, I -L5ILEMIE4 1 ACTUAL, 1-- E.S.T.LEIALEA

-1211=-- _1_--12/6___l__1 911
I I I

TOTAL* ALL AGENCIES I 20.7511.6 I 24,465.3 I 26,316.7 I 19092.9 I

DEPARTMENT!,
I I I I I

I I I I I

PAR TRENT OF AGRICLLTURE. TOTAL........ I 462.4 I 025.3 I 573.8 f 840.0 I
I

309.1 1°AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE 1 t 242.1
I I 1

COOPERATIVE STATE-RESEARCH SERVICE I

24.0 I

128.7 A=
276.0 I

136.4 I

242.0 I

104.2
:

113.4 I

FARMER COOPERATIVE SERVICE......
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE.....

I

I

70: I

26.2(! f% 28.3 1

1-3 7-1-
86.9 IFOREST SERVICE .----.---. . .. . .... . .. . .... I

90.9, I 96.4 1

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY I
* I - I 1 I

= STATISTICALEREPORTING SERVICE- I 1.9 I 2.1 I 2.1 I 2.0

I 220.9 I

I I

247.4 I

,

'2371.5 I

I

225.5 I

I

I

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS'___
[ . , 1:51 I 1!:76 I

I

2.8 I

I II

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION _ a
17.5 I

4.5 1

12i:3 11MATIME ADMINISTRATION A. I, 19. I

53.9 I = I

48.0 I."BATIONAL BUREAU.) OF STANDARDS I 47-.

NATIONAL.fiRE PREVENTION 7.4A0 CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 1

135.1 I

7.0 I 6.7 I
4.6 I

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMCSPHWIG semimisTRATIO% I 147.9 I 155.8 I 129.4 I

OFFICE CIF MINORITY BUSINESS V0E141115E...7% t 2.0 I 2.0 I 1.6.I 3.2 I

OFFICE OF TELECOMPLNICATIONS I -9 I 1.0 1 0 1.0 I 1.4 I

PATENT AND TRADEMARK,OFFICE. F .4 I .4 I .4 I .4 I

I I I I I

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, TOTAL--- I 9,654.7 I 11,171.8 1 12,108.1 1 y8,954.1 I

I I I I
-

I

DEPARTMENT OF THE AR I 2,013.7 I 2.495.6 I 2,652.9 I 1.949.0 I

I I ' I I I

MILITARY FUNCTIONS I 1088.0 I 2,471.0 I 2,625.5 I 1.923.5 I

I I
I I I

I 1,92,..4 I 2,374:: 1i, 2,535.2 I 1,836.6 IROT&E APPROPRIATIONS..." . . . 1
PAY AND ALLOWANCES OF MILITARY PERSCNNEL IN R&D I

92.3 I 86.9

I I I

1CIVIL FUNCTIONS t 1
2,5.7 1 24.6 I 27.4' 25.4

I I I 1

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY i 3,08.0 1, 3,871.6 I 4,273.7 I 3,-260.8

I I I I

ADIGE APPROPRIATIONS I 3,21
PAY AND ALLOWANCES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL IN R&D " I

3,776.5 I 4,106.3 I 3,174.9:

91.1 I 84.2 I 81.1

SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY PROGRAM I 2.9 I '1 3.6 I ' 3.2 I 4.8
I I 1 1

DEPARTMENT OF THE. AIR FORCE 1 7,726.6 I 4,091.1 I 4.407.3 I 5,568.1
I I . I

I

RDTCE APPROPRIATIONS...... . ................. . ..... I 3,481.5 I 3,839.4 I 41:11.:: : 3,323.0
PAY AND ALLOWANCES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL IN RED 'I 245.1 I 251.7 I 245.1

DEFENSE AGENCIES --I 561.4 il 675.0 1 751.4AGENCIES
1

I 153.1
1

I
1

RDY&E ifPROPRIATIONS 675.01 561. I 151.4.:I

I I I I

153.1

DEPARTMENTWIDE ELINCS I 7 I .5 I 1.7 1 2.2

37.6
I

25.1 l'

I
I I

DIRECTOR OF TEST AND EVALUATION. DEFENSE I 24.1 I
22.9 1

I 1
A

I I I

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTt. ECUCAT ION, AND WELFARE, TOTAL_ 0_
I 245.9 I 2,959.5 I .4 I A582.8

I

ALCOHCL, DRUG AROSE AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 1

1:95::
I55.Z I'155.0

I 1

CENTERFORDISEASE CONTROL' c : __ _ I

37.1 1

60.4 1 59.5 I

145.1 I

37.1 I

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION... ... ......-......... . .:1 42.8
I

37.0 I

47.4 I 18.5

HEALTH RESOURCES AEMINISTRATIOI_ __ i 38.2 1

85.7 I 104.0 I

.;-.::7.:,

24.7 I

.11EALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION =_.:-7 __I 17.5 I 21.4 I

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION..-. ... . ..........--...1 63.7 I

2,022.6 I 2,113514 1.- 2,255. I 2,066.5 INATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
OFFICE OF EDUCATICh . =: . :7:- . . -..- -.I ,88.2 I

78.1 I T.? 1 61.4 IOFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. . . . .... I 61.9 I

'OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY _

I

I

23.7 1

1.0 I

20.0
I

22.4 I 32.5 1

I 18.6 ISOCIAL AND REHAEILITATICN SERVICE I 18.6 I 29.3 I

-1:1:SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 1414 I .20.1 I 1.2 18.9 A

67.6 1 62.7 1 67.7 I

1

314.2 I 348.4 I

I

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, T L .-.. ........ ... ... . 361.5 1

/-#4 l'

1 I

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
BCNNEVILLE RCWER KMINISPA410N . ... .... . ..... . .

I

5.8 I

.9 I

1.3-11BUREAU OF MINES. I 145.1 I

BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION # i # I * f,

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION-- 8.3 I 10.3 I -9.0 1

GEOLOGICAL suRvEy. .... .... I14.2 1 130.0 1

OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARV
NATIONAL PARR SERVICE......,. ... . ........ ..--,.. . . .. . .. .

#..... . . ........ .. .
,.

f.1

I

9.7'1

99-:95 I

152.6 I

-.2-#4 1

11.8 I.

OFFICE OF WATER RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY_ .1 I -.

UNITEESTATES FISH ANCWILCLIFE SERVICE 18.4 I I 21.9,y
_____________-_-.----____,-,-__ 1 I ,

40
:CONTINUED ON NEST RACE

DEPARTMENT. OF COMMERCE. TOTAL.... .

1

1 24.4 27.4

1

22,278.2 I 24,623.6
1

1

1

535.4 I

293.6 I

131.5 1

26.2 I

1.3 I 1.6
80.6 1 96.7

I

2:I I ?SI

243.9 I 252.7

2.7 I

13.1 I

16.8 I

54.2 I

6.6 I

.146.7 I

1.8 1

1.7 I

.4 I. .4

I 10.903.6

2,319.9 I 2.5270
I

2 .295.5 I 8. 504,.5

2,203.0 1 2.408.2
9' 1 92.3

2-8
12.5
21.3
50-8
7.9

154.4
1.6

1 3,620.1 4,032.9
1

I 3,526.0 I 3,945.7
1 91.1 I 84.2
I 3.0 I 3.0

1

I 3000.7 I 4,219.4

I 3,549.0 I 3,977.9
251.7 I 241.9

1

162,0 1 1i.8
1 1

I 162.0 1 173.8

1.2

28.0 I 28.0

I 2,560.1 1 2,926.7

140.6 I 151.6
77.9 1

62.5
37.0 I 41.8
36.3 1 30.2
15.9 I 17.3
88.4 1 53.9

1,933.3 2,243.7
76..7 I 132.8
83.2 77.2
1.7 1.6

22.0 22.5
29.3 31.2
17.8 20.2

60.3 I 66.7 I 70.8

373.2 I 3.42.2 1 365.3

8.3 -I 6.5
1 2.8

.7 I .9 I 1.4
113.7 I 139.6 I 140.7-

.
1

* I

8.7 I 11.4 I 9.0
125.2 I 130.0 I 151.9
9.3 1 9.9

I 11.8
.7 I 3.6 I . 2.2

19.5 I ?-1.1

170 I 20.7 I 23.4

DEPARTMENT oF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT



TABLE C-80 FEDERAL FUNDS FOR TOTAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY AGENCY( FISCAL YEARS 1976. 1977. AND 1978

(MILLIONS CF DOLLARS

- CONTINUED

-AGENCY 'AND SUBDIVISION
1 _aaLicaules.__ I _ __,_ ____QuiLan
I ACTUAL. I EsziNAIE1 I ACTUAL , Ie= n .ESLIAALU___--
1 -1216-- 1__ -1311

-I- -"IA 1 '226 f 111Z4-4.1-t- -121:0.4
I

45.0 IDEPARTMENT F JUSTICE. TOTAL

IMBIGRATION AND MAIDRAL NATION S ERVICE.

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION_

AU AU OF PRISONS -
-,

. .

I

I

I

I

I

I

33.9 1

2.5 I

1.2 I

.1 I

.8 I

I

35::
I

6.5 I

1- 3 I

1.4 I

I

29.0 I

2.3 I

3.3 I

1.8 1

.4 I

I

39.9 I

2.6 I

1.4 I

.7 I

I

4.6 I

'2.0
4.8

I 1.6

35.2 I

.8 I .4

ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRAT I 29.2 I 29.5 I

DEPARTMENT LA TOTAL

% OF CI OF 7111, AO' ORM EY GENERAL

28.5 I

- I

34.6 I

- I

33.2 I

2.0 I

I

- I

I

34.6 I

29.5
2.0

27.8 1

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION I 17.5 I 1.91:14

I
I

17.3 I

1.2 I

I

1.3 I N
191,t I

33.2

1'12
17.5 I

17.3
EMPLOYMENT ST ANCARDS ACMINISTRAT ION I

4.3 I 5.5 I 5.6 I 4.1 I 5.5 I 5.6

LABOR-MANAGEMENT SERVICES ADMINISTRATION I .7 I 2.9 I 3.J I .7 I
3.0

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

1

I

I

39-4 I

1.8 I

46.2 I

2.3 I

62.7 I

1.9 I

I

25.9 I

1.2 I

I

4 672 .: 493 IIII

1.9

59.9

4.3OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ANC FEALTH ACMINISTRAT ICE. ... I 2.9 I 3.3 I 4.3 I 2.9 I 3.3 I

DEPARTMENTAL FUNDS I

I

1.6 I

I

414:: 1

I

602,33 I

I

1-6 I

I

441:88 III

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT ICH. TOTAL

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I

I

I

244.5 I

37.8 I

437.4 I

I.
24.3 I

I

377.3 I

57.6
2.3

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION -_- I

5.51:; 1 -54.2
54.4 11 42.5 I

374.7.

121.9FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION... .
I

I

28.9 I

98.1
I

117.5 I

398.4 I

123.2 I

323-6 I

I

14182 :50

I

MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION BUREAU I

35111...023

I

31.0 I

36.1FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION I 50.4 I

:::: INATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADM HISTRAT
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

I

I

31.4
I 3538,-91 II

3,.8 I

21.5 I

47.9
.6

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION I

I
:. 22.3 I

59.5 I 21:01 .1

29.9 I

46.9 I

17.3 I

56.3 I 62,4
20.3
31.2

" I
I ----.) 1

I I

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, TOTAL I

I

I

3.7 'I

- I

I

5-3 I

1.3 I

I

2.3 I

6.8 I

I

3.7 I

- I

I

51:83

I

6.7

2.3

I \2.8 I 2.8 I
2.9. I 2.8 I 2.8 I 2.9

I 1.0 I 1.2 I 1.6 I 1.0 I 1.7 I 1.4

I I I I I I

OTHER ENC IES I I I I I I

I I I I I I

A ION -41 I .1 I -, I .3 I .1 I .2 I .3

AD ISORY COMMISSION CM INT ERGO NMENTAL RELATIONS- I 1-0 I 1.2 I 1.4 I 1.0 I 1.2 I 1.4

APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION -.0. ... ....... . ... ... I .7 I +8 I .8 I .7 I .8 I .8

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD I .4 I =5 I .5 I .4 1

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMUNITY SERVICES ACMINISTRAT ION.

I

I 12.2 I

4.0 I

19.0
I 3.8 I

9.8 I 13.3 I

4.0 I

144

.5

I

3.8
8.5

.5

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION-
ENERGY RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

1 2 42:::::1 I

7.2 6.1 I 3.6
I

4.1

ENVIRONMENTAL -JAR OT ECT ION AGENCY I 361.4 I

4,143-0 I 2.229294.-06 1 I 3,797.5
310.5 I

FEDERAL TRACE COMMISSION I
-9 f 1.1 I 1.2 I .9 I

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL COMNIUNICAT ICES COMMISSION

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD ' +-

1

I

I

3.0 I

1.5 I

.4 I 1.0 I

6.1 I

2.1 I 2.1 I

1.0 I

I 3.3 I

1.1 I

-e I

i i6C11 /

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION. I 1.1 I 1.4 I 2.3 I 1.2 I
, 1.6

I 2-3

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COPMISS ION . I
.1 I .6 I .4 I

.1 1 .6 I
.4

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS I 3.0 I 3.1 I 3.4 I 2.9 I 3.3
NATIONAL AERONAUT ICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION I 3,446-8 I 3,608-8 I _,87477:75' :,t.S41,48:01

I

:,664067...2071 3.782.3
609- 1 INATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCAEMISS ION
. . ..... . .. . . .... .. - I

1. 4 I

686.2 I
719.1

1 113.9 1 139.1 1 73.3 I

SMITHSONIAN INST IT ION
TENNESSEE VALLEY AL THOU TY

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION .1

I

I fle:)7 I

A:2 1

31.7 I

3.5 I

32.1 I

31.2 I

3.9 I

1.1 I

217R..7

I

4.7 I

.1 I

333. 0171 .... 7502 III

3.5 I

11

31-2
2

OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY I 4.6 I

UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DI SARNA.MF.N1 AGENCY I 1.4 I 2.4 I 2-8 I 1.8 1 2,2 I

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY .. I -1 I .1 1 .1 I .1 I .1 1 .1

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION I _,_-- 1.5 I 2.8
I

VETERANS AOMINISTRAT IGN...
J.

I 97.7 I 110.4 I
2.8

I

111.8 I

1'

97.7 I

1.5 I

1

110,4 1

2.8 I

1

2.8
111.8

INDICATES AMOUNT LESS THAN ,150,003.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, POT AL

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO. AND FIREARMS
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING-ANO-FR INT ING
CUSTOMS SERVICE

SOURCE: NATIONAL SC If NC E FOUNDATION.
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APPENDIX D

Statistical Tables.

Part' II

al Funds for Scientific

Technical Information

0.1. Summary: fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1978

DI By agency: fiscal years 1976,1977, and 1978

0.3. Intramural and extramural obligations, by agency, fiscal years 1976,

1977, and 1975

D4, By agency and activity: fiscal year 1976

D-5. By agency .and activity: fiscal year 1977 (estimated) ........
D. By agency and activity: fiscal year 1976 (estimated) . .

D-7. Publication and distribution, and symposia and audiovisual media,

by agency and subcategory: fiscal year 1976

D4.' Publication and distribution, and symposia and audiovisual media,

by agency and subcategory: fiscal year 1977 (estimated) .
D-9, Publication and distribution, and symposia and audiovisual media,

by agency and subcategory: fiscal year 1978 (estimated) ..... ...
0.10, Documentation, reference, and information services, by agency and

t
subcategory: fiscal year 1976

'D-11. Documentation, reference, and information services, by agency and

subcategory; fiscal year 1977 (estimated)

0-11 Documentation, reference, and inibrmation services, by agency and

subcategory: fiscal year 1978 rnated)

D;I intramural and extramural o igations, by agency and activity:

fiscal year 1976

Intramural and extramural obligations, by agency and activity:

fiscal year 1977 (estimated) . . .

D-15. Intramural and extramural obligations, by agency and activity:

fiscal year 1978 (estimated)

D-T4.

NOTES

F
Estimates for 1978 are based on The Budget of the United States Government,

Fiscal Year 1978, as submitted to Conress, and do not reflect subsequent

appropriations and apportionment bons.

Obligations reported for extramural performance are limited to contracts or

grants that have as their primary purpose the accomplishment of scientific or

technical information functions. Obligations are excluded for information

acctivities that supplement or support work under R&D contracts or grants,

Obligations (for research and development in information sciences,

documentation and information systems, techniques and devices are also

reported as part of R&D obligations ikoart I.

Defense Agencies include the Defense,Advanced Research Projects Agency,

the Defense Nuclear Agency, the Defense Supply Agency, the Defense

Gommulliications Agency, and the Defense Logistics Agency.
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-11PORTS NSF NO. PRICE

Federal Support to, Universities, Colleges, and

Selected Nonprofit Institutions, Fiscal Year 1975 77-311 $2.20

Detailed Statistical Tables. Fiscal year 19711 77=325

Manpower Resources for Scientific Activities at

Universitiekand Colleges, January 1976 77-308 $2.00

Detailed Statistical Tables: January 1977

raduate SOence Education: Student Support and

77-321

Postdoctorals, Fall 1975 77=313 $2.20

Detailed Statistical Tables, Fall 1976 77-319

Expenditures for Scientific. Activities at Universities

and Colleges, Fiscal Year 1975 77-307 $2,00

Detailed Statistical Tables. Fiscal Year 1976 77-316

Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the

United States, 1975, 77-309 $3,00

Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering 77=304 $0.75

US, Scientists and Engineers, 1974 76-329 $1.25

Characteristics of the National Sample of Scientists and

Engineers, 1974

Part 1. Demographic and Educational 75=333 $1.90

Part 2: Employment .......... 76=323 $2.80

Part 3. Geographic 7030 $2,00

1985 R&D Funding Projections 76-314 $2.10

Projections of Degrees and Enrollment in Science and

Engineering Fields to 1965 78-301 $1.15

The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Rodefin'ed

Volume I. Demographic, Educational, and

Professional CharaMeristics 71-313 $3.70

Volume 2. him'. Force mid Employment

Characteristics 75-327 5205,

Detailed Statistical Tables, Engineers,

fly Field , , .. , . 76-306

R&D Activities ol Independent Nonprofit

Institutions: 1973 75-308 $1.90

Research and Development in Slide t;overnment

Agencies, Fiscal Years 1872 and 1973 71-303 51.80

Young and SHnior Science and Engineering Faculty, 1974:

Support, Research I u'ticmlaitun, md Tenure 75=302 $1.70

Projections 14 Science and Engineering Doctorate

Supply and ti(ili.tal ion, 1880 and 1885 75-301 $1.30

REVIEWS OF DATA ON SCIENCE RESOURCES

No. 30. "Scientific and Technical Personnel in

Industry, 1960-70 and 1975" , .. 78-302 $0.80

No. 29 "'Current and Future Utilization of

Scientific and Technical Personnel

in EnergOelated Activities. '77-315 $0.60

No: 28 'Scientists and Engineers From Abroad:

Trends of the Past Decade, 1966-75" 77=305 $0.35

No. 27. "Education and Work Activities of

Federal Scientific and Technical

Personnel, January 1974" 76,308 $0.40

No, 'a "R&D Expenditures of State Public Institutions,

Fiscal Year 1973 .......... .., 75-311 $0,35

HIGHLIGHTS

"Graduate Science. Enrollment Stabilized in 1977". 78-307

"Utilization of Science and Engineering Doctorates

in Industrial Research and Development 78-301

"Academic Employment of Full-time Scientists and

Engineers Increases Another 3 Percent in 'I977" 77-327

"National Sample of Scientists and Engineers:

Changes in Employment, 1972-74 and 1974=76" 77-322

"Aptitude: Test Scores of Prospective Graduate Students

in Scionce Remained Essentially the Same From

1970 lo 1975" 77-318

'Academic R&D Expenditures Up 9 Percent in FY 1976- 77-314

"Private Industry Employment of Scientists and

Engineers in 1975 Shows J-Year Decline", 77-312

"Craduale Science and Engineering Enrollment lip

Onlv 1 Percent in 1876".. 77=302
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